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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

Two Sections
Today
Twenty Pages
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, February 16, 1973

In Our 94th Year

U.S. Helicopter Shot Down North
Of Saigon Today; Five Are Hurt
I

FS
LAST LEG OF RETURN TRIP TO U.S.-There was no looking back as former prisoners of war
boarded a plane at Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines for the last leg of their journey to the
United States. Some are in uniform and others In various hospital garb. After landing at Travis Air
Force Base in ('alifornia, they were scheduled to go to military hospitals near their homes.
AP Wirephoto
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The herd of Buffalo in the
Land Between the Lakes has
grown from 19 to 47. They came
originally trona North Dakota's
Theodore Roosevelt National
Park

Methodist Men To
Meet On Monday

Caller says the bank located
where the Peoples Bank now is
was the First Nauotuil Bank,
Tom Stokes, president. We
remember Mr. Stokes.
Fellow says he knew a girl
once who was such a terrible
cook that defrosting a TV dinner
was a real challenge.
WINDOW TO HAPPINESS-Air Force Major Glendon It
A five year old boy was asked Perkins of Orlando, Fla., and his wife. Kay, embrace in a rainby a neighbor how many there spattered car at Maxwell Air Force Rase. Ala., after Perkins was
were in his family. "Seven." flown back from a North Vietnamese prison camp. The Perkins
was his reply "My, that many were scheduled to go to Minnesota where the major's mother Is
children must cost a lot," the seriously ill.
neighbor exclaimed "Oh no,"
(AP Wirephoto
said the child, "we don't buy
them, we raise them "
"In ambition, as in love, the
successful can afford to be
indulgent toward their rivals.
The prize our own, it is graceful
to recognize the merit that
vanily aspired to it."
Christian Nestell Boyce.
We got our order off for two
Wisteria Trees this week and
figure they should arrive in
time for spring planting. We got
one purple and one pink. This
firm was out of the white ones
which are breath-takingly
beautiful.
LAKE PARK,IOWA, NEWS:
"If you think you have troubles
pity the poor editor-if he attends a meeting he's being nosy,
if he doesn't he isn't interested.
If he writes an in-depth story,
it's too long, if he condenses
one, it's incomplete. If he takes
sides on an issue he is
prejudiced, if he doesn't he is a
coward. If he asks for advice.
he's incompetent, if he'doesn't
he is a know-it-all. If he makes a
mistake he hears about it for
weeks, it he doesn't he never
hears about it. If he expresses
an opinion, he wants to run the
show, if he doesn't he lacks
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

The Weather
Colder today with decreasing
cloudiness this afternoon.
Clearing and much colder
tonight. High today in the mid
to upper 20s, low tonight 10 to
15. Mostly sunny Saturday and
not quite as cold, with a highln
the low 30s. Partly cloudy and
warmer Sunday.

SAIGON ( AP) - A big U.S
helicopter on a peacekeeping
mission was shot down today
north of Saigon, and five Arnericans were injured. Meanwhile,
a North Vietnamese spokesman
reported that the next 30 American prisoners of war being released by Hanoi would be treed
Saturday or Sunday.
The CH47 Chinook helicopter
was the first American aircraft
downed in Vietnam since the
cease-fire began Jan. 28. However, three helicopters were hit
during the first three days of
the truce, with one American
killed 'ad four wounded.
The Chinook crashed and
burned near An Loc, 60 miles
north of Saigon. The five crewmen were brought to the Army
hospital in Saigon.
The U.S. Command said one
of the men had critical burns
The helicopter had delivered
a jeep and office equipment to
An Loc for the Joint Military
Commission but did not carry
the orange markings of the
peacekeeping group, the U.S.
Command said. A spokesman
explained that it had not been
assigned to the commission but
was on loan to a civilian firm
working for the commission.
It was hit by snail arms and
automatic fire a few minutes
after it took off to return to
Long Binh. The U.S. delegation
to the Joint' Military Commission made a verbal protest to
the Communist delegates.
The chief spokesman for the
North Vietnamese delegation,
Bui Tin, announced that the
next 20 American POWs to be
freed by hirgovornmant would
be handed over in Hanoi "perhaps tomorrow and if not the
day after"
(See Helicopter, Page 12)

Three More Planeloads
Freed POWs-Head Home
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. ( AP) - Three more
planes carrying freed American
prisoners of war streaked
across the Pacific today, headed for a red-carpet California
welcome for the men.
Today's contingent of 80 will
boost to a total of 123 the number of former POWs to touch
down on American soil since
Tuesday.
Twenty more Americans liberated last Sunday night will
remain at Clark Air Force
Base in the Philippines another
day and will fly home Saturday.
And the North Vietnamese
government announced Thursday night that an additional 20
will be released Saturday or
Sunday in Hanoi.
Two ex-prisoners had been
rushed to the Unites States on
On Hawaii Trip
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Miller
and Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Nesbitt are vacationing in
Hawaii. They left from Nashville via Eastern Airlines for the
eight day trip. The trip was won
through bedding sales at
Wiggins Furniture Company
sponsored by the Southerland'
Bedding Company. Mrs. Miller
and Mr. Nesbitt are employed
at Wiggins.

Tuesday to the bedsides of critically ill mothers. A third, a civilian, returned by commercial
aircraft Thursday, barefoot and
carrying a flower
The 60 men who arrived at
Travis on Wednesday and
Thursday in planeloads of 20
received formal welcomes before going to military hospitals
across the country Two Air
Force generals and a color
guard met the Operation Homecoming planes.
Hundreds of newsmen and
base personnel behind barricades watched the former
POWs emerge singly, salute the
colors and welcorting officers
(See POWs, Page 12)

Rescue Squad
Answers Call

The Calloway County FireRescue Unit
was called
Thursday at 6 p.m. to the home
of Hester Charlton, Route One
Hazel, where a fuse box had
shorted out, according to
Rescue Unit reports.
The report said the fuse box
had shorted out, burning some
of the wiring, with some smoke
reported.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Charlet Tubbs,
RED CROSS
Steve Kemp, Jerry Edward,
Emergency
Red
Cross Ed Jennings, Buil Miller, Mike
Military calls can be made Farley, .1,im Johnson, Jim
Saturday
and
Sunday, Vi1iktho010Bernard Steen, Phil
Fetruiuy 17 & 10 by calling 733- Owens, Lloyd Key, and Ron
0684.
Stout.

The Methodist Men of the
Dexter -Hardin United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church on Monday.
February 19, at seven p.m
Harold Brockwell, senor
process engineer of the B F.
Goodrich Chemical Company,
Calvert City, will be the guest
speaker.
The president, Cantrell Jones,
urges all members and interested persons to attend the
meeting.

Ham Or Beans Night
Held By Civitans
Thursday Evening
At the February 15, dinner
meeting of the Murray Cwitan
Club some of the members ate
country ham and some ate
beans (7ivitans that had sold
fifty or more pounds of Claxton
Fruitcake before Christmas
were served country ham and
the members that sold less than
50 pounds ate beans
Fifteen Civitans sold fifty or
more pounds including Ralph
Bogard who sold 873 pounds,
Coffield Vance-372 pounds, J.H.
Nix-320 pounds, Hoyt Roberts302 pounds, Starkie Colson-272
pounds, and Red Willoughby-213
pounds.
Bogards 873 pounds an alltime local record for Murray
(7ivitans. Proceeds from these
sales helped provide the 8600.00
check for the local mental
health program.
Hayden Rickman, local
()viten, was presented an
Outstanding Service Award
from Civitan International for
his quality of service as past
treasurer for the local club.
John Perry of the Paris, Tennessee Ctvitan Club was a
guest.
MURPHY ON JOUETT
USSJOUETT-Navy Seaman
Kelvin S. Murphy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl E. Merphy of
Route I, Almo, is in the Eestern
Pacific aboard the guided
missile frigate USS .1ouett,
While on station in Vietnam, his
ship was visited by Admiral
Bernard A,Clarey, Commander
in Chief, Pacific Fleet

Cleanup Sale To
Be Held Thursday
On Dark Tobacco
A final cleanup sale on darkfired tobacco will be held
Thursday, February 22, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Wait
Kentucky Dark Fired Tobaccp
Growers Association.
The sale will be conducted-al
the Mayfield market in the
morning and the Murray
market in the afternoon, Ellis
said

10' Per Copy
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Fiscal Court-Appoints
Ambulance Study Group

The Calloway County Fiscal will be used to pay the at- state on work the county is to do
Court, meeting in a session torney's travel expenses. on state roads.
No discussion was held on the
Thursday postponed from last Harris said.
week, appointed a four-man
County Attorney Sid Easley sanitation service, but county
committee to meet with a said the public defender will officials report that a survey is
similar committee from the city represent individuals facing to be taken next month by a
on the ambulance service Issue, criminal charges which carry a company on the needs of
according to County Court Clerk possible jail sentence who Calloway County on the project.
Marvin Harris.
This survey will include such
cannot afford an attorney.
County Attorney Sid Easley,
things as where pickup conA proposal by the Michigan- tainers
County Judge Robert 0. Miller,
should be placed,and
Wisconsin pipeline company to how
many containers should be
and Magistrates K.B. Mccontsruct a pipeline from north purchased
Cuiston and Wayne Flora were
of Murray to the Marshall
Also discussed was the
named to discuss t4e amLrOcninty-lise, nearAtworar .nos
Propbsed iiideninit
bulariCe terviker
Doran
the
stipulation
approved,
with
City Council man Melvin the city committee The two
Road. The court decided to ask
Henley spoke at the regular committees will meet next that open cuts across gravel city and state officials what
roads and unimproved roads be
meeting of the Kiwanis Club Wednesday, Harris said.
part in the improvement the
repaired by tamping.
held Thursday night. His
The city committee is comcounty is expected to play.
subject was: "What You Can posed of Councilmen Melvin
Also approved was the first
Expect in Government in the Henley, Roy Starks, and amendment to the 1973-74
70's:'
budget, calling for $35,A10 to be
William Furches.
Henley,
professor
in
The court also approved the transferred to the road fund
chemistry at Murray State appointment of a public from the general fund, Harris
University, said, "We are defender for the 42nd judicial reported.
having a crisis of successes not district,
which
includes
In other routine business, a
The Murray Calloway County
failures. Schools and govern- Calloway, Marshall
and petition was accepted and filed Shrine Club met Wednesday
ment are better now than they Livingston counties, Harris with Harris
calling for the night at the Freed Cotham
have ever been but so much said.
improvement of the Luther Company at 7:00 o'clock with
more is expected of them,
This service, which is Suggs Road by Lenrus Hale.
President Woodrow Dunn
also"
required by law, would cost the
The court also authorized presiding.
Routine business
The following members of the county $62.50 per
month, which Judge Miler to contract with the was conducted at the meeting
Mayfield Kiwanis Club made an
with several Shrine functions
inter-club visit: Or. Bill Simpbeing discussed.
son, Billy Clyde Burnett,
A report on the recent
Clarence Wallis, Gene Resler,
seminar in Madisonville was
and Ben Phillips.
made. Donald Robinson was
President Raymond Carter,
named as chairman of a
presided at the meeting.
committee to decide how club
Although little is really known and red," said the legendary,
funds would be used in giving
about them, some of the most retired professor in his 48th
further aid to crippled children
significant developments in the appearance before the club.
Most of the club funds derive
Whether it is such a republic,
People's Republic of China
from the annual Shrine golf
(Red China) were discussed by or ever can or ever will be, no
tournament The club recently
Dr. C. S. Lowry, professor one knows," he observed, admade a contribution of $1,000 to
emeritus at Murray State ding, "Chairman Mao is
the crippled children's fund of
University, before the Murray reported to have said that it will
the temple.
take 300 years to complete the
The Murray Park and Rotary Club Thursday.
Following the club meeting
revolution
started
in
1949.
"Perhaps the most intriguing
Recreation Deportment will
the Shrine Clowns met with
"If he did make that remark,
offer a youth arts and crafts idea connected with the whole
President R.0 Jones presiding
class starting .February n. thing is the idea of a republic of it might indicate that he is the He mentioned the regulations
most
realistic
statesman
of
all
women,
the
people, men,
Thret separate sessions will be all
which govern the conduct of
children, white, black, yellow time. It might also indicate that Shrines in parades
offered
The parthere is no credibility gap
The first session will be held
ticipation of the Ftizpah Clowns
there."
from 1 p.m. to 230 p.m. on
The principle of action lit Red in the Southeastern meeting in
Friday afternoons for preschool
Louisville this summer was
China, he said, is to involve
age children. The fee for this
discussed.
everybody
in
everything,
session will be tl.
Norman A. Klapp, secretaryillustrated by the Chinese
The second season will be
treasurer of the Shrine Club and
campaigns to rid their country
offered for ages six through ten
of the Shrine Clowns read the
of four pests- flies, sparrows,
and will be held from 3 p.m to
minutes and made a report as to
mosquitoes
and
rats
4:30 p.m. Friday afternoon
finances.
"Chairman Mao blessed the
Ages eleven and older will meet
By Mrs. Jerry BOIL
campaign, viewing it as con- Local Shrine
on Wednesday from 3 p.m. to
Club To
A common denominator is
4:30 p.m. The fee for these two threaded through more than sistent with his concept that the Hold Its Social Meeting
masses could accomplish
sessions will be $2.30.
half of the death notices apThe Murray-Calloway County
All of the classes will be pearing in this newspaper, anything whatsoever. Under his
conducted in the basement of namely, a reference to some guidance, of course," he noted. Shrine Club will hold its regular
In the campaign against flies, social meeting at the Woodrnen
the First United Methodist form of cardiovascular disease
Church and participants are as the cause of death. This was he said, families were issued fly of the World Hall, Third and
requested to use the south en- true of 161 Calloway Countians swatters and were required to Maple Streets, on Saturday,
appear every Sunday at com- February 17
trance of the church.
during 1972. Fifty-two more munal headquarters to fill the
A potluck supper will be
The crafts which will be of- local residents died as a result
large collection sacks with their served at 6.30 p.m. followed by
fered include
decopauge, of these causes during 1972 than
kills.
a social hour. All members and
copper enameling, paper in
1971
(See Rotary, Page 121
their wives are urged to attend
mache, drawing and painting,
Most often the descriptive
-clear casting, filmes, weaving term is "Heart attack" or
and yarn craft
"stroke". But it also could be
Parents de children desiring ''hypertensive heart disease,"
to enter the classes may
d( ongestive heart failure,"
register their child at the park "high
blood
pressure,"
office or by attending the first "rheumatic heart disease" and
class meeting of the child's age "Congenital heart disease."
group. Additional information For here in Calloway County, as
may be obtained by contacting elsewhere in the nation, the vast
FRANKFORT, Ky. 'AP) - agencies as well for ideas for
the Pali office, 753-7640.
Spokesmen for the gas and oil the model bill
complex of heart and blood
Still another subcommittee
vessel diseases are responsible industry have been invited to
meet with a group of legisla- decided to contact several lofor more deaths than all other
diseases and all other causes tors, possibly around March 22, cal, state and federal officials
to give suggestions for easing for ideas on how to go about
combined
All of this gives real emphasis the natural gas shortage in improving public transit systems in urban areas in KenKentucky.
to the fact that diseases of the
That approach for dealing tucky Also to be contacted are
heart and circulation not only
with the problem was agreed persons now operating a priconstitute the most important
national health problem but upon Thursday by a subcom- vately owned transit system
An open meeting on "Wills also the foremost local health
After those contacts are
mittee of the Interim Legislaand Deeds" will be siteld problem.
tive Committeeon Public Utili- made, individuals will be seTuesday, February 20, at seven
ties and Transportation. The in- lected from each area to anThus, each new name we add
p.m. at the University School to the roster of local heart dustry representatives would be' pear before the subcommittee
Auditorium, Murray State disease victims supplies ad- asked to tell the legislators of to describe the need and sugUniversity, North 16th Street. ditional evidence that citizens of the extent of the gas shortage, gest steps to help alleviate the
This special interest lesson is Calloway County have both a
what caused it and possible situation.
"We have to find out who is
sponsored by the Homemakers responsibility and obligation to ways state legislation could
Club, but is open to the public. advance the fight against heart help correct it.
doing what and who will be
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, County and blood vessel diseases
Meanwhile, another subcom- competent spokesmen," comExtension Agent, will present
mittee decided to draft a model mented Rep. Edward Holloway.
This can be done through
lesson and each family in at- contributions of time, effort and
motor vehicle title bill for Ken- R-Louisville, who is cochairtendance will be given a cir- money to the 1973 Heart Fund tucky to submit to the full com- man of the subcommittee.
cular on "Property Rights." Campaign, February 1-28. mittee with the recommendaAnd a fourth subcommittee
Calloway County Judge reaching its high point on the tion that it be prefiled. The decided to explore the possiRobert O. Miller will be present week-end of Heart Sunday, three subcommittee members bility of requiring operators of
to answer question.s on wills and February 25, with a residential are to attend a national vehicle boats on Kentucky waters to be
deeds following the lesson
reciprocity workshop in Louis- licensed in a similar manner as
solicitation.
The auditorium is on the left
Give-Help "BEAT THE BIG ville Feb. 77-March 1 to help are drivers of motor vehicles
of the passageway from North ONE!"
The subcommittee agreed to
get ideas for the model bill.
16th Street to the Science
Rep. Bruce Blythe, R-Louis- ask representatives of the IT S
Correction
Building. Persons may park in
villa, the subcommittee chair- Coast Guard and the Slate
The group of double knit sport man, said the panel also would Boating Division to come to its
the lot on Hamilton and also in
the lot on North 16th Street, coats advertised by King's Den consult with county clerks, po- next meeting do tell of their
and
yesterday for $20 00 each lice officers and representa- programs, especially involving
Hamilton
between
should have been at $10 00 each. tives of banks and loan boating safety
Calloway.

Melvin Henley Is

Kiwanis Speaker.

Orr

Shrine Club Has
Meeting Here

Dr. Lowry Discusses Republic
Of China at Rotary Club Meet

Park Offers Arts
And Crafts Course
For Local Children

Heart Disease
Claims Many
Cou ntians

Fuel Spokesmen To
Meet With Lawmakers

'Wills And Deeds'
Open Meet Planned
Here On Monday
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Public Is A Press Council
With a flourish from its crusader's trumpet, the
Twentieth Century Fund has announced plans fora
nationalpress council to investigate complaints
i•
about the fairness and accurancy of the news media.
• 4
The press is not above reproach or immune from
• L.
criticism, but we oppose such a council because it is
a.
unnecessary, could become a political weapon, and
Howould be a form of intimidation smacking of censorship.
•••
serves as the fairest, most
TherztRic,,itself,
alert and most viiTo&uTVarclidlig IT 'the'MOT
media. When a newspaper prints inaccurate or
distorted information, it can expect immediate
!
re...
emwi
response from its subscribers. Most newspapers,
including this one. devote considerable space each
year to critical letters from readers. With so many
critics scrutinizing every story, who believes that a
SOME PEAC CE EBRATION
newspaper wants to make mistakes?
Competition in the trade also keeps the media
honest. If a newspaper or a TV commentator gets off
LISTIC
U.S. MUST BE
base, there's always another newspaper, another
syndicated
a
magazine,
news
a
commentator,
pundit. or a Vice President Agnew to put the matter
s.
straight.
"AiDefiguity has its merits," Dr. States, Saigon and the Communist
nobody will
time
this
at
But who, we'd like to know, is going to monitor the
However
the
to
explained
Heivfy Kissinger
that the international
press council? What kind of mortal pressure can be
,-news media on Jan. 24 when he de- guarantee
and
scheduled 30 days after
,
conference
exerted upon it to speak with objectivity
Vietchapter and verse of the
' tailed
agreement, will be
the
of
signing
detachment instead of with a voice of political.
rehad
he
that
nam peace accords
atmounting
from
tenure of the fourit
the
prevent
Even
will
held.
prejudice' Who
cently initialed in Paris.
peace force is du-..
1,160-man
natio,
tacks against papers or TV commentators whose
have
In the sense that there would
says that it
Canada
because
bious
witheditorial views it doesn't agree with'? Who will keep
agreement
been no cease-fire
60 days if
club
a
after
it
from
holding
withdraw
and
it from playing the role of censor
out some fuzziness of terms, Dr. Kis- will
.
exercise
ineffective
to
seek
tiWy,
is
as
it
editors
and
over writers
singer was entirely correct. Neither
their rights under the First Amendment?
side gains a clear-cut military vicClearly the United States will have
Finally, it is absurd to suppose that a national
tory in today's limited political to rely on something besides the
press council could expect to deal fairly and inwars. Some tergiversation is essen- signed accords if our previous role in
local
purely
in
rooted
disputes
with
telligently
tial to achieve 'a cease-fire state- Vietnam is not to become a mockment that all parties can use in ery. Fortunately, we are not without
conditions in communities scattered across 50 states
claiming moral victories.
of the Union. Nor is that an argument for creating
considerable influence.
On the other hand the confusions
locat press councils. They are prone to all the evils
If there has been any victory in Inand uncertainties throughout Indothat dictate against a national council—Detroit
it Is in the ability of the
dochina
china today are evidence enough.qf South Vietnamese military forces to
(Mich.) News.
the drawbacks of equivocation at the stand up to the continuing aggres.peace table. President Nixon indeed sion of the Communists. The South
that

Building peace to be difficult

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Taylor Willoughby of Murray Route Four died
; February 14 at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Pete
Rhodes. He was 76.
: Rob Gingles of the Bank of Murray has been
: named as Calloway County Agricultural Chariman
-.7 for the Kentucky Bankers Association.
In basketball Murray High Tigers won over
College High Colts 56 to 44 while Calloway Lakers
beat Sedalia 73 to 70. Sammy Housden got 29 and
- Mickey Boggess got 21, both for Calloway High
School.
Buel Stalls was elected worthy patron of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star to fill
the vacancy created by the death of Rev. A. G.
Childers. Mrs. June Crider is worthy matron.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER I TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Hershell Creekmur of
' Princeton, age 48, William A A. Haynes of Murray,
age 80, and Ben F Dunn of Hamlin, age 76.
Leroy Colley, son of Mr. and Mrs. D. Colley of
Hazel Route One,serving with the X Corps in Korea,
was recently promoted to corporal.
• Murray State Thoroughbreds won out over the
Western Hilltoppers 77 to 67 in a basketball game at
the crowd packed Carr gym.
Pictured are members of the operetta, "H. F. H.
; Miss Jones" to be presented at Murray Training
School February 23 and 24. They include Nancy
Wainscott, Jeannette Huie, Ann Farmer, aeneleli
McKinney, Charles 'Scarborough, Fred Gardner,
; Josiah Darnall, director, Walter Jones, and Pat
Redden.
r

is on target with his assertion
the truce in Vietnam is "fragile."
It is fragile because there are very

few causes for peace, although there
are a good many reasons for it. Under terms of the cease-fire documents 'North Vietnam can claim,
with considerable justification, that
South Vietnam is only a provisional
government; that the demilitarized
zone is a temporary boundary Under the agreement the Communist
Viet Cong also can make a case that
they are on the same footing as the

legitimate government in Saigon.
Both Communist flIctions still intend
to assume control of all of South
Vietnam, and both can find many
loopholes in the Cease-fire document
.ambiguities that they will employ to
rationalize their aggression.
The question of authority to enforce the cease-fire that has yet to
become a fact also is troublesome. A
great deal of that authority will depend upon international support for
the document

signed by the United

‘'ietnamese government is stable;
the morale of its citizens is high. If
the United States is to give its previous role in the war meaning and purpose, it must continue the material
aid that will nurture this continuing
fight for self determination.

On the other hand, while the
United States also must live up to its
promises to assist in the reconstruction of all of Indochina, we do not
have an obligation to support aggression. We must make it clear to
the Communists that we will withhold our aid if there are prolonged,
aggravated violations of the cease-

principles.
Twelve years of idealism by the
United States has cost us a heavy
premium in Vietnam. In peace as in
war, the value of good intentions and
noble motives is limited in dealiog
with an enemy that has none. Our
ration of idealism must be limited so
far as the Communists are concerned.

fire

4.

God's mercy toward us in a time of dire need is no
license for careless living, nor a quarantine against
: subsequent disaster
4

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

• •••

•

The lesson from
book, "Bible Stories
Buck, was conduct
I.essie Pickard. h
Parks gave the del
the 12th chapter of:
Mrs. Robbins,
presided, and No
Clopton, secretan
gave her reports.
Roberts and Mr
McDougal report(
shutins. A love of
taken by the group.
Delicious refres
cherry cheese cake
coffee were servi
hostesses to th
members and or.

Recently this writer served as the master of ceremonies at the
annual Sweetheart Banquet of the Women's Missionary Union of
Graves County.
Of course, I poid some of my poetry. The following poem was
composed for that occasion
I'NTITLED
Love is sweet, there's no better time
To catch these moments in a bit of rhyme,
To present these thoughts is a special treat,
Especially when you've had something to eat,
Setting close beside that special one
Makes the whole affair a lot of fun.
Look around you at all the faces,
The couples together in their places,
Relaxing now, so pleasant looking.
Feeling the pleasures of all that cooking.
The women so pretty in .4!11 their finery,
The men in ties even if they're kincla binery.
You tutored him well, he learned the graces,
What if he just untied his laces,
..}Wa trying hocii_W be, 4 good VQ,11.
You're happy now for he's not always that sort.
You're happy now, and he is too,
got a good woman in the W.M.U.

11—‘
THE
FAMILYm. imp
LAWYER
Alligator vs.
Shoemaker
With ecology in mind, a state
legislature banned the sale of
alligator skins within the borders
of the state. In short order, a
maker of men's shoes went to
court with the following objection.
unconstitutional.
"This low
True, the state does have the
power to protect consumers. But
here they are not trying to protect consumers Thes are trying
to protect alligators. That is beyond the scope of legislative authority."
However, a court ruled that the
measure was indeed within the
"police power" of the state.

"Protection of animals," said
the court. "is necessary not only
for their natural beauty and for
biological study but (also) for the
key role they play in the maintenance of the life cycle."
Not long afterward, a shoe
dealer tried another line of attack
on the same law.
"It hurts our chances of making
a living," said the dealer. "It destroys our property rights without
due process of law."
But again the court upheld the
legislation. The court said the
shoe dealer simply had no "property right" to begin with in the
wildlife of a foreign country.
These cases illustrate the legal
issues that have arisen out of efforts to preserve "endangered
species." As a rule, courts have
looked with fasor upon such efforts.
Nesertheless. if the state may
alt on behalf of animals, it may
also act on behalf of hunters. In
another case, lawmakers decided
to introduce a special breed of
deer into remote sections of the
state for the benefit or sportsmen..
Some residents opposed the
plan, partly because of the harm
the deer might inflict upon the
flora and fauna of the region.
But after a court test, their
objections were overruled. The
court said the state's police power
includgsl the right to make the
state more appealing and more
profitable as a recreational area.

Baptist WO M E
Flint Church
Meeting At C

—Tom Perkins

The Baptist Wot
Flint Baptist Chun
general meeting at
Wednesday
on
February 7, at sev

It's always a pleasure to hear from our young poets
The Night of the Birds

Mrs June Hopkit
charge of the prog
Mydel Rickman read
calendar. The basin
was conducted by M
Imes, chairman.

Twas the night of the birds
And all was asleep
When I heard a noise
Out in the darkness so deep
The thing that it sounded like
You'll never know,
Because when I try to tell you
It chills me like so
But after I heard it
I went back to bed
When my brother came in
And here's what he said
Sister, I'm scared
And I asked him why.
And then he let out a frightening sigh
There's birds in my room
My brother did shout
Will you phase come in there
And get them all out
I can't get them out
With shouting of words
And it's just because this is the night of the birds
So go back to bed,
And leave them alone
And in the morning
They'll all be gone
Then out of my brother
I heard not a peep
So! went back to bed
To go back to sleep

It was announce•
book study on "No
Alone," will be hell
sday, February 22,
at Flint Church
Kirksey and Spri
churches. Mrs. Rut
and Mrs. Stanley
will be in charge of

Present for the 1
meeting were Mes
Miller, Willodean Coi
Short, Rena Hopi
Bailey, Wilma Mil
Farley, Ruble Job
Janice Chapman

Rainbow For
Hold Regular
At Masonic H

By Linda Knight
Murray Middle School
Grade 7

Murray Assemb
Order of the Rainbol
held its regular n
Tuesday, February
o'clock in the even
Masonic Hall

Linda George, IA
visor, presided, an
Sledd, recorder,
minutes An offerir
was taken during
meeting.
Members present
Newberry, Paula •
bars Sledd, Martha
Mary Doran, Pat F.
Robertson, Kathl
botham, Daralina
Kathy Coleman, Lin
Melanie Wilson, Vic,
Lucretia Crawforc
Bury, Phyllis Colen
Edwards, and Deb

People In The News
GONDAR, Ethiopia APi—Britain's Princess Anne shook the
paw of a lion cub as she toured this ancient imperial capital
The 22-year-old princess on Wednesday toured the ruins of
seven castles and palaces, dating back 300 years. Later, she had a
barbecue supper and then spent the night camped out near
Debarek. a remote mountain village.
PALM BEACH, FIa r AP i---Actor George Hamilton's mother,
in court to answer charges that she bulldozed a sand dune, says
this millionaire's playground used to be a nice place to live "But
it's like the Gestapo now "
Mrs. Anna Hamilton Spalding was in municipal court Wednesday to answer charges of violating a 17-year-old ordinance.
She said she didn't know it was illegal when she ordered her
gardener to bulldoze the sand dune in front of her home because it
blocked her ocean view.
A verdict was expected within a week She could receive a
maximum fine of 8500.

Adults present
Vicki Nance, moth
Mrs.Twila Coleman
Martha Hutchens.

LONDON (AP)—Rod Stewart has been chosen the world's top
male pop vocalist by readers of Disc, a leading British entertainment weekly.
The weekly announced on Wednesday the winners of its
readers' poll. Stewart also was named top British vocalist
The American Alice Cooper group won the award as top international group,andits "Schools Out" was named the top single
of 1972.
Keith Emerson, organist with Emerson, Lake and Palmer, was
named top musician. America's Melanie was named top international female vocalist.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Behold, thou art made whole: sin no more, lest a
worse thing come unto thee.—John 5:14.

Time and weather are to blame for everything
%Tinkle% on the face, arthritis in the knees, hair off
the head and wet feet.
"Scars sometimes heal but,.
wrinkles. never." —Dictionary of Opinions

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Weather Bureau says it expects
temperatures between now and
mid-March to average below
seasonal normals over the Gulf
Coast region and the Middle
and South Atlantic coastal
states.
It said above-normal temperatures are indicated for the
Northern and Central plains,
the Northern Mississippi Valley, the Pacific Coast and the
Southern Plateau.
Elsewhere, the bureau-said,
near normal temperatures are
in prospect. er:‹ .
Precipitatki Is expected—Ur
exceed normal over the Atlantic ("alit states, the East Gulf
Coast region and Central and
Southern portions of both the
West Coast states and the
Plateau region.
Sub-normal totals are indicated for eastern portions of
the Northern and Central
plains. the- Upper MississippiValley and the Rio Grande Valley.
In unspecific areas near normal precipitation is expected.

Mrs. R. H. Hobbit
Pauline Speegle wer
for the meeting of
the
Christian
Fellowship of I
Christian Church
Tuesday, February
o'clock in the aften
Robbins'
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F 007 BALL FIELD ROLLS UP Woeld's first ofie-oiece football field, 74,000
square feet of Tartan Turf, is rolled from the surface of now University of Idaho Stadium
at Moscow, Idaho. The synthetic turf provides surface to, games played on grass, removed to expose asphalt base for other games:

Service February 15, W73
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market .Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 653 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts 75 cents
higher Sows 50 cents higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 36.50-37.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 35.75-36.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 35.25-35.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 34.50-35.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 30.00-30.50
few 31.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 29.00-30.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.. 28.00-29.00
few 27.00
Boars 23.00-27.00

CAP 1

TI-fEATRi

Look For -Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section
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-Robbins Home Is
Sceri:I. Of Meeting
Mrs. R. H. Robbins and Mrs.
Pauline Speegle were hostesses
for the meeting of Group II of
the
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church held on
Tuesday, February 6, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Robbins'
home.
The lesson from the study
book, "Bible Stories'. by Pearl
Buck, was conducted by Mrs.
Lessie Pickard. Mrs. Mary
Parks gave the devotion from
the 12th chapter of II Timothy.
Mrs. Robbins, chairman,
presided, and Mrs. Ruth
Clopton, secretary-treasurer,
gave her reports. Mrs. Ruby
Roberts and Mrs. Estelle
McDougal reported on the
shutins. A love offering was
taken by the group.
Delicious refreshments of
cherry cheese cake, nuts, and
coffee were served by the
hostesses to the sixteen
members and one visitor

Groups Organized
At Spring Creek
Organizational meetings of
five mission groups were held at
the Spring Creek Baptist
Wednesday,
Church
on
February 7, at seven o'clock in
the evening. They were WMU,
Brotherhood, GAs, RAs, and
Mission Friends.
Officers and chairmen of the
WMU elected are Mrs. Ilene
Evans, president; Mrs. Martha
Letterman, vice-president;
Mrs. Edna Butler, secretary;
Mrs. Geneva Lee, treasurer;
Mrs. Doris Greer, mission
action; Mrs. Nadine Bean,
mission, study; Mrs Jo Watson,
child care; Mrs. Louise Patton,
prayer; Mrs. Frankie Feagin,
community missions; Mrs.
-13rowie Armstrong, enlistment.
Ten women were present for the
meeting.
The directors for the Girls
Auxiliary are Mrs. Brenda
Darnell and Mrs. Wyona Brinn.
Five members were present.

The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church held its
general meeting at the church
evening,
Wednesday
on
February 7, at seven o'clock.
Mrs June Hopkins was in
charge of the program. Mrs.
Mydel Rickman read the prayer
calendar. The business session
was conducted by Mrs Martha
Imes. chairman.

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson
are the directors for the Royal
-Ambeissethiee with thirteen
boys present.
Mrs. Judy Cunningham, and
Miss Marilyn Feagin are
Mission Friends directions.
Three members were present.
Rev. Stanley Letterman,
pastor of the church, is leader
for the Brotherhood with four
men present.
The groups will continue to
meet each first Wednesday of
the month at seven p.m. at the
church.

Dr. K. M. George
It was announced that the
Speaker At Hazel
book study on "No Man Goes
Alone," will be held on ThurMeeting
sday, February 22, at 6:30p.m. Women's
at Flint Church with the
Kirksey and Spring Creek
churches. Mrs. Ruble Johnsdn
and Mrs. Stanley Letterman
will be in charge of the study

Present for the Wednesday
meeting were Mesdames Jo
Miller, Willodean CoMon, Pearl
Short, Rena Hopkins, Dot
Bailey, Wilma Miller, Judy
Farley, Ruble Johnson, and
Janice Chapman.

Rainbow For Girls
Hold Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, February 6, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Masonic Hall.
Linda George, worthy advisor, presided, and Barbara
Sledd, recorder, read the
minutes An offering of $1.70
was taken during the business
meeting.
Members present were Janet
Newberry, Paula Cook, Barbara Sledd, Martha McMullen,
Mary Doran, Pat Evans, Lesa
Robertson, Kathy Higginbotham, Daralina Darnell,
Kathy Coleman, Linda George,
Melanie Wilson, Vicki Kalberer.
Lucretia Crawford, Melissa
Bucy, Phyllis Coleman, Becky
Edwards, and Debbie Nance.
Adults present were Mrs.
Vicki Nance, mother advisor,
Mrs.Twila Coleman. and Mrs.
Martha Hutchens

The general meeting of the
Umted Methodist Women of the
Hazel United Methodist Church
was held Tuesday, February 6,
at seven o'clock in the evening
in the sanctuary of the church.
Mrs. Kaska Jones, program
leader, introduced Dr. K.M.
George, a native of India and a
professor of the sociology
department at Murray State
University,as speaker. His talk
was very informative and he
answered questions from the
group following his discussion.
He said it is gratifying that
people want to know something
about India.
Freeman,
Olga
Mrs.
president, presided at the
meeting and expressed grateful
appreciation for the occasion.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
John McCullough.
The minutes were read by
Mrs H.A. Newport who called
the roll with seventeen members and four visitors present.
The treasure's report was given
by Mrs Mildred Herning.
Mrs. Freeman gave a summary of the Evaluation meeting
held Sunday night, at the
parsonage. This included plans
for this year. Mrs. Tom Scruggs
reported that the Carolyn
Circle planned to have a
rummage sale in April. At the
February 13th Arra Dunn Circle
meeting Mrs. Koska Jones was
scheduled to begin a study
course of India.
The Call to Prayer and Self
Denial program, le d by Mrs.
John McCullough, will be held
Tuesday evening, March 6.
A social period followed with
refreshmTts being served by
Mrs. Freeman.
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Friday, February 16
The International Women's
Club will meet at the Baptist
Student Center at 6:30 p.m.

Baptist Church

Baptist Women Of
Flint Church Has
Meeting At Church

MGM

McCuiston-Campbell Vows Read

Atkins-Parker Engagement

Saturday, February 17
Couples Bridge will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
pm. Call Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Andersen 753-7932 days or Mr
and Mrs. Robert Brown 753-3888
nights for reservations by
Friday evening.
Almo School activities will
begin at 5:30 p.m. with the
serving of hamburgers, chili,
hotdogs,etc., in the lunch room
The talent show will begin at
seven p.m. The public is invited.
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at Oakhurst with Mrs.
Harry Sparks and Mrs. Maurice
Christopher as hostesses. Mrs.
Henry McKenzie will be in
charge of the program.
Bake Sale by Wranglers
Riding Club will be at Roses
Department Store starting at
nine a.m.

Miss Trena Diane Atkins
Mr and Mrs. William Ted Atkins of Hardin announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
Trena Diane, to David Vaughn Parker,son of Mr and Mrs. Leon
Parker of Kirksey Route One.
Miss Atkins will bi a1974 graudate Of South Marshall High
School
Mr Parker is a 1970 graduate of South Marshall High School
and is presently employed at General Tire and Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

Buren

To bathe or not to bathe
furor is at high tide
DEAR ABBY What's all this fuss about how often a
person should take a bath/ My grampa lived to be 98 years
old. He was big and strong and was never sick a day in his
life He bathed only once a year, and that was done in a
dam near our farm. Folks used to come from miles around
just to watch Grampa take his yearly bath
AQUASCUTl'NI. TEA

Tuesday, February 20
Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodits Church
Women-will meet at the home of
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North
8th Street, at two p.rn
Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Richard E.
Walker at ten a.m.
Coldwater Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Dan I3azzell
at 12:30 p.m.
Good
Shepherd
United
Methodist Women will meet at
the church at one p.m
Murray Assembly No 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
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Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center at ten a.m.
Bridge will be at 1'30 p.m. and
games will be from one to eight
The Suburban Homemakers p.m.
Club wisp meet at the home of
Mrs Leon Adams, 803 Sunny . Open meeting on
wins and
Lane, at seven p.m
deeds, sponsored by Homemakers Club, will be at
University
School
Guest recital by Dr. Maurice the
Hinson, pianist, and Dr. Jay Auditorium, North 16th Street,
Wilkey, baritone, Southern at seven p.m. The public is
Baptist Theological Seminary, invited.

Fabulous fashion value, on bolts! 45"
wide' $5 per cent acetate and 45 per
cent nylon! Machine wash and dry.
Gorgeous fashion solids for stylish
flare' Fantastic values' Hurry in today
and save!
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The knit for every purpose' Fashion lengths of
acetate and nylon prints, solid tucks, tattled
crepes, lingerie types and jereys! 45" to St"
wide. Machine wash and dry. Fantastic value

9,

52c

Values to 1 1.99,
If on bolts

Yd

George
Fabrific Fabric
(f•
Washington
_, •
Centers
Price Chopping Fabric Sale
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Prices

100% Polyester

DEAR ABBY This is in response to your reader who
suggested that bathing regularly was tantamount to effete
snobbism and totally unnecessary It may be I am particularly susceptible to detecting this distinction, but I think 1
am not alone,
As physical recreation I regularly swim a mile in the
campus pool during my lunch hour. and I find it surprisingly easy to distinguish who has and who has not showered
before entering the pool and is swimming alongside me.
There are many in the latter group who are prominent,
important, and respected elder colleagues who would be the
first to insist that all long-haired youths ' smell bad"—not
realizing that they smell far worse
For what it is worth, I have found this an infallible way
to discover who is and who is not nice to be near, the
lambs or the old goats, one could say
LOVES TO SWIM IN SANTA BARBARA

7-_ DOUBLE
KNITS

22

Reg.

Yd.

2.99

*Eno

••• Martha Washington would rase at this Low, Low price on
▪ Double Knit, 60" bolts in Basket Weaves, Rib., Boucles and
▪ others Machine wash and dry
1 ****1•4140401milloilisfrlfr-"-111.41001•0114.

DECOUPAGE
BARN PURSE BOX
Beautiful selected

Comparable
Values to '6.50

DEAR LoVEs: 1 vote for the lambs.
DEAR ABBY You doll' Your statement, A man
should bathe once a day, and a woman can't bathe often
enough" said it all. We are a group of men who must work
in close quarters with some women who do not believe in
bathing We clipped that column and placed it on the desks
of the offending females, and believe it or not, things are a
lot better around here now No names please. Just sign this,
"WORKING IN CLOSE QUARTERS" IN
. HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

DEAR NEEDS: You may wrge to pie with absolute assuraace that My personal reply will be se.sil tiLshasavelope
you provide, or a plain one. I NEVER send mines in envelopes bearing a hint of my name.

f

FASHION KNITS

Reg. Price '1.59

CREPE

DEAR ABBY Like all other human beings, you are
entitled to your opinion However, I think there must be
some underlying motive in your statement that "women
can't bathe enough."
Are you a secret agent for Proctor and Gamble? Or are
you just weird'
"DIRTY GERTIE

DEAR ABBY I have been wanting to write to Yeefer
a long time because 1 have a very serious problem I do
not want my letter to appear in your column because this
is a small town and everybody would know 1 wrote it
know that you say you will answer problems personally if the person sends a stamped, addressed envelope, but I
want to be sure that if the one I enclosed got lost, another
one would not be sent to me with your name on the outside,
advertising the fact that I wrote to Dear Abby.
Please hurry your answer in the column, and sign
NEEDS YOUR HELP

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall F. Campbell

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall F. Campbell are now residing at Dyer.siburg,Jenn.4-1oliassiing.
their.,404rni000 acilemaaad _in Abe soma,
The' Christian WhMerf'S
tuary of the First United Methodist Church, Newbern, Tenn
Fellowship of the First
The bride is the former Anna Bell McCuiston, daughter of Mr.
Christian Church will meet in
and Mrs. J.W. McCuiston of Murray Route Five. A graduate of
the church library at ten a.m
Calloway County High School and Murray State University, she
has her master's degree from the University of Illinois. She is now
The United Methodist Women
employed as assistant librarian at Dyersburg State Community
of Martin's Chapel Church will
College, Dyersburg, Tenn.
meet at the home of Mrs.
The groom son of Mrs Lagreta Campbell and the late Alton F.
Wallace Ford at seven p.m
Campbell of Newbern, Tenn., is a graduate of Dyer County High
with Mrs. W.A. Cunningham as School. He will be a senior this spring at the University of Tencohostess,
nessee, Martin Branch, He is also employed by the Dyersburg
The Music Department of the Electric System.
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 630 p.m. at the club
house for a dinner meeting with
husbands and guests. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Charles
Moffett, Dale Nance, John C.
Winter, Dan Miller, Don
Robinson, Tommye Taylor, N
James Owen, and Vernon
Shown.

Loop Knit

DEAR ABBY: You're a dirty old female chauvinist'
Your advice on bathing reflects that state of your mind
What is natural is by no means "dirty" unless the mind
is inclined that way Cleanliness is indeed next to Godliness, but that sarne body is also the temple of the spirit of
that god which dwells in man and womankind. I doubt if
that god would dwell in an "unclean" temple.
You belong in India, where your views would allow you
to label women "unclean"—and "untouchable." Go soak
your - - - - !
PEGGY, MARIE, JUDY AND SUSAN
LA11 of the HERALD-MAIL, HAGERSTOWN, MD.I

10Ve

The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
will meet at the home of Mrs
Barbara Brown at one p.m

Health' Class for Senior
Citizens will be at Ellis Center
at eleven a.m.

* SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE`i;

1)F.AR TEX: Good for Grampa. I'll bet aobod‘ Deeded
directions on how to find him.

DEAR GERT1E: Neither. I Just have a
going with soap. And that's no Ile!

Monday, February 19
Weight Control classes will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center at ten am. and
6 30 p.m. Persons may preregister by calling Mrs. Jo Ann
Harmon, Phone 753-3381, or
Mrs Barletta Wrather, Phone
753-1473
The Penny Homemakers Club
will have a potluck luncheon
meeting at the home of Mrs
ChfUln Harrell at ten a.m.

eat -Atibt
By Abigail Van

May;Te%Ur' 13
Officers' Training Day for
United methodist Women of the
Paris District will be held at the
First Church, Fulton, at two
p.m.

has
been
Louisville,
rescheduled at 8:30 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.

KNITS

ZIPPERS
7" to 24" Metal Zippers. 14 colors
to choose from.

wood

1

$299

An
assortment
of
Polyester, Double Acrylic,
Cottons, in
designer
lengths, machine wash and
Values to $3.99
drv

$100yd.

per Inch

Cotton Crepe

Cutting Boards
A must for the home sewer' Big 40" x
72" cutting surface ruled in I Inch
squares. Sturdy construction and folds
for easy storage!

Suggested
Retail Price
'3.98

PRINTS

PRINTS

Bright and Beautiful,
Splashy prints on fresh 100
per cent Cotton Crepe,
machine wash and dry. 45"
wide and on bolts.

Polyester and Cotton 45"
wide in designers lengths.
Machine wash and dry,
dress and blouse patterns,
geometries, floral' and
many more. Values to 99

Reg.

$1 22

Poly/Cotton

12.29

$•902 2P 1 °?

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

fabrilie
FABRIC CENTERS
sat

Highway 641 S.
NNW&

Open Daily 9 to 9

SUNDAY 12:30 to, 6:30

SALE—* SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE *
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Bob Wader's jumper with Just
12 seconds left in the game lifted
the Murray High freshmen to a
50-49 win over the Reidland
Greyhounds. The home encounter was the last game of the
season for Murray and left
Coach John Hina's yearlings
with a 6-4 worksheet for the
year.
The Tigers jumped to a quick
lead in the first period and
never trailed as superior
rebounding boosted Murray to a
19-9 cushion at the end of the
first six minute period.
Throughout the first four
minutes of the second half the
lead stayed at 10 points.
Two charity tosses by Wilder
and two by Tony Boone gave

Murray its largest lead of the
half, 29-16 with just under two
minutes remaining.
Reidland, who was undefeated in conference play
coming into the game,rallied in
the final two minutes and the
Tiger's lead was trimmed to 3123 at the half.
The third period found
Murray going cold from the
floor and Reidland took advantage and pulled to within
two at the end of the quarter. 3735.
Wilder opened the final period by swishing an eight foot
jumper to stretch the Murray
lead to four points. But
Reidland came back with four
consecutive points and the score
was knotted at 39 apiece with
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5:01 left in the contest.
Five times in the final fise
minutes the lead changed hands
before Wilder's jump shot put
an end to the fight.
In the rebound department,
the Tigers had a big 37-18 edge
as Wilder pulled off 16
rebounds. David Frank grabbed
10 while Keith Tabers pulled
down seven_
Wilder paced the scoring for
Murray with 22 while Robbie
Hibbard tossed in eight. Boone
added seven while Suiter had
five and Tabers and Frank each
scored
four.
Reidland finishes their slate
with a 9-4 mark and 5-1 in the
conference Murray had a 3-3
mark in the conference race.
Reidland
9 14 12 14-49
19 12 6 13-50
Murray
Murray (50i Wilder 22, Suiter
5, Tabers 4, Frank 4, Hibbard 8
and Boone 7

Georp

Riding Club
Meeting Held

AU alone for two points. Tony Boone. Boone scored se‘en
points for Coach John HimOlfresbman team that closed with a 6-4
season slate

*********************************
*
*
*.*
*
*
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*
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The New Providence Riding
Club held its monthly meeting
February 8 at the Captain's
Kitchen in Murray.
President Danny Bazzell
presided over the meeting with
almost 60 members of the club
in attendance. The invocation
was given by J. T Todd and the
minutes of the last meeting
were read by Kim Puckett with
Kay Bazzell giving the
treasurer's report.
James Puckett, a delegate of
the WKHA, was to be the
featured speaker but he was
unable to attend because of
illness. Bobby Spiceland, an
alternate delegate, replaced
Puckett and discussed changes
in the WKBA show program for
1973.
de161.1611111ecUseettfOr*ow •
season projects with the emphasis on providing entertainment for the riders and
spectators at the event.
Mr and Mrs. Jim Allbetten
were honored by the club for the
services that they have rendered over the past years. The
Allbrittens are responsible for
the care and the display of
championship trophies won by
the club.

Jurgensen Is
Hospitalized

WASHINGTON i Al'
Sonny Jurgensen, Washington Redskins quarterback who missed
more than half the 1972 National Football League season with
With Purchase of 4 Atlas Tires
*
a ruptured Achilles tendon, is
*
hospitalized for a swelling in
— OR —
the area of the surgical wound.
But Dr P. M. Palumbo Jr.,
team physician, said Thursday
he is optimistic that Jurgensen
will be ready for next year.
With Purchase of 2 Atlas Tires
"He's walking well now and
beginning resistive exercise,"
Palumbo said.
Jurgensen, the doctor said,
was hospitalized for a "minor
skin irritation and swelling in
the area of the surgical wound
and to enhance his rehabilita121 Bypass - Mayfield Road
* tion."
*
Jurgensen, 38, had his cast
:Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0345: removed
two weeks ago.
•********************************

:CHEVRON GASOLINE

*

25 Gallons of
CHEVRON GASOLINE

Ifr !NORTH POINT STANDARD!
i Now thru Feb. 28, 1973

•

Washington's
Birthday Special
Sat.,Sun.,& Mon.
15 pieces of thicken
I Pint of Potatoes • I Pint of (;ra‘‘
I Pint of tole Slaw • Rolls

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

KentNela1 Fria Clan®
1113 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-7101

GEORGE H. WEAKS

Th I

Candidate For

COUNTY JUDGE
TWO ON A TIP!6-3 David Frank leaps sigh to tip an the ball for two of his four points. Frank pulled
down 10 rebounds for the Murray fr,,,hmealzi their 50-49 win over conference champion Reidland.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

wo Tough Road Games
ver Weekend For MSU
Elated and lavish in praise of
his team for its pair of OVC wins
over Morehead and Eastern last
weekend, Murray State Coach
Cal Luther, however, could
hardly enjoy the triumphs for
brooding about the perils of the
road.
"You win championships by
winning on the road," he said,
"and we play a pair of games
this weekend where we've done
little winning in the past."
The Racers will take their 17-5
overall and 7-2 OVC records to
Tennessee Tech Saturday and
then move to East Tennessee
Monday
"They've both lost several
games," Luther said, But note
they've only lost one each at
home "
Tech is 9-10 overall arid 3-6 in
the OVC. East is 8-13 and 1-8.
Murray is in second place in
the OVC, one game back of
Austin Peay, who also beat
Morehead and Eastern last
weekend but must go to East
Tennessee and Tech next
Saturday and Monday.
Merehead is in third place in
the conference with a 6-3 record
and Eastern in fourth at 5-4.
"I thought we played our best
two games of the season against
Morehead and Eastern,"
Luther said, "and both wins
came from outstanding team
efforts. I can't say enough about
the play and leadership we got
from our co-captains Les Taylor
and Steve Barrett "
Taylor had 42 points, 16
rebounds, 14 assists, and played
great defense in the two games.
He leads the team in scoring
with an average of 22 5, in
assists with 67, and in free
throw shooting with a percentage of 80.4. "That proves
why he's so valuable to our
team and such a complete
player," Luther said
Barrett had only 6 points
against Morehead but pumped
in 16 against Eastern In the
second half, he was 4 for 4 from
the field and 4 for 4 at the line.
He's averaging 6 7 points a
game and is second on the ¶eam
In assists with 41
I.uther said his front I r/c of
Mike Coleman, Marcelous
Starks, and Jesse Williams
played brilliantly at times in the
two games. Coleman led all
scorers in the
Morehead
game with 341 points and
rebounders with 14. He had 12
points and 5 rebounds agamst

Eastern but spent much of the
game on the bench in foul
trouble. He's averaging 16.2
points and 11 6 rebounds for the
season
Starks had 22 points and 15
rebounds in the two games and
is one of the nation's top free
throw shooters with a percentage of 61.2 He's averaging
15.19 points and 11 8 rebounds.
Williams, a freshman, has
made spectacular progress
since the Racers began their
OVC season. He had tut only 39
percent of his field goal atpre-conference
tempts in
games but has now raised his
average to 49.5. Since the first
Murray-Eastern game, Jan. 13,
he has hit on 48 of 88 attempts
for a percentage of 54.5
Murray has also had good
play from its bench of Darnell
Adell, T. C Jamison, Steve
Brown, and Mark House. Adell,
the.OVC's fastest player, has
come from the bench to lead a
Murray surge with his fast
breaks in practically every
game this season. He has 40
assists and is averaging 9
points.
Jamison, who had his best
game of the year against
Morehead, relieves at both
center and forward and is one of

the team's steadiest defensive
players and rebounders
Murray beat both East
Tennessee and Morehead at
Murray but East by only four
points and Tech by one on a last
second shot by Coleman. Noting
that East has five home conference games left and Tech
three, and that both play all lour
contenders, Luther said, "What
a factor they're going to be in
determining
this
championship."

Sports
In Brief

By the Associated Press
FYXYrBALL
ANNAPOLIS, Md.—George
Welsh, an assistant coach at
Penn State for the last ten
years, was named as head football coach at the U.S. Naval
Academy, replacing Rick Forzano who quit to become an assistant coach with the Detroit
Lions of the National Football
League.
BASEBALL
CHICAGO—Outfielder Billy
Williams, became the highest
salaried player in Chicago Cub
history as he signed a 1973 pact
for an estimated 9150.000.

1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door Sedan. power ;Ind air. 'Slick
as a Whistle "

Ba

By Tb•

I, George H Weeks, take this method to announce my candidacy
for the office of County Judge of Calloway County. Most of you
know me, but for the sake of those who do not, may I say I am the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Weeks, long time residents of
this community

Conn 81
Provide
Fordhai
Ptula. "I
70
Lafayet
Rhode 1
shire 59

My educational background, I trust you will agree, is adequate
for desirable performance of the office. This includes graduation
from Murray High School, Murray State University, attendance at
the Jefferson School of Law, LB degree from the University ,,f
Louisville, and admitted to practice law in 1951.

Wm. &
Furrnar
Da vicIsc
81

Through misfortunes of my own making, I made many mistakes
that I deeply regret. For going on two years, however I have done
everything within my power to live the life of a good citizen No
longer do I feel sorry for myself and feel absolutely confident I will
never fall again to the wayside That is my firm conviction This
time I want you to trust me now that I have a greater faith in the
proper way of living.

Louisvi
Memph
77

The suspen.sion from the practice of law for 15 years has been a
gross injustice in my opinion. It has denied for me in the past, hope
for being a constructive citizen. Most of you know the many years
of sacrifice necessary to qualify myself for the practice of law
However a new hope has returned to me, and with your help I will
make you proud you were my friend when I needed you most
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85, two C

Duques
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63
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Under the circumstances, my campaign will have to be conducted under rigid financial limitations. I am not a rich old man
but a middle age one, doing my utmost to be as totally selfsupporting in this campaign as I was to get my education
Whatever help you may extend will be much appreciated, par
ticularly a word of encouragment
I am not a candidate for the Supreme Court, but I am a candidate
for the high office of Judge of the Calloway County Court, a position
of much importance to the voters of this county.

rin

C
1 REM

The judge's office justly belongs to the people through elective
processes, therefore it requires certain obligations of utmost inn
portance. Among these I list a moral obligation to/keep the
Calloway County Judge's office open six days a week, a
requirement practiced for a century in Calloway Co., but apparently circumvented by the state legislature. Keeping open the
office six days a week is important as is the obligation to personally
be in attendance every moment hurnanly possible, not absent from
the office half of the time
•

PSaturd

0
0
0
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Other issues are important in this campaign. Why? With four
magistrates drawing $400 to $500 a month' A road engineer
drawing in excess of 910,000 a year" Are all of these necessary to be
doing the same job? A county detective at the private disposal of
the county judge performing a task that constitutionally belongs to
our duly elected sheriff? County court jurors instructed to vote a
certain way provided they expect pay for their services? Farm-tomarkeLroads must be dragged by the farmers when more money is
at the county's disposal than ever before in history, and record
funds available to the county through the 2 cent rural road gas
tax'
If Calloway County had fewer air-conditioned trucks, elegantly
_outfitted panel walls and wall-to-wall carpets, maybe a little could
be diverted to school funds to keep children warm on cold
days.

1971 Pontiac Catalina, 2door hard-top, power and air, new
tires. -She's a little Doozey."
1969V .W , 4 in the Maw and rarin' to eo
1968 Cadillac Coupe
as a fox with a e hoe top

pov•er and air She's red

1968 Cadillac Sedan DeVille. ill pol.ser and air.
Sharp
2-1968 Buick Electra 225's, Slick as a Mole
2-1973 Luxury Sedans. Executive Cars

These are a few questions I intend to seek answers to in the event
you select me for your counq judge. These I also make as promises
for I am convinced every candidate for the office should be committed to a positive program of performance, not wordy
generalities that every candidate must abide by according to the
law anyway.

She's
I intend to judge according to law, with equali0,.
justice, mercy, and understanding to all men, women
and children without favor. fear, or station in life.

NICE SELECTION OP 1VIEW1CARII
Also in stock...A New GRANtVAM-. _

Main Street --

Political Advertisement Paid for by George Weeks
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Cumberland Rompson Over Union Bell County Marlin Shares Honors In Daytona Qualifying Race
Is Suspended;
88-61 At Barbourville Thursday Player Too Old

MEW

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Cumberland cinched its place
in Saturday night's Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference "Game of the %rear" with
an 88-61 romp over Union
Thursday night at Barbourville.
Maurice Byrd fired in . 28
Points to lead Cumberland,
sinking five baskets midway in
the second half to build a 10point Cumberland lead to 20.
Bill Swafford led Union, now
7-16 for the season, with 18
points.
Larry Hurt added 20 points
for Cumberland, now 18-4 overall.
In the KIAC game Saturday,
Cumberland, 9-2 in the league,
will host league-leading Georgetown with its 10-1 record.
Georgetown eased past Tennessee Wesleyan 86-75 on the
road Thursday night, with three
players combining for 75 points.
Georgetown led all the way in
the Athens, Tenn., contest, behind the shooting of Bill Reinle
with 2$s ponds,-4-Veri44-Phillips
with 26 and John Allen with 21.
Donald Dodgen hit for 19
points to lead Tennessee Wesleyan, now 13-15. Georgetown is
22-6 for the season.

Thursday's
College
Basketball

'Me University of Louisville
also played on the road Thursday night, with Allen Murphy
scoring six points in the last
two minutes to take the U of L
to an 80-77 Missouri Valley Conference win over Drake at Des
Moines, Iowa.
Louisville needed the game to
stay in the conference race but
Drake was ahead 69-60 with
seven minutes remaining.
But Louisville, Murphy with
16 points and Junior Bridgeman
with 13, made a dramatic last
minute drive for the win.
Dennis Bell scored his career
high, 31 points, to lead Drake.
The U of L is now 17-6 overall
and 7-3 in the MVC, which
leaves Louisville some hope of
catching Memphis State in the
conference race.
In other games in Kentucky
Thursday night, Berea took an
easy 100-85 victory over Rio
Grande at Berea, and Southeast
Missouri came from behind to
defeat Kentucky Weslelan 94-93
aT Nensboro

, is adequate
a graduation
ittendance at
iniversity of

Charlie Bacigalupi bucketed
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)—Be25 points to lead Berea and Joe cause of a probably unintenRosselot dumped in 21 as the tional error involving an overxinners took an early 8-0 lead age player, Bell County High
and coasted the rest of the way School was suspended for the
to the win.
rest of the regular basketball
Berea is now 8-15. Ron Lam- season by the Kentucky Hish
beet scored 25 points and Steve School Athletic Association.
Bertram added 13 for Rio
Commissioner
Association
Grande of Ohio, now 11-11.
Joe Billy Mansfield said, howWesleyan had an encouraging ever, that the school will be eli47-41 halftime margin and led gible to play in the 51st District
by as much as eight points ear- Tournament beginning Feb. 27
ly in the second half, but hotThe suspension was imposed,
shooting Missouri ate away the the commissioner said Thursmargin
day, because an overage player
Wesleyan had a 93-92 edge was allowed to represent Bell
with nine seconds left to play County High in a number of
but Larry Lawrence sank a basketball games.
last-second shot from the baseMansfield said he thought the
line to give Missouri the deci- mistake probably was unintension.
tional, since the boy's birth
Wesleyan, led by Mike Wil- date had been listed incorrectl
liams with 27 points, is now 16- on his early school records, and
4. Missouri, led by Lawrence the error had been carried forwith n, has a 9-13 record.
ward from there.
• In other college action ThursAll games won by Bell Counday night, Vtncennes University ty in which the overage player
downed Elizabethtown Commu- participated will be forfeited,
Cotiegir0444.
5,the'vonttntssioneiNa1tf...
• -

was lead by Richard Perry with
22 points and Donnie Beaman
with 15.
All five starters for Jones and
Barnett were in double figures
with J.L. Barnett leading the
way with 16 points.
In the second game, Astro Car
Wash had their hands full
before finally defeating Faker's
by a score of 76 to 66. Astro got a
good performance from Pete

Fordham Takes Big Win
Over Notre Dame 70-69
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By JOHN It. SKINNER ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
AP — Tennessee farmer Clifton "Coo Coo" Marlin is thinking about a $32,000 winner's
check in Sunday's Daytona 500
stock car race after sharing
honors with Buddy Baker in
two 125-kikile qualifying races.
Marlin, of Columbia, Tenn.,
won Thursday's second 125-mile
qualifying test with a speed of
157.177 miles per hour after
pole winner Baker whipped a
stellar field in the first race,
timing 173.611 miles per hour.
"I'd put that money into the

Fordham to Notre Dame.
Phelps led Fordham to overnight national prominence in
the 1970-71 season and his star
rose so dramatically that he
was offered the post at Notre
Dame when Johnny Dee left.
"It was the attainment of a
lifelong dream," Phelps said at
the time.
But the move promoted hard
feelings in some quarters. Wissel, for one, has been vitroiic
with the one time Fordham
coach, poking verbal jabs at
the 31-year-old Phelps with every opportunity.

Roney during the first half as tit
scored 23 points.
Honey's performance during
the first half enabled Astro to
stay in the game as Astro lead
by 41 to 34 at the half. During
the second half Fakers contained Roney but Stan Key
picked up the scoring punch.
Astro was led by Roney with
27 while Key added 21. David
Alexander led Eaker's with a
total of 16 points.
The Bank of Murray continued to remain the only undefeated team as they had little
trouble defeating Vanderbilt
Chemical Co. by a score of 9 to
40, on Wednesday.
The Bank of Murray milks
the target of all the teams in the
league as they have had little
trouble going through as the
undefeated team. Six of the
Bank of Murray players were In
double figures led by Jimmy
Clapp with 22, and Tony
Thomas with 20 pants. Lamb
was the leading point producer
for \randy with 14 points.

Williams Signs
Pact With Cubs
CHICAGO AP) — Outfielder
Billy Williams has signed his
1973 contract with the Chicago
Cubs for an estimated 31541,000.
The figure would make him the
highest-salaried player n Cub
history.
Club Vice President John
Holland, who announced the
signing Thursday, declined to
announce specific terms f the
contract.
Williams reportedly left for
Scottsdale, Ariz., site of the
Cubs' spring training camp, immediately after reaching terms.
The 35-year-old star earned
an estimated 2120,000 last year
when he won the National
League batting title with a .333
average. He aLso drove in 172
runs and belted 37 homers, second in both departrnents to Cincinnati's Johnny Bench
Williams also was runnerup
to Bench in balloting for the
National League's Most Valuable Player.
"All I can say," said Holland,
"is that Billy got a nice increase and he's being paid In
keeping with his stature as a
great ball player." . „

Elsewhere, five members of
The Associated Press Top
Twenty saw action and all
came through with victories.
Third-ranked Long Beach
State avenged its only defeat
by swamping San Jose State
117-75, No. 7 Houston downed
Corpus Christi 62-70, eighthrated Providence trounced Holy
Cross 94-75, No. 16 Memphis
State crushed Wichita State 9977 and Brigham Young, ranked
20th, struggled past deliberate
Texas-El Paso 48-43.
Long Beach, a 68-61 loser to
San Jose on the road earlier
this season, went after the
Spartans with a vengeance at
home. Roscoe Pondexter topped
the 49ers with 24 points while
Ed Ratleff and Leonard Gray
added 16 apiece.
Five Houston players scored
in double figures as the Cougars trimmed Corpus Christi
for their llth straight victory
and 18th in 20 games. Steve
Newsome led the way with 15
points while Louis Dunbar
added 14, Dwight Jones 11 and
Jerry Benney and Maurice
Presley 10 each.
Marvin Barnes of Providence
TENNIS
got stuck in a 21-point, 21COPENHAGEN-- Ken Roserebound rut - in leading the
Friars past Holy Cross. How- wall, Australia, advanced to the
ever, teammate Ernie DiGr- semifinals in the World (_'hamegorio was high point man with pionship Tennis Tournament,
beating Dick Crealy, Australia
28.
Larry Kenon, in a rut like 6-3, 6-2
TORONTO—Top-seeded Rod
Barnes, scored 32 points and
picked off a like number of Laver, Australia, beat Frew
rebounds as Memphis State McMillian 6-2, 6-3 and advanced
crushed Wichita State in Mis- to the semifinals in the $50,000
souri Valley Conference action. Toronto International Tennis
Kenon is nearing a conference Tournament
record with an average of 18
GOLF
rebounds per game.
SAN DIEGO- Australian vetTexas-El Paso used a delibereran Bruce Crampton sliced
ate attack and a 67 per cent
five strokes off par with a 87
shooting average to take a 20-17
and took a share of the fire
halftime lead over Brigham
round lead in the 2170,000 Andy
Young but Cougar guards BelWilliarns-Sar Diego Open Golf
mont Anderson and Doug Richalong with rookie
Tournament
ards picked up the .pace after
Tom Kite and Hale Irwin.
the intermission.

Hamilton, in the same qualifying race with Marlin, was already guaranteed the outside
pole position through his qualifying speed of 183.45 miles per
hour last week and pulled his
1972 Plymouth out of the race
after 42 laps.
Baker, of Charlotte, N.C.,
was two miles an hour faster
than Hamilton in the pole qualifying and said he was reluctant
to fun Thursday because he is
recovering from the flu. He finished just ahead of Cal Yarborough of Timrnonsville, S.C.,
in a close battle which went on
from start to finish.

farm, I wouldn't put it in racing," said Marlin, 41, contemplating the possibility of a
paycheck bigger than all of his
1972 earnings of $28,124 on the
Grand National circuit of National Association for Stock Car
Auto Racing. In a six-year career, he has won only $58,000.
Marlin's son Sterling, 16, is
the only member of his pit
crew that works with him regularly and he admits the two
spare engines he brought to
Daytona are no match for the
one used Thursday which suffered a punctured oil pan late
In the race.

Yarborough joins Marlin in
the second row for Sunday's
start, Gaining the third row
were Gordon Johncock of
Hastings, Mich., , and Hershel
MeGriff of Bridal Veil, Ore.,
runnerup on the NASCAR West
circuit the past two years to
Ray Elder of Carthuers, Calif.
Three-time 500 winner Richard Petty of Randleman, N.C.,
and defending champion A.J.
Foyt of Houston, Tex., will
flank each other in the fourth
row, followed by Dick Brooks
of Porterville, Calif., and Bobby Isaac of Catawba, N.C., in
the fifth of 20 rows.
•
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Bank Of Benton Wins In Adult
Recreation Basketball Action

Action resumed in the Adult
League Tuesday with The Bank
of Benton defeating Jones &
Barnett by a score of 70 to 64.
Press
By The Associated
The Bank of Benton utilized
East
the free throw line during the
Conn 88, Vermont 46
last half to gam the lead and go
Providence 94, Holy Cross 75
ahead for good Jones and
Fordham 70, Notre Dame 69
Ptula Textile 82, Del Valley Barnett had maintained a five
point lead through-out the first
70
half until foul trouble got them
Lafayette 70, Rider 60
Rhode Island 67, New Hamp- In trouble. The Bank of Benton
shire 59
SOUTH
Wm. & Mary 69, West Va 66
Furman 109, Richmond 89
Davidson 106, Appalachian St
81
Louisville 80, Drake 77
Memphis St. 99, Wichita St
By KEN RAPPOPORT ..
77
Associated Press Sports Writer
MIDWEST
NEW YORK k AP) — Dick
Duquesne 104, Chicago St. 64
F. Mich 107, Northwood Inst. Phelps walked onto the court at
Madison Square Garden and
63
heard boos. This was once his
St Louis 69, New Mex. St. 54
town, New York, but it wasn't
SOUTHWEST
Houston 82, Corpus Christi 70 anymore.
Did it rattle the Notre Dame
Tulsa 100, N.. Texas 77
UT-Arlington 87, W. Texas St. basketball coach'
''No," he said without any
85, two OTs
rancor. "It was just another
FAR WEST .
Long Beach St. 117, San Jose game."
It might have been just anSt. 75
Nev.-Las Vegas 75, Pepper- other game to Phelps, but it
certainly wasn't to Hal Wissel.
dine 73
The Fordham coach was so euNew Mexico 73, Utah 70
Brigham Young 48, Texas-El phorious after beating the
Fighting Irish 70-69 Thursday
Paso 43
San Diego St. 99, U-Pacific 88 night that be boasted before a
Nev.-Reno 101 Loyola-LA 84 roomful of reporters:
"This was the greatest win
Seattle 79, Santa Clara 77
I've ever had in coaching. This
one tops them all. I liken this
day to the day when I got married and when my boys were
born."
That was the contrasting pic•
JONATHAN
0 ture following Fordham's tense
0 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 0 victory, fashioned on Darryl
dramatic jump shot
tSaturday, Feb. 17, 1973 Brown's
'nth 12 seconds left.
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Most of you
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BRAND

SIZE

BASSET HOUSE

65x12

CHEYENNE

65x12

WAS

I

NOW

9936.15

$8657.65
likr- --r•'' '' .
65x12 8664.55

$8 089°°
$7,02300

HOLIDAY

70x12 $ 1 0,1 37.00

HOLIDAY

60x12

$7163.60

WAYSIDE

64x12

$6508.25

WAYSIDE

60x12

55959.75

STAR DUST

62x12

$7876.15

$7 04081f0
$4,789
'
$5 09059
$8,18920
$6,17255
5 5159°
$5I091"
$636900
r

WINSTON

70x12

$7049.00

sc

CRITERION

61x12. $6544.50

CAYENNE
FIFTH AVENUE

64x12

$5552.95

FIFTH AVENUE

60x12

$5953.84

Q0500
10,40 7

$5i51685

We pledge to continue to lead the way to Lower Mobile Home
Prices in the Pack area. We buy in volume and sell in volume.
--I
, _

Pictured here is Bobby
Somerville of Green-Acres,
presenting keys to a new
double wide home to the
Willicm Sanders family.
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Congratulations to Bob and
the Sanders family. Our
goal for Feb. was 20 sales
and the Sanders family
bought our 20th, Feb. 5th

iI
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1973 MODEL - 2 BEDROOM
40x12 LAKEHURST MOBILE HOME

,

Special Price
This Week M3P

1 8530

iFREE DELIVERY * FREE SET-UPI
You Must See This One!!

1973 MODEL 65x12 - 2 BEDROOMS & DEN

6,34929

With pool table, completely furnished, patio, doors.

CHECK OUR INTEREST RATE!! We think it's the lowest around. We offer you long
term financing also. Compare our monthly payments
BANK FINANCING AT LOW RATES!!

Service-Warra. .
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and Then You'll
Decide
GREEN ACRES
Is The Place To Buy!

..
Jeanne

Hwy. 79E
Pans, Tenn.
•

Compare Everything

Jim
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....
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DAYS

GREEN
ACRES
,

I

6 Months
Written
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Better Homes
Better Prices
Better Service

I
k'arvin

0

7 yr. Financing
8 yr. Financing
9 yr. Financing
10 yr. Financing
'12 yr. Financfng
15 yr. Financing
• 1......AdL
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Church Of Christ

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist
SCettS Greve
11 00 Is m
Worship Service
worship
Evening
7 30p.m

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
• 30p m

TINA CRURNI

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11• m
Evening WOrsisi0
6 30p m

University
Morning Worship
'0 310a m
Evening Worship
6 00p m
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45orn.
Evening Worship
7p m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10.30a.m.
Evening Worship
44.m.
Union Greve
Morning Worship
10 93• m
Evening Worship
6 303p in

West Fmk
11 a m
6 30p m

Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
1511
Sunday, 10 6 m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 30. m
Worship Service
9 30. m
South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
7 00p m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 00. m
Sunday School
10 00a m

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a rn
Fnn.nqWorsfup
5•00p m

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

itps Pram
for Xlje Patton

Brooks Chapel United
7 00p m
1s, Sunday
9 30. m
2nd Sunday
11
00 a m
3rd & 4M Sundays
Bethel United
11 00 a m
1st Sunday
7 00p m
2nd & IM Sundays
3rd Sunday
9 30. n,

Russells Chapel United
10 a in
11 a in

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Goshen Mottaaaltst
WOrShip Services zif 1 1 a in 1st
3rd Sundays. 7 pm 2nd • 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service et 9 45 • in
I 3rd Sundays. II a in 7nid
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00. in
Worship Service

11 a m
7p m

11 a m
70 m
Salem baptist
Ila in
Morning Worship
7 1SCim
Evening Worship

11 • in
Morning worship
7 15 pm
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11 00AM
Evening Worship
S 30 PM

Ilam
6pm.

10 00a m
II 00a en
10 SO a m
6 p rn

churCh School
Worship Service

Sunday Mass lam. 11• m 43.
m
Saturday Mass
a W p
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a in
Jehevalli's Witnesses
waientower
10 30. in
9 30a m
Sable Lecture

10 00
11 00

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
10 11.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
Hart% Pfesant Greve
10 a m.
sunoey School
11a m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
Sunday School
1 1 • in
Worship Services
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
1
Church School
Worship Service
10

0
0
; 0

Waynian Chapel A.M.R.
Worship Services 11• m 7p m
St John's alp-meows!
Sunday School
10 30. in
Morning WrirsInp
• 30a in

114.M
7p m

Immanuel Lutheran
ip IS a rSunday SC1100I
10 X). m
Morn.nd 1Norgliko

30• in
45 • rn

Seventh 0ay Alventist
10 00 a in
semen. School
Worship Service9 10 am

Christian
Murray Ctorie•ibis
____Warighp Services 10 45a in , 7p in

Faith Baptist
11AM
Morning Worship
6 30 P M.
Evenirso Worship
Locust Grove
Morning vVorship
I I 00. m
1 00p m
Evening Worship

Triangle Inn
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
MOrnIng Services10 45 A m

RESTAURANT • CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE,Have a mat & order or
cafeteria line
A breakfast Anytime•

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Use our

753-2411

Mayfield Hwy

God Still Speaks To
Those Who Take Time
To Listen

TO1A ANDOIWS - YOUR HOST
iloolts - asps - SosIsel ~as.- SoloPenthes
:f
r
o : num. 5o771
:
.111 UN* - Tuelfirlt
rii.be
, FYie
sh Stea!‘
3rtsedl
PM. 12Ht ti?. 11 - Call Mallon to 713-4411

IflOCKEST111 1111/1T OK .1E1111g
102 34 7h4rBusinesarnan 4 Choice For Fine Pnnonq
Murray, Ky.
th

Chestnut St
753.1715

So. 127h a Story
753-4655

1

/

Highest Cash Prices for Corn & Soybeans

-

116imes

Elltsi Mgr
E
Phone 753 8270

W Outland, Supt.

A_ vried ckatit
hattunui
r

Rudy Lovett Distributing v 4
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products

CaM

Tr•t•

Im

or‘14141”, Kr

•••"To.

a

Ky Lake State

IlsServicPogue - '1 Block E of 5 12th Phone 753 1449

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

PIZZA

641 Super Shell
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

SPAGHETTI

Sycamore at 17th

Call in Orders 7S3-7101

Open 6 00 a.m. Close 12.00 p.m.

25 cents Delivery on all Orders

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

____•

Ph '474-7211 Eat 171

Park

Wells Electric

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

earnOtot• • ACC(11•00.11

11/0,114 11..• NM.

r_O

WILHAM.MGR.

W

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS At

Carroll Tire Service

_Complete

he

J

Residential Commercial Farm
Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling. Leasing
Ste W. Main
Phone 753 7724

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sholar's Auto Repair

1

7134114

Kenlake Marina

RealGuy
Eta eAngn
pa
Estate Agency

110,
•

Gerr aid Boyd-Owner
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTiAL
PH 733 5334
SALE EVERY TUESDAY At ' PM
Automatic Transmission ServiceAlignment-Front
End
Hogs bought dailyBuildings
S
- Complete Tune up & Repair
WM E. DODSON, OWNER
4th
So
671
Phone 733-1675
753.1791
219 So. TM

Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1207 Johnson Blvd
753.7117

!go

is Si. 1111. IL

( °ROSES

Lassiter IL Frankhauser
Glass Company

"Ivory Deo Vow Delay LOG
TAW Way"

--ii-o-i---

8- 4:: 5hiessoino i enrie.i.

GRAIN DIVISION

Murray's Most Campfete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping COM**

KELLEY'S TERMITE II PEST
CONTROL_
Ohm

Food Giant

Storey's

TIULLUIAMILIt 741.4.14-41111111111STID-444-4471.4-

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc.

Murray Livestock Co.

7113 11.60

_
Boone's Incorporated

Grecian Steak House

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
• ph 753.7130
Hwy 641 S. (Hazel Hwy./

SOO Main
753-3231

753 570*

Ow
rn... mu.,

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

Phone 753.S012

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Ph

121

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

W•st K•ntucky Rural Electric
Co-Operativ• Corp.

tOEISE3Sa

Mobilo Home Courts

753.4953

L Put first things first,
Attend Church

0C

1 7th l Chestnut

th 17th Street-Phone 753-0131

Phone 753 2,97
MX

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Jack's Super Burger
1100 Chestnut - Phone 753-8488
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Striating Commercial Refrigeration

MR. & MRS WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

P

1.0110S,

BOWLING AT ITS BEST'
Phone 753 7992
14I5 Main Street

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
118 South 13M

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

502 11 4th St

OW

Ward-Elkins

Mrs Mona Purdom.RN.Admin.

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone 791 2700

Physician On Call At All Times
751-7109
1S05 Stadium View Drive

Fast Service
Hwy 641 North

HEATING

SHEET METAL

OM at Chestnut

#17---...
7 ---, rizioivia cowits

,4:-....A.a
'a

"Invites You To The Private
World Of Luxury Living- Al, No
e,
Extra CostU 1 441 North

Phone-902 753 3280

SALES
1

-,

\

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 417.

Adding Machines and

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

•

0.,0 1763

Industrial Road

BURGER
QUEEN

•• Not

God

...

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs . Themes erilime-0W1111RS
Phone 436 2345 and 4311-5376

753 6075

.

,413

•

enie
!S......, M.-, S.a.
A
14........,

705 Chestnut

753 7137

'

.

lOOKS Book

Funeral Home

'.6600

753.2924 .

WANDA NANCE OWNER

Higtivr.ty 641 North

Blalock-Coleman
.

SERVING FARM
FAR
FamiliES SINCE 1936
i ndoor ,a l goad

Phone 753-8119

Imo,

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
753-1372
. ath at Poplar .

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

The Beauty Box

,

Taylor Motors, Inc.

mayfieid
247 14117

Minor Repair & Welding
North 4th St

MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753 1319

Murray
753 1373

BEAL'S

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Prayer Changes Us,

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SNELL

Phone 753-6444

Alit CONDITIONING
Phone 753 4832

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Top Quality Ustd Cars
Five Points

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

National Hotel Building

Ph 753 6685

Ambassador Hornet-Mat4dor Gremlin Jeep

Phony /51 1713

JAS D CLOPTON

Mi E Murray

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

MAYTAG

FRIGIDAIRE

403 MaP1n

753 3251

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats

"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN -

RCA VICTOR

I

dri . -

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Fern Terrace Lodge

Phone 753-1931

Ri.•Pairs 3- Installation - Gas I Sew..
501 11 0:h
Phone 7s161611

MEMBER F T D

Phone 753.3037

Murray, Ky

ir

I

(IT'D

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Phone 753 2202

Shirley Floriit

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Hwy el

Plumbing Hrating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Servise

alace Drive-In

Five Points

Claude Vaughn

Inc.

Susie's Cafe

SERVICE

PARK RENTAL

Phone 753 8181

802 Chestnut
I

Corvette

SALES

, %SS

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Ph. 753 7494

604 S. 4th

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

. 4

e

Tom's Pizza Parlor

. .
753-73A

.

753-6113

Friday Highlights

.
. ...__ ...... ...
Sunday-10 00 •.m. Md.; 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd
Sunday. 11.00 •.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday SCh001 10.00 •.m 1st, 3rd
• 4th SundaY , II AO • m 2n*
Sunday

THE LEDGER & TIMES -MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Leese Oak Primitive
1st Sunder
2 00P.M.
)rd Sunda $
10- XI A.M

MIllegialliP".

SO. m
7p m

Other
Denominations

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a in
lit I. 2nd Sunda yS, 11 CO a rn
3rd • 4th Sund•Yi 6 30 11 in
lit I. 3rd • ath Sunday

Sugar Creek

Friendship
Sunday School
Warning worship

Alma Heights
116 m
Morning worship
Coldwater
7 30 p m
Evening erfarShip
Morning Worship
Ave
Ivrea
United, 310
Evening Worship
loam
Sunday School
7p m
Evening Worship
United. New Concord
10 zi
Sunday Schizo'
Worship Services Ile in .7pm
Calvary Temple
1010111.
Sunday School
11 a in
Worship Services
m
............iii..-...4eAsitAAMA0411441114011Liew-mn-i,--emmoogrt-

Later in life, he reaffirmed his faith in the
wisdom of God by saying "The will of
Heaven is not to be controverted or
scrutinized by the children of this
world It therefore becomoth the creatures
of it to submit to the will of the Creator,
whether it be to prolong or to shorten
the number of our days, to
bless them in health, or afflict them
with pain"

First Methodist
543110 50• m

40 a m
6p m

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

-Such being the impressions under which I have,
in obedience to the public summons repaired to
the present stature, it would be particularly
improper to omit in this first official act
my fervent supplications to that Almighty Being
who rules over the universe, who presides in
the councils of nations, and whose
providential acts can supply every human
defect, that His benediction May consecrate to the
liberties and happiness of the people of the
United States a government instituted by
-11111111lateel-terthearelapentartlebridWe"w"'
and may enable every instrument employed
in its administration to execute with success the
functions allotted to his charge "

K irk wry United
11 00• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 COP m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service II 00 111.m. 1St•
Kirksity Baplfst
2nd Sunday 10.00 a m 3rd 1. 4th
Morning Worship
11 crn.
Sunday_School 10 00 a m
,,,,,_„,„1,1.a.$91111•1111.1**b0,-.--....44141wiusiiss-sii
40
,-`21
,
41•5I7
1
9'1"1111,2"1*
&
Sunday
Memorial Baptist
Temple
Hill
United
MOrn,ng Worshi;i
10 50a m
E „ening WorshFi
7 GOp in
10 a m
Mornina Worship
11 a m
Sunday School
Worship

Murray Church
108 m
Sunday School
Ilam
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a m
Morning WorShiP
7p m
Evening Worship

In his first inaugural address, George Washington
salmi God to help him to be a good,
successful president

Independence United
1St & 3m Sundays
11 00. m
7 00 p m
2nd & 4th Sundays

Grace Baptist
Morning Warship
10 4S• in
7p m
Evening Worship

Seventh& Poplar
Worship Service
10
Evening Service
New Concer a
Morning Service
10
Evening worship
Plitsant Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship

...-
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B•Outy

Room
222
Tin. Odd
Cosupl•

Pin shy .111/

Tonrght
Shoo

.D
N..

Shoo

0111,111

B•bby

TKO

is....

...

Show

„it_ Mos•n

''

1'en,9Ar

Me w s
P.c hox

SII oo

'

on
i, m,

qt.
'Interim
I

111.4
1 Nome

Lov•,
A mei,.COn
Styl•

Tine
lobby

Brody
Bunch
Parrr.dra•

t o,
Tr u th
Cons' c•s
Black
Spoor

•

Nor,.

CBS

M•...
x..00,,,,

••
•
".'•
— Ma.,
Unf.1
1 ..
'
Do'

Mrsi.on
Irnposs.bl•

or

c 1.,.•..

Double
F•oh.rr•

Note, of
T•rrers

foo.,.•
— 11-r.dwsr.
of
Tel.0. 17

Smart
F Troop

GIII

T he 13.g
Volley

%dunno

Cop•
G.rardsrou

CBS
1.1•os '
The
R.•••c fo.s

WDXR
Ch. 2g

KF VS
Ch. 12

--0.

—•••

--o.

for little else.
-Learning is the child's profession- in the opinion of Miss
de Havilland. who is in favor of
the heavy, emphasis on school
Gisele began school at 4 1/2
years and is at school six days
every week at 8.10 a.m. and
doesn't return home until 5-90
p.m. - with lots of homework.
On Thursdays and Saturdays
she has half-day school holidays
and might go horseback riding
But, she might study Their examinations are rugged and the
final one at the end of the 12th
year "is horrendous "
-But at the end of that time
many children are so well educated, they need no more
schooling," she commented
Gisele may be "too young in
spirit" even at 18 to cope with
American life and its schools.
she observed •.She has never
been anywhere, not even a mov
ie with a boy
But this summer she will
take her on an educational tour
of America, retracing its early
development, beginning at
Jamestown and going on to visit
Plymouth Rock, Sturbridge,
Washington and. Philadelphia
before going West

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
France is a great place
for raising children "because it is 40 years behind
the times." in' the opinion of
actress Olivia de Havilland.
who lives in Paris Her children
are Benjaniin Goodrich. 23. and
Gisele Galante, 16.
"A lot of people have the
erroneous impression that the
French are very sophisticated.
In fact
but they aren't really
French boys are terrified of
English girls When they are
sent off to England to learn a
language they are warned the
girls are very precocious At 16
my son was telling me how fast
the English girls were, and he
has been leery even of having
his English cousins visit ham
when I am not around "
One French mother was appalled that her son, who had
lived with an English family
while attending school. "became involved "She sadly told
Miss de Havilland it has happened
Though they are behind in
the ways" of American children. they are more fluent in
languages - some study Latin
and Greek for seven years. In
fact schooling keeps French
children so busy they have time

Room
222
'Fin. Odd
Cowol•

Dor,.

KENTUCKY
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award winner, now *6. has the
same gracious manner and soft
expression remembered by her
earliest fans She eves in a
narrow "doll's house" with a
few rooms on each floor and a
garden in back Much of the
time now Gisele !lyres across
the street with har father,
Pierre Galante magazine editor from whom Miss de Haytiland says she has been separated 10 years Gisela had to be
uprooted so often, it,seemed a
good arrangement "ta billet her
there. she explains :But mother and daughter spgnd much
time together
Gisele likes to cPok Most
French girls enjoy the woman•s
role in the home (t may be
because Maitresse de Maison
(mistress of the house) is such
a nice sounding respoctful title.
one deserved by women. observes Miss de Hay Iland, because they are rea ly "chief
administrators of cOmplex orgameations - their homes "
She makes a big jab of being
mistress of her home she says
and thinks "the Lib' people in
America could work at wiping
out the word houseirife." and
its lack-lustre rneaniag.
"Running a house is On art
and a science if it isidone well.
and more women would eiijoy it
If they looked at it that way . A
new title would help,

Keys F. Keel . .
Tommy Murphey
Anita McCallon

Field Office Manager
Field Representative
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

ro.
FICA the go ahead peopl

Enough credit
and enough
time to see
me through
...that's
what I get
from my local
PCA office.

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

She cannot guess how long
French children will maintain
their lack of sophistication because "more French youths are
being affected by traveling
American youths ” American
youth with its mode of dress,
music and the type of cigarette
smoked is leaving its stamp all
over Europe, she says But
French youths have a long way
to go to catch up
Benjamin was born in America and has lived in France since
he was 4. but he is extremely
American-minded and subscribes to two American news
weeklies In fact he was so involved abroad in the recent
American elections, she says.
that when President Nixon was
reelected. "I sent a wire of
congratulations to Benjamin
The two-time academy

Benjamin still is studying
advanced math and physics at The F'aculte des Science and
plans to aim for a "high degree.' in America when ne nas
received one in France But like
many American mothers. Miss
de Havilland says she doesn't
know what her son is up to
"I suspect he has made up his
mind what sort of career he
wants, but he doesn't find it
necessary to tell his mother,
she observed "However Frenchochildren do not usually
treat their parents casually

Actress Likes France For
Bringing Up Her Children
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The NBC one-hour musical
.ariety special starring Ann.'
Margret, originalK scheduled
for last Nos. 20 and cancelled
o foul she oas seriousl% injured
in a night club accident, oill
twos he seen April 1 at 10 p.m

NEB 1DRK it I'll — The
mini-series is a coming thing in
network teleYision programming. This means that a story
vs ill be spread over. say. six onehour broadcasts. probably in
successiqe ueeks. Definitely set
as such it; an adaptation of Paul
Gallicols noel, -The Zoo
Gang.- scheduled for the 107374 season Stars are Brian
Keith, John \tills and
%ideo
Noted
Palmer.
o right Reginald Rose
oriies the first seript'and assist..
in the o‘erall project: theme
Music h% fReades1 Paul NI( (:artne% and wife Linda.

Television
notes

confinement of marriage.
Shelley Fabares, Diane
McBain and Deborah Walley
are featured.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Double
Feature: "It Came From
Beneath The Sea," Channel
29. Faith Domergue, Kenneth
Tobey, Donald Curtis, Ian
Keith, Dean Maddox, Jr.
Harry Lauter. Atomic
encounters
submarine
in
object
unknown
shakedown cruise...a giant
octopus affected by an Hbomb. U.S. forces search and
finally locate it just as it
enters San Francisco Harbor
and stars its destruction_
Followed by: "Creature With
the Atom Brain," 11956)
Richard Denning, Angela
Stevens, Michael Granger.
Deported gangster returns to
the U.S. with a scientist who
makes dead men into robots,
committing murder. Police
struggle to stop the infamies.
12:00 a.m.—Movie: "Man Who
Talked Too Much" Channel
3. George Brent, Virginia
Bruce, William Lundigan,
Brenda Marshall. Successful
criminal lawyer finds
himself fighting his kid
brother who works as
assistant to the District
Attorney; exciting and
emotional courtroom scenes.

THE

• 0 =
3
Ia

Friday, February 23

Friday, February 23
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "High Wind
In Jamaica," Channel 8.
Lila
Quinn,
Anthony
Kedrova, James Coburn,
Deborah Baxter, Dennis
Price. Five children are sent
by their parents from their
home in Jamica back to
"proper
England for
schooling." Enroute, their
ship is attacked by pirates
and during the looting the
children board the pirate
ship and are left.
p.m.—Movie: "The
1:00
Rainmaker," Channel 29.
Repeat of 11:00 p.m. movie
on Thursday.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: • "Captain
January" Channel 4. Shirley
Temple, Guy Kibbee, Slim
Summerville, Jun Lang,
Jane Damen, Buddy Ebsen.
Into a lonely lighthouse
keepers's life comes Shirley
to bring cheer and light into a
salty seacoast town.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Three
Stooges in Have Rocket Will
Travel" Channel 5. Jerome
Cowan, Anna Lisa, Bob
Colbert, di the Three Stooges.
The three Stooges, handy-men in a space laboratory,
accidentally launch space
rocket and encounter a fiery
monster, taling unicorn, and
robots on the planet Venus.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5,
12. "Wait Until Dark,'
starring Audrey Hepburn,
Alan Arkin, Richard Crenna
and Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Suspense drama_ A man,
tricked into holding a toy doll
filled withsmuggled drugs,
takes the doll home to his
wife,
blinded
recently
unaware that three thugs are
plotting to retrieve it.
8:00 p.m.--Movle: "Bridges at
Channel 29.
Toko-Ri,"
William - Holden, Grace
March,
Kelly, Fredric
Mickey Rooney, Robert
Strauss, Charles McGraw,
Earl Hollman. Personal
- drama set amongst Navy
carrier-based jet pilots and
helicopter -rescue teams
during Koran War.
Moyle:
10:40 p.m.—Late
11;40 on
Channels 12
Channel 5 ). "Spinout,"
starring Elvis Presley. The
musical
action-packed
concerns a carefree and
elusive bachelor who prefers
his music, fast-cars and
freedom to the schakles and

Friday Highlights
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Doug Mcflure and Barbara FeIdon (rear and
Connie Stevens and Alan Alda are two divorced
etinpks who get mixed up with each other's ex
-mates, with hilarious results. in "Playmates,- a
contemporary comedy on ABU Wide,World of
Entertainment'Wednesday. February 28
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Humble beginnings
LOS ANGELES 1PDTwo.years after its formation,
the Academs of Motion Picture
• Arts and Sciences met at a small
private banquet in Hollywood
io present the first Acadethy
Awards for the films of the
1927-28 season. The chi*:
May h, 1929,

Wednesday, Feb. 21

alive. Angie Dickinson and
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Dana Wynter as an Insurance adjustor meets privately with Charles DurnIng, the intermedian In
recovering $1,000,000 worth of stolen jewelry in "Connection." The AB( Tuesday Movie, of the Week,

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Curtis. Young man, rendered
Saturday, Feb. 17
"invisible" by a scientist so
2:00 p.m. Movie: When The
he could obtain an estate,
Redskins Rode" channel 29.
resorts to killing the scientist
Jon Hell, Mary Castle,
for his blood so as to become
James Seay, John Ridgely,
visible again.
In 1753 a beautiful French
spy tries to entice Prince Hannoc and his Delaware
Indians to fight on the side of
the French, to no avail.
8:00 p.m. Movie: channels 4, 6.
part one of ''The Alamo,"
starring
John
Wayne,
RichardWiclmark, Laurence
Harvey and Richard Boone.
Nlary
NEA liORK O. I'll
Forces gather to aid in the
Martin will be seen again in the
famous battle for the inninsical %ersion of "Peter Pan"
dependence of Texas. The
.on the NBC network ,frorn 8 to
10 p.m. March 2. This is a
conclusion of "The Alamo"
repeat of the color tape
will be colorcast on the "NBC
production first aired in 19m)
Monday Night at the
and repeated in 1903 and 19no.
Movies,".
Pre% ionsly . the star had ap8:00 p.m. Movie: "Flaming
peared in two live colorcastsof
the notable James Barrie play
Star" channel 29. Elvis
in 1955 and 195o.
Presley, Barbara Eden,
Steve Forrest, Dolore Del
Rio, John McIntire. In the
ABC plans a two-hour sports
Texas of the 1870-s a tightly
special for the afternoon of Feb.
25 in which III of the world's
knit family, comprising e
outstanding athletes ssill
white settler, his Kiowa
compete in a sii.es of esents
Indian wife)iis white son by
other than their specialties.
.a previous marriage and his
They may chorale sesen of It)
half-Indian son, is caught in
esents in which to participate.
the midst
of an Indian
The athletes are Joe Frazier,
Johnns Bench. Johnn I nitas.
uprising. Half-Indian youth
Gary Plaser. Rod Laser. Jeanmust choose which side of the
Claude 'MIN. Stan Mikita,
Kiowa-settler battle he is on.
El% in Hases:Jim Stefanich and
10:30 p.m. Movie: Dble
Peter Resson.
"Waxworks"
Feature
•••
channel 4. No other inweekly series of 90-minute
available.
formation
contemporar% musical specials
Followed by Movie: "Horror
will be introduced on NBC, Feb.
of Dracula" Peter Cushing,
3. Titled "Midnight Special,"
Michael Gough, Christopher
the shows will begin at 1 a.m.,
immediately following eonLie, Melissa Stribling.*very
,night for 600 years he rises /elusion of "The Tonight Show
Starring Johnny Carson."
from his coffin-bed to seek
About 11) musical acts will
the warm blood he needs to
appear each week, with a major
keep himself alive.
recording artist or group acting
10:30 p.m. Movie: "Three
as host.
Into ,TWO Won't Go" channel
•••
6. Rod Steiger, Claire
to
salute
A
musical
Bloom, Judy Geeson, Dame
Broadway composer Harold
Peggy Ashcraft. Humdrum
Arlen is the theme of "Jack
Lemmon-Get Happy," a onelife of a sales executive and
hour special on NBC at 9:30
his schoolteacher wife is
p.m. Feb. 25. Arlen himself is
turned upside down when a
among those who will help
permissive young girl enters
present his songs as actor Jack
theirlittle world and shakes
Lemmon plays host. Diahann
it to its flimsy foundations.
'Carroll. Cass Elliot, Johnny
Mathis and Doc Stverinson will
11:00 p.m. Movie: "Charlie
appear.
Chan At The Wax Museum"
•••
channel 29. Sidney Toler,
Marc Lawrence. Convicted
Ed Sullisan is host for a pair
of CBS specials coming up in
by Chan, a gangster escapes
February and March. The first
and hides out in the wax
is "TV Comedy Years." a
museum, waiting to kill
salute to past and present
Charlie.
telesision comedians and their
11:30 o.m. Movie: "Invisible
programs. "Ed Sullisan's
Man's Revenge" channel 5.
, Broadway" will be devoted to a
resume of New 1r ork stage
John Carradine, Jon Hall,
entertainment, with highlights
Gale Sondeargaard, Alan
from Broadway musicals, as
well as from saudeville and
;burlesque.
Jack Gaser
For Correct

Saturday Highlights
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two after the annual telec.ast of
Emmj,ii for entertainment
programming. which will be on
ABC May 20.
Jack Gases'

The National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
will present a 90-minute
telecast of its Emmy Awards for
documentary
and
news
programs on the CBS netswirk
late in May. This will be the
first national telecast of these
awards. It will come a week or

The American Broadcasting
Company again has acquired
the exclusise I.S. television
rights for the Olympics. It will
broadcast the 19Th summer
games from Montreal. July 17
to Aug. I.

"Ironside" Raymond Burr
will be the host of an NBC
comedy-variety special. "keep
U.S. Beautiful.. scheduled
March 27. The title indicates
that ecology is the theme. Ruth
Buzzi. Tim Conway. Sandy
Duncan. Lena Horne, Don
Know' and the Muppets
Participate.

star plays a country lawyer
defending a girl accused of a
triple murder.

later- this season. It is titled
'Hawkinson Murder,- and the

James Stewart. who has
made many a movie movie, has
made his first dovie-fortelesision for CBS exposure

The telecast of the annual
Oscars for motion picture
excellence in 1972 will be from
10 p.m. to midnight on the
NBC. network March 27,

il I'D NF U
Despite the cancellation of
"Bonanza" after 14 seasons,
Lorne Greene has nothing to
worry about so far as employment is concerned. Actually. during many of the
"Bonanza" years. the "big
daddy" of the Ponderosa had
all of the outside engagements
he could handle on and off
telesision. Noss, he is headed
for a one-hour series for ABC's
1973-74 season in "Griff." in
which he plays a retired police
captain.

Television
notes

11:00 p.m.-Movie: "The
Rainmaker" Channel 29.
Burt Lancaster, Katharine
Hepburn, Wendell Corey,
Earl
Bridges,
Lloyd
Holliman, Cameron
Rainmaker
Prud'hornme.
not only ends draught in
small southwestern town, but
brings needed confidence
and romance to spinster.
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* Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
* Country Hams and Steaks
* All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
Lm. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
- J. C. GALLIMORE -

CAFE
HAZEL
AND TRY OUR

COME TO..

Tired Of Your Own Cooking?
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Tuesday, February 20

the Terrible, Part I
10:00 SOUL

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN

Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch

Thursday, February 22
9:00 a.m.-Movle: "The Long
Hot Summer," Channel 8.
Paul Newman, Joanne
Woodward, Anthony
Franciosa, Orson Welles, Lee
Remick, Angela Lansbury.
Young man arrives in small
Southern town owned and
dominated by weliithy landowner, changing lives of his
unmarried, strong-willed
daughter and wealing son.
1:00 p.m.-Movie: "Pony
Express" Channel 29. Repeat
of 11:00 p.m movie on
Wednesday.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "Janie Gets
Married," Channel 3. Joan
Leslie, Robert Benchley,
Edward Arnold, Robert
Hutton, Dorothy Malone, Ann
Harding. Janie, Grown up,
marries her GI boyfriend
and helps him adjust to
civilian life, her unsolicited
assistance gets everybody
into a jam but she learns
from the experience.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "Atlas"
Channel 4. Michael Forest,
Frank Wolff, Barboura
Morris. In modern Greece,
power-made tyrant uses
popular Atlas, winner of
Olympic games, to help take
but reign of
over a state,'
terror causes Atlas to
champion people.
4:116 p.m.-Movie: "Invasion of
the Body Snatchers" Channel
5. Kevin McCarthy, Dana
Wynter, Larry
Gates,
Carolyn Jones. Invasion of
Southern California by seeds
of giant plants which exude
"blank" human forms that
drain the emotional life of
people, threatening to
destroy the world.
II:06 p.m.-Movie: Channels 5,
12. "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" starring Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton.
Drama revolving around an
embattled man whose wife
cover
her
tries
to
frustrations and feminine
vulnerability with attempts
to humiliate him.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: "Muscle
Beach Party," Channel 29.
Frankie Avalon, Annette
Funicello, Luciana Paluzzi,
Jody McCrea, John Ashley,
Don Rickles, Buddy Hackett.
Wealthy contessa interested
in a handsome muscle man
plans to finance a string of
gymnasiums, then transfers
her affections to a young
surfing enthusiast, arousing
the jealousy of his girl friend.
11:00 p.m.- Late Movie:
Channel 12 (12 a.m. Channel
5). "The Swimmer," starring
Burt Lancaster. Dramatic
story of a middle-aged
suburbanite who comes face
to face with the unpleasant
but truthful facts surrounding his life.

Actor Ossie Davis, Also Director,
Prefers To Call Himself a Writer
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
22
:
4 00 SESAME STREET
4 00S SAME STREET
Roberta Flack
5 00 MISTER ROGERS 5 00 MISTER ROGERS
8:30 JOAN SUTHER
NEIGHBORHOOD
NEIGH ORHOOD
LAND
WHO'S AFRAID 5•30 ELECTRIC COAA- 5:30
LECTRIC COMOF OPERA
PAN Y
PANY '
9 00 MASTERPIECE THE- 6:00 WINDOW TO THE 6 00 Ii9INDOW TO THE
ATRE.: Point Counterpoint CLASSROOM Washing- CLASSIIOOM Images and
10:00 FIRING LINE
ton's Birthday
Things
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
6:30 T4 HIGH SCHOOL
7.00 YOU, THE SUPER.
VISOR
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19 7,30 FRENCH CHEF
4:00 SESAME STREET
8:00 THE ADVOCATES
FRIDA , FEBRUARY 23
5:00 , MISTER ROGERS 9 00 BOOK BEAT
4 00 S AME STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD
9 30 BLACK JOURNAL
5 00
ISTER ROGERS
5 30 ELECTRIC COM 10.00 AN AMERICAN NEIGH OR HOOD
PANY
FAMILY
5 30
LECTR IC COM•
600 WINDOW TO THE
PANY
CLASSROOM. Math IV
Or
WEDNESDAY, FEB6:30 BUSINESS OF WRIT- RUARY 21
ING
4:00 SESAME STREET
7 00 FOLK GUITAR
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
7.30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
NEIGHBORHOOD
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE 530
ELECTRIC
Mysterious
Mr.
WEEK: The
PAN
Eliot
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
9:00 THE BOLERO
CLASSROOM: Kentucky
9.30 WALL STREET
History
WEEK
620 LAW OF THE LAND
10.00 WASHINGTON
6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITWEEK IN REVIEW
ING
10.30 NEW SHAPES ED 7:00 EFFICIENT
UCATION
READING
7.30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 FILM ODYSSEY: Ivan

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 18
7:00 ZOOM
7:30 EVENING AT POPS

WKMA Ch 35
WBMS Ch 311
WKMU Ch 71
*gaols Ch 52
WPM Ch 22
WKSO Ch 71
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the building of the Egyptian
treasure city, the Burning Bush,
the panorama of an entire army
destroyed by towering walls
and raging water, plus Moses
receiving the tablets atop
Mould Sinai.
"The Ten Commandments"
will be seen as a special
presentation of The ABC
Sunday Night Movie, beginning
one hour earlier than usual, at
7:00 p.m.

einicetionAt, TeLEivisioN

Somerset

Chessmen

Madisonvolle
Morehead
Murray Mayfield

motion picture. It features
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner,
Anne Baxter, Edward G.
Robinson, Yvonne DeC.arlo and
Debra Paget,
One of the most talked-about
scenes in motion picture history
is the filming of the parting of
the Red Sea, which alone took
three years and a million
dollars to execute. Other
spectacular dramatizations
include the plague sequences,

KeNLUCKU

It took ten years of planning,
three years of research and
exploration, and three years of
writing before Cecil B
DeMllle's monumental motion
picture began production. Now,
"The Ten Commandments"
makes its world television
premiere on The ABC Sunday
Night Movie,
The cast includes one of the
largest collections of headliners
ever assembled for a single

'Commandments' To Be Shown On ABC Movie

PAGE SEVEN

AnComplete repair service on all makes of TV's and
tennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TV's &
Stereo's in stock.

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA
Dealer In Murray

SALES &1SERVICE
2 Miles From 5 Points
North i6th Ext
Dial 753-2385

ORTEN'S TV

Television
notes

alive. Angie Dickinson and
Wednesday, Feb. 21
Claude Akins guest-star.
"The
Movie:
a.m.
9:00
of
Macomber Affair" channel 8 COO p.m. Movie: "Girls
Pleasure Island" channel 29
Gregory Peck, Robert
Leo Genn, Don Taylor, Abby
Preston, Joan Bennett. Tale
Dalton, Elsa Lanchester,
of a safari into the lion
Gene Barry. Scholarly
country in Africa; murder
British gentleman, with
and violenceocloud the trip.
daughters, lives
three
Garter"
1:00 p.m. Movie: -Red
peaceful existence on South
channel 29 Repeat of 11:00
Pacific island until it is inp.m. movie on Tuesday
vaded by 1500 marines, come
"
3:30 p.m. Movie: "Dangerous
to build an air strip.
channels 3. Bette Davis,
10:30 p.m. Late Movie channel
Franchot Tone, Margaret
12 11'30 on channel 5) "No
Lindsay, Alison Skipworth,
Sergeants,"
for
Time
John Eldredge, Dick Doran
starring Andy Griffith, Don
Self-centered ruthless star.
Knotts, Nick Adams and
known as a jinx and unable to
Milhollan. Hilarious
James
in
get a play, seeks refuge
comedy about the exdrink. Younn architect helps
periences of a naive backber on the road back.
woodsman drafted into the
3:30 p.m. Movie: "Buck
Air Force.
Privates" channel 4 Abbott &
11:00 p.m. Movie: Pony ExCostello, Lee Bowman,
press" channel 3 Charlton
Andrews Sisters, Nat PenHeston, Rhonda Fleming,
dleton. Abbott and Costello,
Jan Sterling, Forrest Tucker
face
error,
in
army-bound
1860: Buffalo Bill Cody and
life in a training camp—with
Wild Bill Hickock join forces
their former policemanestablish a fast, direct
to
their
as
up
enemy turning
mail route from Missouri
sergeant.
Plains to the Pacific.
4:00 p.m. Movie:"The Man
Club"
From The ,Diner's
channel 5 Danny Kay, Cara
Williams, Martha Hyer,
Telly Savalas. Blundering
employee of the Diners' Club
inadvertently issues a credit
card to a mobster. Hilarious
complications before error is
NEW YORK IIPII — Bill
corrected.
Bixby, who has had his share of
7:00 p.m. Movie: "Tickle Me"
success in television series—
Elvis Presley,
channel
three years in "My Favorite
Martian- and two with "The
Julie Adams,Joycelyn Lane,
Courtship of Eddie's Father-Jack Mullaney. Guitarwill try again. NBC and
playing rodeo rider, working
Paramount Tele%ision are
at a dude ranch for girls,
combining on a 90-minute film
attracts all of them except
for video,"The Magician." that
until
the physical instructor,
is • pilot for a series. Bixby
plays a modem Merlin with a
he aids her in finding burled
Robin Hood complex.
gold in a ghost town.
•••
7:30 p.m. Movie : channels 3, 8,
Dennis NI Payer took time out
And No Once Could Save
from his NBC "McCloudHer," original 90-minute
series to make • moyie-formade
yideo, "Female Artillery." for
suspense-drama
UniYersal which—will be seen on
esbecially for ABC starring
ABC's "Movie of-the WeekLee Remick and Milo
series.
O'Shea. The colorful beauty
•••
of Dublin becomes a nightThis is one I can't wait to
an
for
mare setting
miss—a musical version of "Dr.
American woman as she
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with
Kirk Douglas as the -split
searches desperately for her
personality. But I'll have to
husband, who has vanished
wait until March 7. The )O.
as though he never existed,
minute special will be on NBC.
while the spectre of death
St ell, just about eyerything else
the
through
stalks her
has been done to the Steyenson
peaceful ctty.
classic
7:30 p.m. Mystery Movie:
•••
Carl Reiner and Dick Van
channels 4, 6, "The Norliss
Dyke, long allied in the two
Roy
starring
Tapes,"
successful Van Dyke series.
Thinnes as a writer who
collaborated on a pilot for a
Investigates natural and
possible CBS series, "Nancy
Supernatural phenomena and
Clancy,- co-starring Nancy
is caught up in a bizarre
Dussault and comedian Rip
Taylor. Reiner wrote the script.
situation in which a man
Van li)!.ke directs.
believed dead appears to be
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reasoned. However, it appears
from here that the name Bobby
Bare may please country fans
for a generation or two to
Bobby Bare tours the
as a single via the bookings of
manager Bob Neal. Unlike most
country singers, he doesn't
carry a band. "The songs I've
intricate
have
recorded
accompaniment and my 12string electric guitar sounds like
a bend anyway Besides, you
can make more money when
you don't have to pay a band,"
he laughed.
The sad ballads have been
good to Bare. His latest for RCA
Records is titled "I Hate
Goodbyes." At press time, the
record is climbing on he
country charts.
/also
producing
Record
e's
consumes some of
energies Wynn Stewart
Don Bowman are two ar is
who rely on his talents,
Bowman is a comedian,
writes the material he
"I have one I just wrote
recorded hun on," Bobby id.
"It's called 'Dirty Don' and
making an obscene phone
You know, it's a funny thing, but
I Just called home and my
had gotten an obscene
call tonight."
How's that for justice?
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sergeant driven
MYRON McCORM1CK portrays the distraught
played by Andy
an,
backwoodsm
Davie
calm.
the
by
frantic
Air Force
Griffith (right, who is recruited into the peacetime
in 'fNo
Insists upon treating officers and noncoms as friends,
on •
Time for Sergeants," black-and-white film presentation
Network
CBS Late Movie" on the CBS Television

Bobby Bare
down. So he thought maybe he
would get to sing on the Opry"
When Bobby Sr had finished
his final song of the night and
was preparing to leave, his son
realized that he wasn't going to
get to sing. "Big ole tears rolled
down his cheeks," pap. related
"Kids go through phases.
Three or four years from now
he may be ashamed of wanting
to be a singer," his dad

Opry a few weeks ago
"He was wanting to sing real
bad," Bare told this writer_ "I
told him before we left home
that he couldn't sing on the
Opry I took him to Texas with
me once and we got him on the
stage and he tore the house

Wednesday, February 21

By DARRELL ROWLETr
Soft-spoken Bobby Bare is a
seemingly unlikely choice as a
television series version of Andy
Griffith's character in the movie
"No Time For Sergeants.- but
that was the role he landed in
Hollywood in 1963. Before the
series made
house
the
screen. Bare
had made a
movie called
"A Distant
Trumpet" with
Suzanne Pleshette and Troy
Donohue
Bare played
a feature billed
Ruvieti
role as a Kenlucky private in the army "I
wasn't too impressed with the
movie work, especially my
part. Movies bore me You have
to get up too early in the
morning and put on makeup and
sit around a lot. It doesn't make
sense. I want to be out doing
something," he reflected in a
recent interview.
"You don't really make a
whole lot of money unless you're
&John Wayne or somebody. The
lesser players more or less
starve. In fact, Warner Brothers
wanted to sign me up as a
regular for 6750 a week and
control my bookings and I don't
know what all. I told them to
forget that, that I could make
more money than that in one
night singing," he remembered.
Bare got into acting when his
manager convinced bun to
audition for the "No Time For
Sergeants- part. The singer
saisitered into Jack Webb's
office and eventually landed the
part without really trying. His
sidekick was to have been Henry
Gibson, who later earned fame
on "Laugh-In"
After filming a portion of the
the
told
Bobby
series,
Hollywood brass,"Look. I'm not
an actor, really " Bare left the
series a 1 returned to singing
before the television show made
its debut_ Sammy Jackson
landed the spot ne vacated, but
the series didn't last a season.
Following his Hollywood
departure, the witty singer
rame to Nashville and joined the
Grand Ole Opry Nashville was
ripe for the singer of million
seller "Detroit City- and "All
Arne-lean Boy"
Wile Jeannie, Bobby, and
in
live
children
three
outside
Hendersonville
Nashville. Bare brought his sixyear-old son, Bobby Jr.. to the

Bare Unimpressed With Hollywood,
Left Cinema For Grand Ole Opry

Inside Country Music—
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- 13lack Girl.'" he say,
'was an opportunity to deal
realestically with a black fareily %without sacrificing excell nce or entertainment
Ev a sermon to me has to be
entertaining if it's not I don't
buy it I don't care how noblest
is.
"threcting,'' the deep-voiced
Davis continues, -is not difficult; but it is different from
acting Directing is very fulfilling hecause it absorbs all of
your creative energies The
feel • g of being in control of all
elements that make up a
of
mosØe is very satisfying and it
is a) feeling that an actor does
not et. -
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DRUG
Be Had

*

Richard Boone as Hec
Ramsey. Sharon Acker
guest-stars as Hec's bride-lobe seho, along with her young
son, is killed during a
stagecoach robbery' while en
route to the wedding. Pat
Hingle arid Bruce Davison
also guest-star.
10:30 p.m. Movie: "Strategy of
Terror" channel 6. Hugh
O'Brian, Barbara Rush, Neil
Hamilton, Harry Townes.
Aided by an enterprising
woman reporter, New York
police officer thwarts a
sinister plot by a member of
a super-patriotic group to
murder a United Nations
leader.
15:35 p.m. Movie: "Career"
29.
channel
Shirley
MacLaine, Anthony Franciosa, Carolyn Jones, Dean
Martin. Man seeking to find
himself and his career learns
that tragedy, frustration,
disappointment and much
soul-searching are necessary'
to achieve success.
11:45 p.m. Movie: "Operation
Amsterdam" channel 3.
Peter Finch, Eva Bartok,
Tony Britton, Alexander
Knox. British send a raiding
party into Amsterdam to
the
persuade
diamond
merchants to give their
to
them
stones
for
safekeeping before the
Germans can get them.
Holiday and a bank vault
almost loses the caper for
them

t
'
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can

*

Phone

WALLIS

p.m. Movie: "The Bank
Dick" channel 5. W. C.
Fields, Una Merkel, Franklin
Accidentally
Pangborn,
tripping bank robber lands
man job as guard—he then
faces real holdup.
4:10 p.m. Movie: "Little Boy
Lost" channel 5. Bing Crosby
Claude Dauphin, Nicole
Maurey, Christain Fourcade.
Post World War II: U.S. war
correspondent trying to
locate his seven year old son,
separated since birth, finds a
boy in French orphanage
who might be his.
7:00 p.m. Movie: "Greatest
Show on Earth" channel 29.
Charlton Heston, Betty
Hutton, James Stewart,
Gloria
Wilde,
Cornel
Grahame, Dorothy Lamour,
Emmett Kelly. Drama in tht
circus: Circus manager
and his girl, and aerialist, in
competition for the center
ring with a French star
Lives and loves of circus
•
performers.
7:11 p.m. Special channels 3, 8.
COMTEN
"THE
B
MANDMENTS" C
DeMille's massive spectacle
Charlton Heston
starring
in the story of Moses and the
exodus train Egypt comes to
television for the first time.
Also starring Yul Brynner,
Anne Baxter, Edward G.
Robinson and Yvonne De
Carlo.
7:30 p.m. Mystery Movie:
channels 4. 6. "The Mystery

I

Davis says he currently is
working on a 'number of possibilities One he says is a movie
which would star his wife actress Ruby Dee and which he
would direct

time to choose and to select
enabling you to grow in the
part This is.very difficult to do
in movies "

Sunday Highlights

Davis prefers the theater "because it offers actors two things
that film does not. One is that
on stage the actor is in charge
of his performance unless you
actually drag him off the stage
In film he is not The other is
that it takes a long time to get
to know a character and do him
Justice The theater gives you

MANY TALENTS — Ossie Davis. actor and writer, is the
director of "Black Girl." It is his third film directing job
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and also written a number of
television scripts His bestknown produced play, perhaps.
as '•Purlie Victorious," which
ran on Broadway some eight
months with Davis playing the
lead
Davis. who has been seen in a
number of films such as "The
Cardinal" and "The Hill, recently completed a stint on the
other side of the cameras —
directing the film "Black
Girl • The Moyle, about a
young girl who wants to become
a dancer was Davis third film

The tall. graying. 50-year-old
Davis has, however written a
number of things among them
some plays that have been produced as well as 'quite a few
that haven't been produced.'
collaborated on movie scripts.

Sunday, February 18

NEW YORK ifrPi
Ossie Davis is best-known
as an actor but he prefers
to think of himself as a writer
- even though his latest effort
was directing a movie
I always wanted to write
plays. the multitalented Davis
says with a laugh But when I
was young a teacher suggested
that if I realty was serious
about playwriting I ought to get
in the theater and get experience in all departments. including acting
That was the beginning of
my downfall ass writer Acting
came easy to me 'I got jobs
essay and I used this as an
excuse not to write

am
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Actor Owe' Dav ,+ Also Director,
Prefers To call Himself a Writer
By PHIL THOMAS
AP Newsfeateres Writer
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday
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w

/1

* Gene Hackman
* Candice Bergen
In Color R

PID:Ins

* BIG DOUBLE FEATURE *
BUFITREYNOLDS YULBRYNNER
"THE
RAQUEL WELCH
UNTINGPARTY"

Open 6:30-Start 7-00
TONITE thru SUN.

Tapes for braille
HOLLYWOOD i U PI t Edward Albert, who starred as
the blind youth in "Butterflies
Are Free," has taped two radio
messages for the Braille Institute.

pictupictu

V.ilder in 'Rhinoceros'
HOLLN W001) IUPII Gene Wilder will co-star with
Zero Mostel in the motiin
of
version
re

Reyno/ds signs
HOLLYWOOD 1UPIr Burt Reynolds. on the strength
in
performance
of his
"Delinerance." has signed with
arner Bros. again, this time to
star in -The Domino (:lip."

I U011 HOLLYW(X)D
"quart Whitman stars in
"Interdect." a one-hour contemporary international in%esttgative drama series for
ABC-TV scheduled for nest
season.

hitman stars

irorn

Johnny Tillotson, famed
Country & Western sinner and
internationally inown
television star, will be r urning
to Cape Girardeau to st the
third annual Cerebral Palsy
Celebrity Telethon, t was
announced today by 1elethon
Chairman Dave Graven.
Tillotson, the owner I many
gold records, has appeed on
most of the major television
network shows, and gained a
wide local following as B result
of his emcee-ing cborelion last
years successful Cerehr 1 Palsy
Celebrity Telethon.
The telethon will be seen live
and in color on KFVS-TV,
the
Channel -12, originating
Kt:VS studios in Caw' GirarSaturday
deau, beginning
evening, March, 3, at 10f. 30 p.m.
and continumg through Sunday,
March 4, at 6:00 p.m.

Tillotson To
Host Telethon

new boxer, completely
rmy
disregarding
.
regulations.
10:30 p.m. Movie: "The Glass
oft
Bottom Boat," ( 11:
channel 5) starring Doris
Day, Rod Taylor and VOW'
Godfrey. A gay, romantic
comedy set against the
background of Calii ma's
Catalina Island.
11:00 p.m. Movie: "The
Billionaire" chann 1 $9
George Sanders, Annie
Girardot, Odile Versois.
Trying to improve his public
image, an oil baron nvites
the press to his well-g4arded
estate and finds h mself
playing host to his on-inlaw's ex-wife and a rpse

Monday Highlights
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Monday, Feb. 19
9:00 a.m. Movie: "Walk Like A
Dragon" channel 8 Mel
Torme, Jack Lord, Nobu
McCarthy, James Shigeta,
Josephine Hutchinson. Man.
saving Chinese girl from
slave market, takes her to his
home. Battles prejudice of
townspeople and young
Chinese immigrant who also
loves her.
1:00 p.m. Movie: "Career"
channel 29 Repeat of 10:30
p.m. movie on Sunday.
3:30 p.m. Movie: "Dead
channel 3 Bette
Ringer"
Davis, Karl Malden, Peter
Lawford, Philip Carey, Jean
Hagen, George Macready.
Through a false pregnancy
ofierror in "Haunts of the Very
claim a sister took man away
lloyd Bridges and Cloris Leachman are plunged into a nightmare
1.
from her twin. 18 years later
Rich" on ABC Wide World of Entertainment, Thursday, March
they meet at his funeral and
she kills twin to slip into her
life as wealthy and respected
widow. Complications arise
VVDXR
as sister's lover threatens
r.F VS
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
WS,L
her with blackmail.
Ch. 29
Ch. 12
Ch.6
Ch.5
-Ch.4
Ch.3
Pada( d'IN
p.m.Movle: "Halt That
Cop•
3:30
Padycort
NoshvIlle
NosAville
Harr.sburg
G.rord•au
Ghost" channel 4 Abbott &Davis,
Costello, Joan
l
CBS
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Famed
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Richard
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00
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I
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700
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Thursday, February 22

Tuesday, February 20
9:00 a.m.-Movie: "Off LiThits"
Channel 8. Bob Hope, Mickey
Rooney, Marilyn Maxwell,
Eddie Mayehoff. Bob's a
fight manager who is drafted
into the army. His trials and
tribulations as he develops a
new boxer, completely
disregarding army
regulations.

original 90-minute drama
made especially for ABC
stars Cloris Leachman and
Martin Balsam. A happily
married couple, childless for
eighteen years, is stunned to
discover they are expecting a
baby, and the news turns
their well-ordereo
upside down. Marge Redmond, Gene Nelson, Mildred
Dunock and Wilfrid Hyde1:00 p.m.- Movie: "The
White are also featured.
Billionaire" Channel 29.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: "Beach
Repeat of 11:00 p.m. movie
Blanket Bingo" Channe' 29.
on Monday.
Avalon, Annette
Frankie
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "Distant
Funicello, Debora Walley,
Trumpet" Channel 3. Derek
Harvey I,embeck, Paul
Bond, Jean Patterson.
Lynde. Beach gang, inBritish melodrama.
trigued with sky diving,'
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "Tarazan
becomes involved in a kidFinds 8 Son" Channel 4
napping, with the victim
Weissmuller,
Johnny
a
convinced its all
Maureen O'Sullivan, Ian
Mermaid
stunt.
publicity
Hunter, Johnny Sheffield.
leads rescuers to the scene.
Tarzan, Jane and Cheetah
10:30 p.m.-Late Movie:
only
the
boy,
find a baby
Channel 12 111:30 on
survivor of a plane crash.
Channel 51 "10 Ftillington
"Boy's"
later,
Years
starring Richard
Place,"
for
looking
arrive
relatives
Judy Geeson
Attenborough,
him
and John Hurt. Absorbing
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Escort
crime film based on factual
West," Channel 5. No other
events and filmed at actual
information available.
London locations.
7:00 p.m.-Movie: Channels 4, 11:00 p.m.-Movie: ''Red
6. "Fools Parade," starring
29.
Channel
Garter"
Anne
Stewart,
James
Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Baxter, George Kennedy and
Carson, Guy Mitchell, Geney
William Windom. Three
seeking
Man,
Barry.
convict buddies, newly
brother's murderer, rides
released from prison, must
town
western
into
scheme to get money that
celebrating brother's death.
rightfully belongs to one of
Falls for ward of town
them.
Finds killer and
braggart.
7:30 p.m.-Movie: Channels 3,
romance.
8. "A Brand New Life,"
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JACK LEMMON'
our work But on stage you are
ccepted or rejected every moent you are on, and it's a real
o trip to hear a live audience
eact to you - assumnig it s
pot booing .
1 After a day before the cameras or an evening on stage.
mmon likes to unwind by
itting at the piano. playing
land writing songs Its a great
release It uses up a lot of exicess nervous energy
I some of my songs have been
uublished But they never did
tl
nything though lye gotten
ybe $101 in royalties in 15
. ears. so I'm not replacing Gerwin
he concludes with a
"But
ugh. • It is a step beyond singe in the shower

"once I did three pictures
tinck-to-back and it almost
killed me It took over a year
mid I literally had only a cquple
oi'days off between films '
;:••Which is kind of fur* because other times I ye gone as
rouch as eight months between
films Don't forget it took 20
years to do those 30 or sq. pictres of mine The deeply-tanned Lerrynon.
yeho lives in Beverly Hills with
his wife and their three chil
*en. also has appeared in some
500 radio and television ith4v.
4nd on the legitimate stage ,
, -I like the stage... he says
.'You miss the live audience
like mad in a movie Its good to
let on the stage every so often
4nd give a sustained performance before an audience, It s
a gym
nke an athlete going to ,
I.e
d working out
1
• In a movie you work in bits
lid pieces. and it takes nipuroths
fore you get a reaction to

Oh5§rigaipraWcIE.:! jgiP1 kqt:13,0 g 4 r%
W egN" c dgej.F40i MO
r aRa
4 4it.S,1„R",
-.....44r i8-14,1
34„

"COURAGE OF LASSIE"(G)

Children's Movie Sat. 8 Sun. 1 HI 3

• • .;:'S

"Thinilyititswi1111:v Mame"
CTIZEI
eat
go Also St Deis.' iXiL0a an sm...

horsing

.„

N OW

Late Show Tonite 8 Sat. 11:40
"HAREM BUNCH"PnOver 18 Only

1

thinks there was in AvantC"
since "it shows how my character begins to relate to a girl, the
first sfep in their love story "
But, he emphasizes with a
stab of his cigar ' I do object to
nudity for the sake of nudity
Just as 1 -d object to any scene if
it were not necessary to the
picture. What appears on the
screen doesn t bother me if
there's a legitimate reason for
it. but, if it doesn t belong in the
script. its wrong. and 1 wont
do it.
Lemmon, an affable 47-yearold who has starred in films
such as -Days of Wine and
Roses" and Some Like It
Hot." recently completed another movie called -Save The
Tiger ••
'It's not the most I've done
in a row:. he says with a smile

7:30 Nitely, Plus 1:30 Sat & Sun. Aft
* Adults 1200. - Under 1211.00 *

Trinity's
back in
the saddle
again and
still

SE67

§„ri
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NORMA CRANE
LEONARD FREY

TOPOL

°Cir
It

er
'tiddl
on the

By PHIL THOMAS
AP Newsleatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -After starring in some 30
movies. Jack Lernmon recently did his first nude scene
and • •it didn't bother me a bit
although I was uncomfortable
The action which takes place
in the film "Avant'. has Lemmon stripping to his socks and
then swimming out to a tiny
island on which he rests
. 1 wasn't embarrassed.
says Lernmon puffing thoughtfully on his cigar. "but I was
uncomfortable because the water was cold and there lire
some bugs or something oMlhe
island that kept popping out of the sand and jabbing into me "
Lemmon has no objection to
screen nudity provided there is
a legitimate reason for it. as he

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY lg. 1973

Teiye ITopoll as he wonders what it would be like to have
mopes. sings "If I Were a Rich Man," while alone in the barn, in
"Fiddler On the Roof." The classic will be shown for two weeks at
the Cheri, beginning Feb. 14, and running through Feb. 27.
Features are at 7.30 nightly. plus 1:30 on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons

KENTUCKY
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Lemmon Finds Cold Water
Only Swim Scene Problem,
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Measure OK'd For Sickle Cell Tests

craming schools. The panel was
told that, although state law
specifically exempts from such
licensing any school teaching
flying as an avocation or hobby, the Education Department
has indicated the board intended to license such schools.
Moloney said there was no

ing for mitigation in computing while his appeal was pending.
The subcommittee held over
the back pay which is to be
paid to state workers who the for its March 7 meeting a PubPersonnel Board says were ille- lic Service Comrnisson regugally fired and must be rein- lation which Rep. Frank Quickstated. The mitigation seeks to ert, D-Loulsville, said appeared
deduct from such back pay to take away from public utiliwhatever salary the employe ties their right to condemn
received from other sources property.

question but that the board
could issue the regulation and
the subcommittee would have
to approve it because "We
can't speculate on how they
will interpret it - we'll have to
leave that up to the courts."
Also approved was a Finance
Department regulation provid-

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — feet 30 days after the subcom- ting tracks after Moloney said and $10 and $5 for other emThe state regulation requiring mittee's next monthly meeting. the intent was to make the ployes except grooms, who will
The subcommittee approved commission solvent. The new pay a $3 fee. •
blood tests of Negroes to see if
The subcommittee approved
they have sickle cell anemia has for filing a Trotting Commis- fees are $25 for a stable libeen approved by a legislative sion regulation raising the li- cense, $15 for owner-driver and a state Board of Education
subcommittee and will go into cense fees for employes at trot- owner-driver-trainer licenses regulation on licensing pliotr
effect in 30 days.
The regulation adopted by the
Pnces Good Sunday and Monday Only
state Board of Health last
month implements a 1972 state
IIII16rpma
February 18th and 19th
Law requiring such tests of Negroes at their birth or before
they get married. The purpose
of the law is to see that anyone
having or carrying the disease,
which afflicts Negroes almost
exclusively, know of that before
they have children.
HIRDAY SALE
WASHIN GTOtt
The legislative subcommittee
on administrative regulation reCelebrate With Big Savings At Big K!
OPEN 1 T0.6 SUNDAY
view approved the regulation
PRICES
GOOD
SUNDAY
AND MONDAY!
Wednesday after its chairman,
Sen. Michael Moloney, D-Lexington, said there was no question but that the board could
adopt the regulation.
•
The only question, he said,
would be whether the board
could require the information to
FAMOUS BRAND
be kept confidential since Kentucky has no such law But he
added that he agreed such data
should be kept confidential.
The legislative regulation ree- Crystal Clear
view subcommittee cannot veto
Compare at 41C
v Regular
regulations. It can only ask a
department to reconsider any
Lemon
that appear to exceed the law:
Big savings at Big Ki Your favorite brand of paper towels for a
if the agency reifies it without
Lire'' 3
low, low price,
change, then it will go into ef-

-

Ar.

WHITE RAIN

TOWELS

SHAMPOO

14 Oz

YOUNG & FREE

Federal State
Market Report
Service, Tuesday, February
Murray, Ky.
Murray Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 145
Calves this week 5
Compared to Last week.
Slaughter cows 2.00 higher,
feeders steady.
Slaughter cows: Utility 28.7531.75, Cutter 25.00-28.75.
Feeder Steers: Choice 400-500
lbs. 52.00-55.00, 500-600 lbs. 49.0052.00, mixed Good and Choice
300-403 Ite 52.00-55.00, 400-500
lbs. 49.00-52.00, Good 300-400 lbs.
49 00-52.00, 400-500 lbs 46 0049.00.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300500 Its. 50.00-53.50, mixed Good
and Choice 300-500 lbs. 47.0050.00, Good 300-500 lbs. 43.0047.00, part load 401 lbs. high
Choice replacement heifers
58.00.
Stock cow and calf pairs.
Choice 38000-42000.

ju
fling
to s
Tha*You for giffng
I() the

SHAMPOO
For Normal & Oy Hair
8 Fl 01

• jrLADIES
KNIT SMOCK

1 11
•
PYREX
CASSEROLE DISH

12 X 16
FRAMED
PICTURES

ASSORTMENT

9LEACH

C #Aiipur
4111.1111.

The latest styles with
chopped down prices, Your
cho,ce of many.

LADIES DOUBLE
KNIT PANTS

Beautiful
frames
bordering your favorite subjects.

A large assortment of d-i-she-s
to make your favorite casseroles. Oven:txdol. tooL

18 X 40FRAMED PICTURES...3.22
,,mpare at

points
Fancy
are the thing'
Flare leg, flap
pockets. Many
sizes and colors.

4

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

CANISTER VACUUM
BY PREMIER

Values to 4.96
Only 250 yards to
sell CO- wide in
fancy
jacquards,
solid crepes and
other materials..

22"

Quiet and powerful, Swivel
top for easier cleaning! Selfadjusting and 2 attachments.

Reg. 3.54 to 3.811

LADIES CLEARANCE

SLACKS

BIG K CLOTH
ASSORTMENT

Large Assortment to Choose From

Model C350

REMINGTON

Va1ues to
2%

Compare at 19.95

LADIES ASSORTED

2

HANDBAGS

22

for3

TEENS & WOMENS
LEANER & SUEDE

Compare at 4.66

REG. 1.77

SANDALS

PtionP 7S3.3712 Phone 753-23711
li Hostess
At. Hostess
mcla Adams Sue McCort

v Velours

BRAS

Steam heats, steam cooks, thaws
and poaches' Large capacity and
teflon coated. By George - what a
buyl

world'
Vrosne40,

(3818)
—Criss cross leather
varnp straps
--Suede split leather
wedge heel
in beige
Sizes to 10

Special/

S6n

Choose from .our stock of ladies
handbags. Many beautiful styles!
A great buy for Washington's Birthday'

ir choice of a great selPc!ion! Stretch straps, padded, double knits, lace
,ombined with fabric. All
-,tyles and sizes.

VALUABLE

BLENDER
ASSORTMENT

Classic look for
casual wear! Popular penny styling.
00
Sizes to 10 in black
Reg. 1 99 or brown.

STRAIGHT WTS.
Limit 6

IBANKAMERICARD
ariavinv&-w

;AP

Values to 29.99

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

9-9 Mon.-Sat

COUPON

MOTOR OIL

TEENS & WOMENS
PENNY LOAFER

1-0)Sundays

$222

v Denim
Only 300 yards to
.to at this price' All
ire famous name
blends.
Machine
mashable, perma.lont press flr.r,

11

the
most
famous
basket
in the

Values to '9.66

Cordurc,

FOOD STEAMER

* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities!

11112=11
BANNAMERICARD
unit-re 44v

753-8777

1:36-0(7 Feb. 18 5 19 0,
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Coal Contracts Awarded by 111A

C.1

Sunday
School
Lesson

Coal contracts totaling about
$32 million have been awarded
to 13 suppliers by the Tennessee
Valley Authority for more than
4 million tons of fuel for three
power plants.

Most of the coal will come
from western Kentucky and
east Tennessee, with smaller
amounts from eastern Kentucky and southwest Virginia.
About 96 per cent of the coal

will be produced from underground mines,the rest under
three small contracts for strip
mine coal from east Tennessee.
Reclamation plans required
under TVA contract provisions
have been reviewed and approved for these three

operations. Prior to the bidding,
some areas proposed for strip
mine operations by prospective
bidders were deleted by TVA
under the aesthetic impact
provision of its mining and
reclamation requirements.
The contracts were awarded

from bids opened in December
Coal prices remain high, TVA
said. On the successful bids the
evaluated costs to TVA ( based
on heat content) are about 37
cents per million Btu at Johnsonville Steam Plant, 38 cent,'

at Kingston Steam Plant, and
over 40 cents at John Sevier
Steam Plant. These are slightly
below the maximum prices
TVA has paid since 1970, but
still are nearly double the price
levels of the late 1960's.
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By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOD WORKS THROUGH HIS PEOPLE
of His
It is amang what God has wrought through the lives
reservation to
children who have committed themselves without
solemn
Him for Him to use in His service. Today's lesson is a
His
reminder that God is continuing to work effectively through
the
dedicated and obedient people. In the lives of some of them,
purposes
glorious
His
of
hment
accomplis
the
to
greatest obstacle
is their unwillingness to yield themselves to Him.

--

WE CANNOT
TELL A LIE!

Zechariah 1:14
Jews to
After Cyrus illated the decree which permitted the
s of the
return to llfr homeland , thousands availed thernsehee
they found
captivity,
from
return
their
Upon
so.
do
to
y
opportunit
Since the
a devastated land, a desolate city, and a temple in ruins.
to restore
purpose of their return was to rebuild the temple and
the public worship of God in Jerusalem, they set up an altar on
Soon after
which to offer sacrifices until the temple was rebuilt.
Jews enthe reconstruction of the temple was started, the
and
countered aggressive opposition from without
inlost
they
long
Ere
ranks.
their
within
froni
discouragement
assigned to
teresUin and enthusiasm for the task which had been
1heirtf1tel7Tekr-nfterr-8eePe-d-CG
&m, and Esi.o
d when they encounter
discourage
become
to
prone
children are
decide to
difficulties and opposition in their work for Him, and
in them nor
quit, but this course of action is neither conunendable
pleasing and honoring to God.
with the
God was dishonored by and greatly displeased
who were
disobedient exiles, whose retrun He had made possible,
from Him and
so lacking in devotion to Him that they turned away
primarily,
pleasures
and
profits
of
prusuit
gave themselves to the
are doing
lust as so many professing Chrtstams in America
today

MONDAY IS THE
BARGAIN DAY
OF THE YEAR!

God instructed Zechariah, who was both a priest and a prophet,
in
o warn His people that their disobedience to Him would result
heir chastisement He did not have any intention of continuing
His blessings upon them if they persisted in withholding from
Him the service which He had commanded. Their forefathers
were chosen by Him and wonderfully blessed by Him, but they
had failed to be what they should have been and to do what they
should have done, so the divine patience was almost exhausted.
However,in mercy and wondrous love, God directed Zechariah to
warn the people that their disobedience to Him would bring
judgment upon them, but that obedience from them would
guarantee the ricl eal. blessings upon themi(they would just heed
His call to repentance for sin, He would graciously forgive and
abundantly bless them We. too, need to repent of our sins of
omission and commission Our disobedience to God works against
our own best interests.

BUCKLES
0
22 EA.

Zechariah 4:1-10a
An angel, through whom Zechariah had received messages
from God on previous occasions, approached the prophet,
awakened him from sleep, and made inquiry as to what he had
seen in a vision. Zechariah replied that, in his vision, he had seen
a lampstand with seven lamps on it Above it was a golden bowl,
said he, which served as a reservoir for oil. By means of pipes
running from the bowl oil was conveyed to each of the seven
lamps. On the right and on the left of the bowl stood an evergreen
trot producing the rich olive oil that was pouring into the bowl
ken which the lamps were being fed continually.

BLON
141
Al•J INT

It

THREAD

This was a symbol of God's purpose for the nation-of • Israel:truth =win hp diffused _and His
Through the Israelites
excellency was to be made known to the people in the various
other nations Just as the supply of the flowing oil was sufficient to
maintain the flames, the power of God which He would make
available to His obedient people would be adequate for them,
regardless of the strength of the enemy. What an encouraging and
strengthening truth' Likewise, it should be encouraging to
present-nay Christians to know that, in spite of the vigorous and
determined opposition of the world, the flesh, and Satan, the
strength which God imparts will be sufficient for their daily and
hourly needs. As His children follow His instructions, God always
supplies what they will need for the accomplishment of the work
which He has assigned to them What an encouragement'
Zechariah emphasized the importance of being right with God,
and then depending entirely on Him rather than on human
ingenuity. Without His power God's children cannot accomplish
anything worthwhile, but through reliance upen Him great obstacles will be removed and seemingly impossible achievements
will be made

A complete Dress or Slack Suit for Worn.
tii
81 Children. Includes LIU ,
'
All
zipper and buttons
early

2FoR 22c

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

THE P

0)22

•First Quality, Full Bolts
•60" wide, Machine Washable
•Diagonals, Twills, Ottomans
•Locasta, Jacquards etc.
•Save up to S2.77 a yard

Ali YD.

INTERFACING

BEATL

011? E.VTIRE SMCA.' RE(;1 .1...1R S3.99 To .S6.99 YD.

The work of the Lord is not be be accomplished by physical
effort, human wisdom, numerical strength or increasing
organizations, but through the operation and power of the Spirit of
(',od. Ability and efficiency often bring praise, prominence,
position, and pride. People of ability are often tempted to think
of self and to forget their dependence on God, but the source of all
spiritual power is the Holy Spirit. His power is constant and
inexhaustible, and through Him all difficulties can be overcome.
The Holy Spirit is ndispensable in our work for the Lord. We
cannot pray as we Jught without Him ( Romans 8:26). We cannot
understand the Bible apart from Him John 14:26). Nothing will
draw people, nor hold them, nor lift them like the Spirit of God.
Self is always claiming appreciation and applause, but when the
Holy Spirit is having His way self is subjected to Christ.

EMBROIDERIES
BATISTE
c
22 YD.

• Eylet Embroideries
•Embroidered Ginghams
• Embroidered Organza
and many, many others

11.131-1`
NAN

I'VE
VERY
LATEI
SAVE
GUAR
EVEF
\DAY

COME EARLY MONDAY FOR THE FABRIC BUYS OF THE YEAR!
WE SELL FOR LESS DIRECT
TO THE PUBLIC BECAUSE...
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
; WE OPERATE AT LOWER OVERHEAD
OUR TREMENDOUS BUYING POWER GIVES US VOLUME DISCOUNTS
; OUR HUGE VOLUME ENABLES US TO SELL CHEAPER
WE GET NEWEST FASHION FABRICS FROM OUR OWN PLANTS

F,

ONLY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
OF LOWER PRICES'

ee/ /III hell?, /)*./i/fil

Federal S'attvings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

Murray, Ky.

"I II I\ 1.11

_

204 W.WASHINUON

Paris, Tn.

- - — 7- 7717 7.r. 7.7 T.' Tr 7 7. ,.-.
4
I.,
ST
LOWE
PRICE
.ri
P,
.4
P)
GUARANTEE
.' If after, pun hase ,i1 Fabric from REMNANT ',1
. MUSE You find that you can purchase the
identual first qualth talaro from aio nther
l:.
tr.., net.itier in the trade area al a lemer puce. ,,4
/,.., REMNANT. MOUSE will cheerfully refund the .4
pp.: difference
1
' Itof ,, .,n, Hew, 1-..p.,..1
.4
(.
.1
P.
Gl.A R ANTE OF LOWEST PRICES
'4
44
ns. 1ST QUALITY FABRICS'
.
ei
...i.1...a..Z. 41. ii ..1..il .,t. di; ii -

LIL' A

5.5 oyi Th)
9 6 (Friday)

9- 5:30 (Saturday)

Phone 753-7921

4
;

,

16, 1973

it, and
Sevier
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prices
70, but
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Rumors Of
Dividend
Said False

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 17, 1973

FOR RENT

Rent A New
Blue Luster

Look in the section in which born leader. Prove it'
AQUARIUS
your birthday comes and find VIRGO
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
The Veterans Administration
Routine and detail work will
what your outlook is, according (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Check all documents, con- probably bore you now, so get reported today that it Is
to the stars.
Al tracts, legal papers generally busy on a creative project receiving a deluge of telephone
.
ARIES
with even more care than usual. you've had in mind for some calls and applications from
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I
even time. Influences stimulate World War II veterans who
misleading,
Your mate or business part- Some
ner may have somee definite outrightly deceptive practices original ideas
have been cruelly deceived by
PISCES
ideas about basic security call for extreme caution.
an erroenous rumor of a special
i
•
( Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
requirements. Even if you do LIBRA
dividend on their World War II
A better day for completing G.I. insurance.
not agree at first, keep an open (Sept. 24 td Oct. 23)
If you have been planning any old projects than for beginning
mind. A good compromise is
changes in your home or new ones. In leisure tune,
VA officials are concerned
possible.
property, now is a good time to devote yourself to a creative that many World War II
TAURUS
start making them. Family will hobby.
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti‘kle;
veterans now have the false
You may feel the weight of not only approve - - but will
-hope they are in for an inYOU BORN TODAY are surance special dividend
pressure in certain oc- help.
highly intuitive, imaginative
cupational issues. Don't try to SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to. Nov. 22) Me& and creative in your leanings.
force your own views. Listen
Friends will be especially You like people and aim to
They are not. The hoax that
and learn. Superiors will be
helpful now -- especially in please, which you do very has swept the nation usually
impressed.
being able to supply some charmingly and sincerely. You involves accumulated dividends
GEMINI
are active, mentally and that are supposed to have piled
/
(May 22 to June 21)
much-needed data. They will
A complex situation in- also be able to give you certain physically. Using all your upon World War II National
dicated. Play for time until objective insights which will faculties, you should have a Service
Insurance
Life
certain factors are cleared up. prove invaluable in the future. most happy and gainful life. policies-even if no premiums
You surmount obstacles easily have been paid on the policies
PREPARING TO PLAY-AG. McGrannahan, III, Lexington
This is one time where the SAGITTARIUS
and have the power to stride since the end of the war.
"waiting game" will prove 1Nov. 21 to INc.. 21) 31e
senior and band director for "Campus Lights" explains the
.
-rapidly- Emma small.boainaiega...
-beneficial,: •
--entreiral effeetattswents. aseenbeee al tae.atiesiooe-alnaa.he
"r gooa day ior !loathing -to outstanding successes - with
The stories may stem from an listen during rehearsals. Proceeds from the Broadway-type
CANCER
agreements. Some unusual many friends rooting for you.
)
EBC
(June 22 to July 23)
action taken in 1948 when show sponsored by to professional music fraternities-Phi Mu
will
background activity
You MUST stay on the beam provide the spark that hurries Many artists, statesmen, payment of a special dividend Alpha Sinfonia and Sigma Alpha Iota-ore used to finance musk
and
writers
now. Some practical issues matters through more muckly scientists,
on these same policies was scholarships.
decorators have been Aquarius- authorized.
demand attention and you may than expected
born
have a tendency to skip details. CAPRICORN
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
These dividends were derived
This could be costly.
FOR 1972 F or • perSonal le4 pep*
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
and
love
weelOt
premium overpayments
from
on
neelth,
toret•st
•
LEO
Take nothing for granted now
mart...go send SI OD ohm 25 corns tr.
because of a lower than anfor pereteoe and nencll.no tO
coin
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 12 %'t • and avoid jumping to con- Horoscope Book Departrnertl. Box 111
ticipated casualty rate during
Greater recognition for your clusions. What seems a cer- Old
Cheraw Stallon, New York. N Y
1001 I menteanwo Itps newspaper
the war. However, all payments
efforts indicated. Shake off a tainty could be otherwise. One Pr.n1
your NAME, ADDRESS *MI
of these special dividends ended
Sure
current tendency toward self- more admonition: Don't try to ZIP and DATE OF BIRTH (lobe
rot, eel the nent laresellit tat your
years ago.
doubt. Don't forget You are a force issues.
rochar 0.9ol

SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO
Home of

Ani

The Wishing Well
NEARLY NEW mobile home, in
Coach Estates, with central heat
and air. Will rent for $75.00 per
month due to difficulty in renting
a one bedroom unit. Family only.
Our swimming pool will open in
Fl9C
May. 753-3855
ROOM FOR boys with private
entrance. Within walking di
stance to university. Private
P22C
Perking, Phone 437-4221.

otti

WE CAN'T CANCEL 7I4E PISINEg!l
01 1-tERE.:
EVERYONE 15 ALREA0,
VEJNONE IS ALREADY SEATED!@AN
THE 6UEST OF NONOR S NEFE!'.

I

W

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zinunerman Apartment,South 16th Street, 753February 27NC
6609.
1831 FARMER Ave., one
bedroom unfurnished duplex,
large living room, kitchen, bath,
and storage room. Private
driveway and carport. Available
F21C
March 1, Phone 492-8174.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
private entrance. Off street
parking. All utilities paid, except
electricity. Couples only. No pets.
F17C
Phone 753-3019.
THREE BEDROOM house near
university. Phone 753-2342. F17C

FOR RENT

Modern Office Space-524
$q. ft -first floor, central
FURNISHED THREE room iih, heating, air, utilities
-ftfruisbett Parktng Van*:r- "
-4:kW-Thom
apartirient -.
If interested contact
F16C
753-6524 after 4:00p.m.
Fired
Dark
Western
Growers
Tobacco
TWO BEDROOM lake front
Association. Tobacco,
furnished house. Phone 753-2250
Building, 206-208 Maple
F20C
after 4:00 p.m.
Street. Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
apartupstairs
THREE ROOM
ment, located 401 South 8thr•
Street. $55.00 per month. Couples
lel6C UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
only. Phone 753-4669.
house at 1623 Olive Phone 753Fl9NC
upstairs =27
TWO BEDROOM
and
stove
apartment,
refrigerator furnished Carpeted
and Pine,
throughout. Available March 1. BUILDING AT 4th
compressor
air
with
equipped
Hayden
days
or
153-5450,
Phone
F20C
F20C and hoist. Phone 753-3018
Rickman 753-1242

--alai

T5 ALL 14eP0CRITICAL 10E12f NOT
IZEAWe 5414CEIZE (11E1ZE AL4.60046
105*7/4e466 MOJT CilARLIE DOWN
THAT a DON'T REALLY %LINE,
ANP IT5 AU. NiePOCRITICAL

LOST
LOST SMALL gold Bulova wrist
watch Lost Saturday at one 411
shopping(vette s Phone 1
5622
11111C

BLONDIE

F. CLAMPUS VITUS

IT SAYS THE MALE PELICA14
CAN bLD SIX POUNDS
-t4 11-3 HIS BEAK
or
FOR THREE DAYS

There's a club
for nonjoiners
By BOB ORMAN
Copley News Service

of wholesome sober companionship with your fellows,
you__get_the following:
,_

THE PHANTOM
,

ale

4
,

--SUMi C.13i.C! sueoue

THE mete He nay My DEAR

FRIEND
,
T.

;7°
1.471•64.,y,

•*- okl COURT ME 'WORE WAWA.
A6ARIST THE noires RTQNOW
IN PRISON FOR LIFE, 714I4•TOKKO!

7°11fr.
447'er Ya".9 /4;
'filles
14.4regti
"
,
5 6•14

Ark'srp

MOMENT OF MEDITATION-Larry Stinson. Madisonville
senior and director of -Campus lights"this year at Murray State
University, concentrates on the action during a rehearsal for the
production Feb 15-16-17. Written, performed and directed by
students. the show is recognized as one of the outstanding campus
productions in the country.

Ansee• to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

744re

OUM MOW 000
000 OWOMW alMia
00000U =COMO
M0100 OD
MOIR OMO POMO
OMM 0000DOOM0
OM DUO POU

.41 ,r1
C0111111nct ion
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1 Indefinne
amount
At this place
Fondle
War god
Newspaper
paragraph
14 Be mrstaken
15 Teacher
17 Greek letter
18 Cravat
19 City in Iowa
21 Trto
23 Games
27 Faroe Islands
whorhvind
28 Badgerlike
mammal
29 Thmgs en law
31 Tennis stroke
34 Contunctton
35 Chooses
38 Earth goddess
39 Greek letter
41 Make lace
42 Musical drama
44 Spanish for

5
9
12
13

rmE 3R5tZ CAW- Mt 0,,Avrom
emewiciES -.

BEATLE BAILEY
WE'LL 1.4AVE TO DO
6041En-1114G ABOUT
81155 SuaLEY 611Z

TstE MEN / THEN' CAN'T
KEEP 71-1E(R.
KEEP
MINDON
LOOKING
FOR .-1ER A se/MAT* GOING
ON PERE
TO Pa5e -ix
Bs.

NANCY
'rVE 'SEEN-VERY THRIFTY
LATELY--I SAVE A
QUARTER
EVERY
DAY -1

THAT'S NOTHING -1SAVE
TEN DOLLARS
EVERY DAY

I-1 Ow
CAN
YOU
DO
THAT?

BY NOT
DE FAC I Na
THIS WAtL

ANYONE
DEFACING
THIS WALL
WILL BE
F I N ED

$10
-1717-:
7

1119
5
:
J

a'•

-4•74evle• eaYs-wwraX.4110.-

Instructed
Droops
Stop
Mane name
Coniunction
Fiber plants
Hurrted
Female
tretanct
63 Goal
64 Pervxls of
time
65 Antlered
ammal

46
48
Si
52
53
55
59
60

DOWN

7 Corded Cloth
8 Send forth
9 Sea bird
10 Great lake
11 Woody plant
16 Egg dish
20 Extend
22 ExclamatIOn
23 Harvest .
24 Paddles
75 Symbol to,
rinon
26 Dry, as woe
30 Backless
seats
32 Monster
.
33 Trinket
36 Spanish plural
article
34 Speckled
40 land
surrounded
by water
I

2

-3

ammo am mom
RT MOO
WOME130 0UPRMI
MOB dUOUR OU
OUROO DM
11.

50 Wise
person
54 Title of
respect
56 Falsehood
57 Before
58 Weight of
India
61 Sun god

43 Spanish
article
45 Pronoun
47 Calls
48 Metal
strand
49 Country of
A51.1

...; 5

6

-7

8

:5:.
•••• 13

12

1:::)379

10
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15
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39
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36
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48 49

1 Algonquian
Indian
2 Anglo Saxon
money
3 Males
4 Landed
property (PI
5 leases

4
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•
C.I:•;5,

. •.',46
i
4.

7:7:1.53
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.:...,60
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loate, Inc.

La? ABNER

Don't Give It Away,
. . SELL IT!! 1
With A Classified Ad
Phone 753-1916

4

For a lifetime I have
"1. A clampsite guaranteed
mysoif in the pursuit al
tnrnpilflPC
my avocation, which is being
slakes, quicksand, seismic
a nonjoiner. I never saw a
Wiser urban overcrowding.
dub too large or too small for
'TA:guard at the entrance
me to avoid as if it were an
to fend off passionate widders
out-of-work brother-in-law. I
seeking illicit entry
always preferred lions, eagles
and elk in their natural habi-3 An avuncular coven of
tat.
graybeards whose only conI probably wouldn't have
cern is sour delirious happijoined the human race if I
ness during your stay at the
hadn't been born into it. I
dampsae
have considered retiring, but
the alternative is even less at"4_ A modern emporium
tractive.
staffed by eager, subservient
me
My children disowned
damfool storekeepers, at
when, like a salmon swimwhich you may purchase for
ming against the current, I
preposterously low prices the
persisted in my antiquated
regalia of our Blessed Order.
hairstyle and continued to
wear such outlandish attire as
"5. Friday night Slippery
narrow ties, button-down' Gulch, whereat our glorious
shirts and cuffed slacks
leader, the Noble Grand
Then, while rummaging
Humbug, pops for the drinks.
through a neighbor's mail one
"6 Saturday dinner, conday, I came across an ansisting of toothsome, nourishnouncement about a woning, health-giving foodstuffs
drous organization called E.
prepared by an eminent chef
Clampus Vitus, a name which
and his pack of apprentice
stands for nothing, and a
well-poisoners
group whose reason for being
is none. Members are called
"7 Sunday breakfast predampers, and a couple times
by the survivors among
pared
a year they go on clamptreks.
the apprentices. It should be
What a lofty purpose'
noted that those malcontents
To keep out the riffraff,
in our chapter who have said
there is a membership fee,
that our caterer is not fit to
naturally, but the best things
tote guts to a bear are unnecin life and most of the worst
essarily unkiteL Our caterer
are-nofTree. In the purloined
attained his enviable reputaletter, I learned that -despite
tion during a long and distinthe
and
the good intentions
guished career jettisoning
Solomomc sagacity of the adslops from the galley of a Peministration's new economic
ruvian guano barge.
policy,the cost of doing things
has
"8. A jolly dampfire, with
(or just sitting there)
supervisory personnel ready
gone up."
at a half-hour s notice to dive
"So it is with extreme pride
in and rescue any unfortuthat Platrix Chapter No. 2, E.
nates who chance to fall in.
Clampus Vitus, announces a
"9. The ineffable initiation
reduction in the cost of doing
ritual of E. Clampus Vitus.
things (and a very slight induring which the cream of
crease in the cost of just sityoung Anierican manhood is
ting there)."
inducted into membership,
It was revealed that memassuring the future of our
bers would be assessed $27 a
chapter and our order.
year, which would cover the
cost of two clamptreks and a
"10. Frequent dedication
$T donation to the Widders and
ceremonies, commemorating
Fund
Liberation
Orphans
on imperishable bronze tabWOI.F ).
lets the more trivial and je"Considering that one
june aspects of the gldrious
clamptrek is worth six
history of the Golden State.
months of babbling to a
•'11. Free directions on how
shrink," the letter noted, "it's
get home."
to
side
this
the greatest bargain
Definitely e piuribus unwn.
of marrying Wealth. In addiWhere do slim?
tion to the therapeutic valve

L
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AUCTION!!!
Sat., Feb. 24 - 10:00 a.m.
210 Main St - Murray, Ky.

Bilbnies Car II Homo Stipply Inc.

FOR SALE

FOR hAl.E

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIF-ERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information ..

After 5:00 p.m.

Phone 489-2161

No. 6059
1968 Chevrolet Pick-Up
1.967 Dodge Pick-Up (Air)
COLT PISTOLS
Gold Spike, Missouri Cen
Peacemaker.
tenial,
/-7-tletec live Special ( Nickel)
u ma
38
mender
Auto
back
i a mong
Colt
Antique
(Nickell,
handgun. T argetsm an (38
Cal
25
Titan
Special)
Automatic
SHOTGUNS
Savage 94C, 3)1 double
barrel!. Remington 1100, 12
guage, 1100. vent Rib, 870
pump. 1100 20 guage extra
gauge.
barrell. 870 12
Winchester 1400 Vent Rib,
1200 Vent Rib, 1100 Mark 2
:•-nt Rib some used guns

BanquetS, parties. recep
Socials,
church
ons,
cKktail buffets. luaus, club
have
We
etc
meetings,
banquet rooms newly car
,i ted to accommodate 10 to
,

RIFLES
Winchester 190,
270, Buffalo Bill 30 Cal . No
Roosevelt
Teddy
250
• ton
ope *em
788 with
7.
Colt
long
72
788, Berreta

Triangle Ian 751 4953

TV TOWERS
If you pay wi pnce somewhere else, you get
cheaper merchandise!

CHECK FOR QUALITY
Let Us Show You The Difference

TV SERVICE CENTER
Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

Adm.
75'

presents
THEATRE

Month.
own
their
in
right
Month,
a
$5,000
others
To
hometown. -We have both kinds.

To some people it is making $1,000 a

Sat. 8 Sun. 1:00 til 3:00
CHilDREN'S MATiNEES

Opportunity if you qualify for the
STROUT Team. Not everybody does. But
ask yourself if you are ready for your real
estate license to start bringing you Important Money. Ask too, do you really Like
People? And do you have Common Sense?

Guy H
. _

So it's

COUTIOGE011

Springfield. Missouri 65503

FOR SALE
COMPLETE 327, motor, just
been over hauled Phone 753Fl6C
5696

Fu

In tht.

If yes, then ask for information on the
"Poeple-Business." It's mailed without
obligation.,Couki be the start To Something
Big-with the World's Largest.

WANTED LADY to do telephone
survey work for national company, from her home Must have
private line $1 60 per hour Reply
giving age, address and phone
number to Mr. John W. Isbell,
P.O. Box, 442, Fulton, Kentucky
F17C
42041.

Co

tk.SSW

American wilderness,
LASSIE FACES
THE GREATEST
TEST OF COURAGE
a dog could
aver Xnow.
WINNE14
of

sa'•••••••
•14

52(

Termit
Eat Your

PARENTS'
MAGAZINE
AWARD

All Your Antenna Needs

PARTS
I LOT GE PARTS, 1 LOT GE SPARE
GARDEN
LAWN
Hedge Trimmers Ridin,
mower, Rotary mower v."
grass catcher, Self propelleit
mower, Grass Trimmeri,
Roto tillers
RANGES, RADIOS, TVs
RECORD PLAYERS,
CAR ACCESSORIES
TAPES
Wheel covers, car paint,
Player Stands, Built
Record
tire
freeze,
sealer, anti
et cook stove, top with over
curb
cleaner,Oe-icer,,
COOk tops, range hoods
feelers, seat belts. highway
Ovens, oven units. ranges
, baby auto ,seats
.falgohersnys
auto'
4 741P-111- range. refrigerator
.
coke t v 's, stereo sets wit,defroster, trailer hitches,
--tape--04.6ver4
-apeeivess,
fitters,
butbs.
Wart MoCIS.
tapes, built in dishwasher
flashers booster cables,
record.,
fans,
electric
Dragar Chrome reverse
exhaust tans, record stands
wheels IC' 6W, Cramer AAag
tap.
players,
record
Wheels 14" 6W tire chains.
recorders, ,assette tape.,
batteries
portable t v 's stereo power
units radios, irons, per
colafors
O.

TWO YEAR old registered Appaloosa Stallion. Green broke.
Very
gentle,
with
good
disposition. Will make excellent
western pleasure and halter
stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4:00
p.m.TFNC

How Big Is
BIG MONEY?

STROUT REALTY

HUNTING ACCESSORIES
Trigger shoe, gun displa,,
case, pistol grips, holsters
gun cases, racks, cleaning
kits, hunting suits, pants
hats, caps, vests, coats, bow
strings, rifle shells, gun
belts, recoil pads, our
scopes, goose calls. shotgu,
adaptors,' reloads, archer,
sets

TOYS
Wagons. Black
Coaster
boards. Bicycles, Rocking
Horses, Kiddie Cars. Sleds,
Baseball Shoes. Yo Yo's,
Basketball Sets. Misc toys

NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SERVICE

Prow.

In Bankruptcy

"COURAGE OF LASSIE"
• TOM DRAKE
• FRANK MORGAN
TAYLOR
swim ELIZABETH
Illamaal Flux macs lummox

AVON HELPS make dreams
come true! Need extra cash for a
dishwasher? An Easter outfit?
Color TV? Find out how easy it is
to make money in your spare
time, as an Avon Representative Call: 443-3366, Collect.
12C
March

Ina huma

1•••./

am • hydrisal

MEM 1111

A-T-T-E-N -T-I-O-N
ALL PERSONS WHO ISSUED CHECKS
TO SHIRLEY FLORIST ON FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 9 . . . Please stop
payment on them as checks were
stolen from

PI.ANT MANAGER wanted.
Man with capability of setting up
and managing new metal
stamping plant in vacation land
region. Must be knowledgeable in
punch -press operations,
automatic feeds and tool and die
maintenance. Send resume to
James L. Johnson, Murray
Chamber of Commerce, Box 190,
F16C
Murray, Ky.42071.

BABY BED with canopy, mat- VA LOANS, no down payment for REPOSSESSED
MAGNAVOX
ching chest of drawers, antiqued qualified veteran. 12 years to color portable TV Will sell for
to
almost
pink. Atoka 75145011 idler 5:00 pay. Drive on out
balance due. J & B Music, 7531TC Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. 7575.
F20C
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
We would appreciate your notifying us or
NEW SHIPMENT of dining room Mobile Homes, 3900 South 16' FIBERGLASS sloop rigged
sending us a duplicate check.
2
/
furniture, 7 and 5 piece suites in Beltline Highway, Paducah„ sail boat, 5 passenger. Also 91
F17C
Maple and Spanish. Hutch, buffet Ky.,4434150.
H P Evinrude motor. Both in
Thank You For Your Cooperation
WANTED TWO part time
and corner cabinets to match.
excellent condition. Phone 436and
evening
Fl6P waitresses,
Metal ward robes, china cabinet, MILLIONS OF rugs have been 5582.
wekends. One part time boy,
base wall and utility cabinets, cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
evenings and weekends. Apply in
gold-or
vest
electric
avocado-har
cassett
ION
whiteRent
COMBINAT
G.E.
finest.
EQUIPMENT
OFFICE
America's
Bar-B-Que and
Cash register Moore billing machine. Adding /machine, Filing
coppertone. Patio furniture. shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire tape player and AM-FM radio. person to Saucy
Main
1409
House,
Pancake
cabinets, Desk. Appliance dolly, Paint shaker (double header
and
chairs
Fl7C Phone 753-7385 before 3 00
Swing type gliders,
Shopping Center.
F19C
Street.
get
and
now
Order
FTC
rockers.
p.m.
TUBES FOR CARS. TRUCKS.
TIRES
Carraway
EQUIPMENT
colors.
8.
of
FARM
choice
TRACTORS.
BOATS.
GOOD YEAR $izes.
0
Furniture, 105 North 3rd. 753- 641 NORTH Pet Shop Puppies,
NOTICE OF SALE
470 x 15 700 x 17
G 78.15 Winter King 2 W
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
0
Ky.
F19C
Alma,
1502.
North
Excashier.
641
W
2
Hwy.
678
FOR
x
16
x
Sub
0
14
OPENING
700
78
15
700 x
G
poddles, beagles, fish and sup- THE COMMONWEALTH OF
9 00 x 20
s.s 2o 17G 78 15 CPC PG W
p
0
apply
opportunity. Please
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY cellent
(14-75
Phone 753-0880
-U'71-15 CPC PG 15
phes Phone 753-1862 or 7530
Kitchen,
Captains
to
0
person
0
,
1
W
.
78
MAR
15
'14.9 x 28 13 6 x 7ff
G 78
March 17C Circuit Court DEBRA OUTLAND
imA
n (1.2x70
NEW TAPPAN 36" harvest gold 1457.
G 70 II Delta RWL
FAL.-fac-•_AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
end 44K WI.L., -1..ilva 641Nartlinew7
6.50 16 7 51. 15
G 70 IS CWT BC,
Wsugldrei
range.
ps
deluxe
0
PLAINTIFF
wife,
C 78 14 Sub PG W
GP 78 14 PAD W
and
rLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN' 0
to get gas hook •P• USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. husband
$ _ _ ..
(PS 14 CPC PG 3*
GA 76 14 PC RACSAIS---VERSUS
h°use•
HELPER
Used
R'S
organs
F19C
G 7' II CPC PG
CARPENTE
C 78 IA PC W
8150.00 Phone:53-0814.
Used Baldwin
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE/
WILMA DOUGLAS and DEBS wanted. Phone 753-7955.
'
C 71 15 sw1111!)
671 14 PC PE 15
FI7C
Baldwin grand pianos Lonardo
70 IS Farm Service NY B
DOUGLAS
G 78 11 PC PE 1 W
VIE
DO
0
DOUGLAS,
from
across
Company,
B
Trailer
PARTS
25 15 Spec
G 78 14 MAR 78 B
BELTONE HEARING aid, fits Piano
DOUGLAS,
STEVEN
and
0
F'16C
35 15 CPC Non highway B
W
2
138
PG
14
78
Term
G
Office, Paris,
behind the ear. Call 436-5697 F'16P Post
-25 t5 MAR NY W
G 71 14 CPC PG W
NOTICE
NETTIE ROWLAND GIBBS, ET
It has become essential for Mobile 0
25 15 Delta NY
G 78 14 CPC PG
DEFENDANT.
AL
boat,
0
M
Jon
75 15 MAR B
ALUMINU
G 70 14 Rally W
•
Homes to be tied down!!
VOLVO 1800-E, 1971 with A34-FM 14'
25 15 MAR W
G 78 14 Sub Stud h
F21C By virtue of a iudgment and
7534337.
Phone
6100.00.
0
owner
one
Local
25 15 SW NY B
B 78 11 CPC PG W
stereo, radials
order of sale of the Calloway
See Us For . . .
25 15 PCPE
0
13 78 14 Sub XG 78 W
Thompson
Low mileage Call 753-0250 or 753Shelia
Circuit Court rendered at the
W
25 IS SW
two
LR 78 15 PC RAD W
home,
MOBILE
SALEM
1972
Fl6C
7856.
in
• 14 SAW W
thereof 1973,
E 60 15 PG CT RWL
bedrooms, all house furniture. January 22 Term
3 x 15 14W W
is The Hairdresser
E 71 14 XG 78 W
the SET14 Sub x 671 B
sell or may take over the above cause for
Will
E 713 14 PC PE B
1.
2
w
,
o:
sho
paid
N
k
I
A
ESTATE
Lic
i
H
C
nd
a
E
a‘4
T
H 7014 CWT PG W
OF
s
I
L
op
E
dr
lM
al
O
w
H
E 78 14 CWT PG RWL
U you need your hair styled
payments. Phone 474-7754 F21P TLEMENT
H 78 14 Sub PE B
E 78 14 AW 78 W
and its coat therein I shall
she needs you and you need
14 75 11 AAar 71 B
F 60 15 PG GT RWL
February 20C
for sale at the
South 7th Street.
H 78 14 PB W
her. Call for appointment
E 78 14 SW 78 W
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, proceed to offer
H 71 la SUB PE W
F 60 15 PG CT RWL
Court House door in the City of
day except Monday &
any
the
on
Kentucky,
Mayfield,
11/ii
PE
H 78 14 SUB SG
F 78 14 SW 78 W
THINKING OF first line quality
Wednesday
F 78 14 Sub PE W
F78 14 CPC PYPG 2 W
Highway. Travel trailers, Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
Benton
prices.
our
check
carpet' Then
F 70 14 CWT PG W
auction on the
F 78 14 MAR W
lams
pickup camper, toppers. We also bidder, at public
F 70 14 SPW PY RWL
F 78 14 SUB PE B
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
753-3530
26th day of February 1973, at 1:00
• Jean Weeks is not back in
or
the
week
by
rent
campers
F 78 15 PB PG 2W
F 70 14 CWT PG W
6C
March
•
Street.
F 78 15 PBPG B
but her grandF 78 15 PCPG W
• town,
201 South 6th
Call 2474167 or 489- O'clock P.M., or thereabout,
weekend.
B
F 78 15 MAR
F 78 15 CPG
the
daughter Is.
F17C upon a credit of six months,
F 71 15 SUB PE B
F 78 15 MAR W
TWO ANTIQUE steamer trunks, 2303.
•
following described property, toF 70 15 SUB WT R W
F 78 15 PCPG 2 W
•
one $35.00 and one $30.00. Three
Marion Is At
F 70 15 WT SPW W
wit:
•
double-wide
$65.00.
THREE BEDROOM
rail motorcycle trailer,
•
1.
Township
4,
Section
Other Brands various sizes,
of
part
A
The
Hairdresser
Fl7P only $6595.00 Bill's Mobile
•
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Phone 753-5699
4 East:
Range
maple
HOT
Beltline
cakes,
South
Highway,
her
you'll like her
Try
Homes,
hot
large
1
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
-AAA•
Beginning at a stake, the south00111
syrup with lots of whipped
Bulletin Board. Christmas trees. Filled and light bulbs, Charnala,
Stiletto Paducah, Ky. Phone 443OSSA
1971-250cc
cents
nutter 49
Hose couplings. Tools, 1-7" Drills, so" Drills. Grass trimmer
753-3530
west corner of Andrew Farris' 6Call
•
1972-175cc
F17C
6150.
$550.00.
for
home
motorcycle,
at
it
box,
Thermostat,
do
Fuse
paint,
Locks,
you
(Can
blades, Sabre saw blades.
for Sears Low Price
acre tract; thence east with said
• For appointment Tuesday
Thin& Inn
this'll
Thermos Bottle fillers, Receptacles. Tape, Heat tapes, Electrical
Ossa Stiletto motorcycle, $650.00.
and Opal Farmer
through Saturday.
Lne
Farris
supplies, Flourescent tubes, Vacumn cleaners. Vacumn cleaner
F17P
GEORGE LEFT Mary and Mary
on INSTALLED
Phone 753-5699.
•
attachments, Vacurnh Bags, Flashlights, Lanterns, Kites, Paint
38 one-third poles to a
•
201 South 6th.
left us his new Gretsch guitar. Nichols line
rollers. Ironing board coveys. Air conditioner filters. Baby sets,
south
thence
road;
public
in
stake
SEAMLESS
Tables and chairs. Coffee pots, Coffee pot inserts, AutorWatic
1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduro. Must sell for balance due. J & B
•
timers. Electric toothbrushes, Clothes brushes, Golf clubs, Golf
said road 8 and one-third •
Music , 753-7575.
F20C *with
Phone 753-7566 after 300 p.m
•
NUM
balls. Tackle boxes. Minnow buckets, Fishing supplies, Reels,
ALUMI
•bpoles to a stake; thence West 38 • e
Fishing rods. Clocks. Rug shampoo. Bissell scrubbers, Propane
F17C
s:
Fashion
in
stake
Goose
a
to
poles
-C
one-third
:
for
heater, Propane burners. Electric razors, Razors, Cameras,
GUTTERING
2 MONTH old registered and
/
51
• REWARD OF $5 00 offered car
Hand warmers. Body Warmers. Watch bands. Timex watches.
with his •
return of purse taken from
10 percent Discount thru Feb
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright German Shepherd, black and tan. Farris line; thence north
•
r Shopping
Blank keys and machine's, KniveS. Other Items,
Bel-Ai
8 and one-third poles to the •
shag rug specialist that adiusts to Phone 436-5315.
• in hospital parking lot_ No
Center
Flfr line
scars Catalog Sales Office
FOR YOUR CONTENIENCE:service
of. beginning, containing 2 .
and
sales
point
charges will be placed. Phone
For
carpets.
all
sold
be
will
Accessories
soutns,d. hopping
Car
and
Chains,
S
Batteries,
Tires, Tubes,
F19C
75:4-5265
jarthe Warehouse at 607 S 4th Street beginning at 10 00 A M
phone 7674295 or 753-0359 after MUST SELL immediately, three acres more or less.
February 19C UKC registered male Redbones For the purchase price, the
5•00 p.m.
All other items will be sold at the Main Street location
one is a show championi One purchases must execute bond,
When the weather
FRIDAY SPECIAL
with
receiver
registered female Black with approved securities, bearing
UKC
Outside is frightful
Plot To Be Sold Before'
AM-FM STEREO
-Half-Pound ef Fresh
Our home-made ice Cream
11 - 30-Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns, etc
pla el% one pair of and Tan. Also free puppies. legal interest from the day of
tape
track
8
11:45-Pick up Trucks
Is still 'delightful
Catfish
F17C sale, until paid, and having the
two way air ow:pension speakers. Phone Benton 577-9700
Stereo. T V 'S.
1.00-Ranges, Record Players, Radios.
Triangle Inn
a judgment.
of
effect
and
Fries
-French
force
than
Less
Mowers. Etc
condition.
Excellent
753 4953
will be prepared to
--Cole Slim
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after KENTUCKY'S LARGEST Bidders
Phone
Please
-Hush Puppies
TFNC variety of pistols. Buy now while comply promptly with these
900 p.m.
-Onion Welge, Tartar
Your
you can still get them at terms.
for
PRITCHETT,
JOE
Sauce & Lemon
Frank Ryan
March
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. reasonable prices_ Country Boy
1.
District
for
magistrate
Herc
Master Commissioner
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo Stores, the pistol people. 9 Miles
$1.50
12NC
Or
Circuit Court
Calloway
from
across
.
from
Hopkinsville
Junction
117
Company,
Piano
GO
23
16,
9,
Feb.
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Post Office, Paris,TenTRIANGLE INN
If No Results:
F16C p.m.
Fl7C
nessee.
-

SHIRLEY FLORIST

;
•

BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR

Hurricane Straps and Anchors
"Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center"
II ***********•••••••••

•

1

**••

. 1
.•
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*
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••••***'
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Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753-8382'
* John Randolph" Auctioneer
Tom Garrett, Trustee

Call 753-2310

READ the WANT ADS

Paper Carrier
First

.11

1966 CAPRICE with air, $500.00.
electric car,
COUCH; MAKES a bed, will sell Blue Star 16' runabout boat with MUST SELL! one
touch
golden
Singer
child's
F19C
3
p.m.
after
cheap. 753-8469
40 H.P. motor and trailer, 1500.00.
sewing machine, black and white
Phone 489-2363.
FT7C"T.V., numerous other items.
Phone 753-1795, after 5:00 p.m.
both
TWO REFRIGERATORS;
ASSORTED LAMPS, tables, old
F16C
492-8487.
good condition- One $20.00
‘snu aau dresser, desk and old bed Phone
7534905
F19P
492-8170.
Phone
$10.00.
one
Fl9C
BOUGHT A new color T.V., must
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape 'LIKE NEW Gibson guitar 2.pick sell black and white portable.
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills, up, beautiful sed. Pro quality. Excellent condition. 753F204'
F20C $100.00. Phone 753-8905.
Say-Rite Drugs.
FI9C 1795.

U.S. COAST
GUARD AUXILIARY
SAFE BOATING
COURSE
Starts Feb. 16
for information phone
753-2234
Of

753-2277

Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

&Emma=
*

WANTED CAR pool ride to Union
City, Goodyear Plant, 3rd shift,
from Benton or Murray, or
general vicinity Phone collect
F20C
354-6942.
Red
ATTENTION! . The
Geranium in Canton is moying
March 1. All present inventory is one-half price. Sale hours are 10
td5daily.
February 21C

*

SI

SI

•1

0
0
0

r"."=fifOi7
c c.c.°P
Miss Your Paper

John Randolph Realty
& Auction Co.

Horn(
L ice n,

W A!'s

WANT TO
Phone 753-971

WANT TO E
bases, figurii
3746.

WANT TO
Contact Stel
1255.

WANTED T
John Deere
corn drill ai
type disc. frl
dition. Phone

•• HAP'
••
•
▪
•
•
•
•

SM

▪ If you
someone
• thday....I
friends
engager
▪ niversar
folks...cc
parents
• e Lk"
•
• ,,heus a ;II
Ledger • They're
•
•
pelig
lnc
ht.veC
• make ac
- •
a

,J•
44112

, 1973

IT'S EASY

WANT ADS

To Place Your
Lodger & Times...

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

NOW

HORSESHOE
FALLS
i
CANADA

I

Operator and Manager
Guy Harper invites everyone to come
. - - :by lei whatever his need..

11'

(

ES
:ST
GE
uld

AURNANK 3010()0Ik

)4110c )411* 00(.10.114111k1110eallet

Termites

Spiders

c.

Eat Your Home.

I

I

AXE
man

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
(So not be deceived' Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
(005 13th Street

Murray, Kr
Phone 753-3914 Da) or Nit,

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v• Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce
0

•
•

R•
•••
••
RN, •
IACE0
0
0
0
0
0
-•0
0
0
0

'rice
;

Feb.
Office
)pwriq

.

r

to Union
rd shift,
ray., or
collect
F20C
Red
moving
entory is
are 10
uary 21C

* * * MYERS * *
•First name in pumps!
•First with 3 year guarantee!

ciutsztRouGit
Plumbing 8. Electric

•

•
•

*.
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4

er

nem ••••nol
rob..

0 "4
1

lb

0St
-E5

tOlvingt"SIZZESTED -THEY IWNSPORT
U5 AMERICAN EXILES HOME N BARRELS."
SERVICES OFFERED

:Roaches

MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
bedroom brick veneer house on so. acre lot. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, full basement.
•

U S
CL,?, b,

A.'94

baths, 2
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Bagwell Blvd. 2
built-in,
All
nditioner.
air-co
and
heat
Central
car garage.
carpeting. Don't pass this one up.

\\

Murray, Ky.
520 So. 4th
Phone 753-0405

N38,

NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central heat and
air-condition. 2 baths,2 car garage-You will want to see this
one

t

S

\
A

. Complete Auto and
I Furniture Upholstery

the

7

..

SEAMI ESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753March 6C
4992.

• apenng
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Rome
Remodeling
FREE fSTIMATE

Bill Houghton
753-0961

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
Good investment
windows
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
electric
2
and
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753. TFNC
7278.

AUTOS FOR SALE
HOUSE-2 ACRES. VI Miles
1970 JAVELIN automatic, power South on Torn Taylor Road, Good
location, 3
steering and brakes, air-house, Good
conditioned, vinyl top. Can be Bedrooms, 1 bath, recently
seen by calling 767-6252 after 5:00 remodeled, and carpeted. Call
TFNC Keith Hays 489-2488 or John
p.m.
Randolph Realty di Auction Co.,
F16C
753-8382
fishing
good
wagon,
1958 CHEVY
car. Best offer buys. Call 753-5676
F19C
Saturday or Monday.
HOUSE--1 ACRE. Near Kirksey,
4 bedrooms, 1 bath,large kitchen,
runs
1964, OLDS Station Wagon,
excellent garden spot. $13,500.
,pOwer steering Call Keith Hays, 489-2488 or John
gooct-Air,
rear
windows. Will sell real Randolph Really & Auction C41cheap Phone 753-6172. ------Ft2C 753-e382
F16C

1967 FORD station wagon, THREE BEDROOM house,
$400.00. 1964 Chevrolet, $125.00 central heat and air, built4n oven
•First with Free Installation!
F19P and range, carpets. Five miles
Phone 492-8170.
north of Murray. just off High•First with Factory Trained Servicemen!
F21C
way 641. Phone 753-5639.
•First to service all makes and models
1872 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
white interior. Low mileage.
of well pumps!
Y 7 room. lte
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after LAKE PROPERT
F22C baths, 6 closets, corner lot.
5:00p.m.
145'x145', completely furnished.
with T.V. and chest freezer
'1962 BIJICK Electra 225. 445 Phone 436-5469 between 6:00 and
Flee
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. engine. Transmission needs some 10:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and repair. $50.00. Phone 753Fl7C
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or 3068.
WANT TO BUY: fire wood. 753-7625 nights.
TFC
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
F1i1C
Phone 753-9787.
1970 PLYMOUTH Road Runner, Two bedroom furnished house
excellent condition, $1575 00. If with living room, kitchen, utility
.ts chrhng .n pr.yac
WANT TO BUY old glassware,
interested phone Ken Smith days, room lind bath, paneled walls
That turns you on,
We have or.yate d.mng
bases, figurines, etc. Phone 753FI6C electric heat, storm windows and
Paris 642-9161.
rooms,
F17(
3746.
storni doors, newly painted
Many fights and most
morns
Large lot 93'2'5140'. Now renting
MUSIC
WANT TO BUY: ear corn.
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
Triangle Inn 753-4953
Contact Stella Feed Mill, 753quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
Fl6C
1255.
PIANO TUNING and Repair. 4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitand Pest Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered chen table, with chairs, electre
.KELLY'S TERMITE
-el
WANTED TO BUY late mod
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South 'craftsman Piano Technician stove, electric refrigerator
John Deere two row mounted
TFC Shown by appointment only
13th Street. "Every day you Guild.
2' drag
/
corn drill and 1-7' to 71
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753bugs have their
lets
delay
type disc. Must be in good con- ,.4ay
TEN(
TFC
7278.
•
F19C
dition. Phone 492-8644.
TUNING -RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert serBUI.I.DOZER WORK, trucking,
LAND & TREES. 40 Acres near
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
also bank gravel, fill dirt and pianos for sale Ben W Dyer, Kentucky Lake, East of Hardin
or John
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Phone 753- $5000. Call 489-2488
TFC Murray, Kentucky
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
Randolph Realty & Auction Co ,
8911.
F16C
TFC 753-8382
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
•
•
tank installation. Phone 753•
SALE
TFC REAL ESTATE F OR
7850.
BEANS ARE high, you should
•
WOODED, LAKE front lot in buy this well located 266 acre
•
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. Lakeway Shore Subdivision farm-Long black top road
•
TODAY
frontage-200 acres tillable-Now
Installation or rework. No job toc priced at only $1,700.00
SMILE
•
$1414
big or too small. Call Jim for Two adjoining lots on Lake leased for $5000.00 per year.
say be,. 11.1 yell
•
February Shore Drive in Pine Bluff Sub- A Developers Dreern-400 acre
estimate, 436-2159.
•Amy le
•
division both for only $3,995.00 farm on good black top road19NC
Lake area property near Ideal for subdividing into small
•
Park (Hamlin, Ky.) tracts-Only priced at $125.00 per
Chandler
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
▪ If you want to wish
Iota, "2 acre Iota, 5 acre.
front
.water
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
• someone a happy birSome lots left-North Hillsacre farms and larger tracts up
o
641.
Hwy.
on
of
Murray
South
• thday.. .congratulate
beautiful wooded lotsLarge
'
50
acres.
to
Jerry McCoy, owner. 502) 492their
on
,
▪ friends
and black top streetgas
Estate,
Real
Water
Neubauer
C.
John
TFC
8817.
engagement...send anMurray, Prices from $1000.00 to $3000.00
Street.
4th
South
208
• niversary greetings to your
Kentucky, Res 753-7531, 753-0101. Not far from Fisher Price new
new
a folks...congratulate
FOR ALL you additionsRodgers Salesman, 753- factory.
Robert
remodeling, residential or
pa rents...Or Stet lay
Multiple Listing As an experienced Realtor and
7116.
Member
commercial. New or :old. Free
• "hello" in a special way,
F16C Appraiser, please let me help you
Service.
a
estimates.Call:753-6123.
• use•"IIAPpy AD" in The
in pricing and selling you
TFC
Ledger - Times want ads.
on 42 property.
Colonial
BRICK
LARGE
• They're fun...and inex•
acres in Dukedom, LA: mile high- Claude L. Miller, Realtor &
• pensive too. Just $1.15 for 1
4" well. Write Appraiser, Phones, 753-5064, or
WILL DO any kind of carat way frontage, new
Inch. Call 753-1116 and
owner, Box • 155, Dukedom, 753-3059.
jobs Ph
•
• make someone Happy. ` work, large or small
Flei
•
Tennessee 38226. February 27C
Marche('
753-7955

Phone 753-5543

HAPPY ADS

REAL ESTATE rOR SALE

.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

OPEN!!

Murray Upholstery Ca

C

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at .. .

REAL ESTATE /DR SALE

Another View()

,
7101002
0010/1110/1081/0111111000 00( 00•011.••810•0111er

a
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LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University' U
so - we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale.
Business, good will and all equipment. Call Guy Spann for
details
Located at 1602 Sycamore Street. Four bedrooms, large
with
recreation room with new pool table, family room
Liceplaet..boilugfalealatecreecoyeie hallways, formal dining
room, living room, 3 baths, utility room, all Walk In closets,
con%orlds of storage space, two car garage, large patio.
crete driveway Will sell or trade for smaller house
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
and patio. On nice corner lot.
door opener, paved drive
three bedroom
SIX MILES EAST HIGHWAY 94, Beautiful
brick veneer house on 2t1 acres with plenty of highway
frontage. Extra two car garage, central heat and air, two
baths, large covered patio, paved drive and beautifully
landscaped yard. Ready for immediate possession Call for

190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-435,000.00.
40 ACRES LAND ON Highway No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121,-0,500.00.
AT SIXTEEN 'HUNDRED SYCAMORE. LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air.
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet. Could be used-for income House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office
CLOSE TO SHOPPING4I7EP4TNI4. AT494 Fairlane Orsue.,-&-3 _
bedroom brick with carport. Has nice carpet, builton range,
utility room, storm windows and doors. Outside storage.
Large well drained lot. Priced to sell
OVER 19 ACRES, 2e2 miles S. of Lynn Grove. Has 2
bedrooms Modern frame home built in 1966. Has
electric heat, air conditioner, built-m range. Shower wail .
insulation Bargain at $13,000.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ms, 2 tile baths, family room.
Still time to choose your carpet arid colors. Large double
garage has big storage room Also has covered patio and
central heat and air. A most desirable home. Call us to see.

appomtrnent.

WELL LOCATED AT 1711 KEENLAND is a real nice three
bedroomlwidt home in excellent condition. Has nice carpet,
patio and family room. Priced to sell.
GROVE HEIGHTS-PERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot---100'x215'-central electric
heat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ma, fully
Fireplace and waiting for someone $211,500.00.
carpeted,
i'ltIME LOCATION Large commercial lot on 641 S across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep Ideal for
most types of businesses Call for details
SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths_ Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms
Some carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details
•
NICE COTTAGF: AT PANORAMA SHORES, 2 baths,
baseborad heat and 2 air conditioners. On 100 foot lot.
Fireplace, basement, 2 baths, draperies.
EXTRA NICE COTTAGE at Center Ridge on water front lot
over 1 to acres. Completely furnished and has boat house with
-samp.andelecrric wench Gond heist
garage, on water system. Nicely landscaped. One of the
better homes on the lake.
UNDER CONSTRUCTION ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE, Three
two
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air,
all
with
area
hen
dining-kitc
den,
huge
carport,
car
baths,one
built-ins. Could be ready within 30days Ceme and look
NICE RENTAI, DUPLEX ON SOUTH 100 Street. Good
Income property. (ill to see
City and County
WE HAVE SEVERAI. GOOD LAKE LOTS,
price ranges
different
All
large
some
lots. Some small,
l lots.
Check with us for residential or commercia
160 ACRES - -REAL NICE 12'156' trailer and new well. 90
acres tendable and beautiful woods near Pottertovrn. Unbelievable price.
CONVENIENT TO SHOPPING, 1002 Fairlane Drive. attractive three bedroom brick veneer, newly decorated, attached garage, large living room, dining room and utility
room.

9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 54-Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old, with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
acre. Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
carport. Priced right-$17,500.00.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, is an extra nice brick borne
with three bedrooms,family room, le, baths, double carport,
built-in range. A nice large honie.
-Attractive three
REDUCED'! 808 NORTH 18TH STREET
75' x 225' Plenty of
lot,
large
on
house
veneer
brick
bedroom
large rooms Price at
shade and fenced Carport. utility and
only $18,900 00
GATFSBOROUGH
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME IN
. Has central heat
completion
of
weeks
6
Subdivision, within
family room, two
and air, large living room, extra large
your colors and
baths, built-ins in kitchen. Buy now and pick
carpets.
veneer
NEAR HARDIN-LARGE THREE bedroom brick
oven
house on 5102 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
_
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be .wrong.
1013-STORV--AVE, Nice 4 bedroom brick house with family
room. On large lot with separate one car garage Beautifully
decorated, carpet throughout Electric heat. Must see' Call
for appointment.
ONE ACRE OF LAND- Two trailers furnished and rented
for $125.00 per month. Located 4 miles east just off Highway
94. Fine buy at 88,500.00.
AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL five bedroom
brick home. Has all modern fixtures, three car carport,
central heat and air, formal dining room, located on two lots.
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home, just call for
an appointment to see this one.
A MODEST PRICE for this 2 bedroom frame at 230 S 15th.
Range and refrigerator, gas logs, draperies included in
price Has air conditioner and a fireplace.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor. Has all built-ins, central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,'
draperies, fireplace, double carport Really nice. Call for
appointment to see.

brick
ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD IS another 3 bedroom
central
baths,
2
draperies,
carpet,
home with all built-ins,
heat and air, garage.

gas..
1417 VINE - THREE BEDROOM FRAME house, central
too good
heat,one and half baths, on good sized lot. A bargain
to pass up

veneer
1605 LOCUST DRIVE - LARGE 7 bedroom brick
air, and
and
heat
central
baths,
half
one
and
three
house,
this
mostly furnished. on 10(1x200' size lot. Call and look at
one. Good extra income

201 - 203 MAPLE STREET - Commercial garage with
apartment upstairs and duplex Have a look-see and inquire
at the office. $17,500.00.

This
AT 323 WOODLAWN, THREE BEDROOM BRICK.
house is completely redecorated. New bathroom, all new
carpet Owner moving out. Priced to sell.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick home on
large lot. Has carport, patio and is carpeted. Priced to sell at
821,500.00.
Street, nice
NEAR SHOPPING CENTER AT 521 South llth
Really worth
three bedroom brick, electric heat, garage.
seeing

IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, 1).2 baths, 2,4 acre lot All this for
only $19,500.00.
FORTY ACRE FARM: THIS is a good little farm about 30
acres tendable land, two good ponds, has pretty fair fence,
four bedroom frame house arid good stock barn. Located
near Kentucky Lake. Price $19,500.00.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
''iacqersall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
.
Tripp Williams 753-6422__
•
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Strohecker Elected
Committee Chairman
• Dr Edwin C. Strohecker,
chairman of the department of
library science at Murray State
University, has been elected
chairman of the Kentucky
Advisory Committee of the
Southeastern States Cooperative Library Survey for 1972-74.
Strohecker, who joined the
faculty at Murray State last
summer, said the survey Is
designed to determine what
library materials are available,
how to utilize these materials
most effectively, and what
additional material is needed.
"Primarily we are working to
gather information that will
enable us to realize the
MaXIMUIYI benefit from library
materials now available in
lights of changes and cutbacks
in federal funding In this area,"
he said.
Each state in the Southeast
will conduct its own studs,
according to Strohecker, with
results to be put together to
provide a regional picture. He
Mitt questionnaires witt-be sentto homes, schools and libraries.
He stressed the need for
parents and students to be
aware of the necessity for a
response to the requests for
information going directly into
homes.
A similar survey was made in
the Southeast in 1947.

PAC.F:

FIVE

Rev. W. Edd Glover
Lists Sermon Topic
Rev. W. &id Glover minister
of the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, will speak on the
subject, "What The O'OSS
Keeps Saying," at the eleven
a.m. services on Sunday,.
February 111.
_ —
His scrtpture wM be Wain
Mark 1527-36. Sunday evening
services will be at 630 p.m. and
Wednesday evening servieft
will be at seven pan.
The church extends an invitation to the public to attend
the services.

Seen & Heard . . .

Murray Students Enrolled Now In
World, Work Vocational Program
Students enrolled in the
Orientation to the World of
Work Vocational Program at
Murray High School earned a
total of $9441.62 in 1972. Students
in this program receive onsthejob training in local businesses
along with classroom instruction in vocational areas,
according to Eli Alexander,
Principal of Murray High
School.
The program is federally
funded through the Department
of Vocational Education and is'
supported by local businesses
who hire the students and help
train them. Business that
participated in the program
during I92inctuded-:-—
Roses Stores, Inc., HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Murray City
Board of Education, Jerry's
Restaurant, Long John Silvers,
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital,
Palace Drive-In, The Burger
Queen, Lassiter Auto Sales, and
Jim Adams IGA Food Market.
Mrs. Joy Waldrop serves as
teaifiat-OT—br
program and Mrs. Lottie
Johnson serves as teacher-aide.
"We really appreciate the cooperation that we have received
from these employers. They
have spent considerable time
and money working with our
students. We believe that the
time and money have been well
spent and hope for continued
support from local employers,"
said Mrs. Waldrop.
"We would appreciate other
employers calling on us when

Rev. Moffett Lists
Topic For Sunday
"Expectine Nothing In
Return" is the sermon title for
this Sunday by Rev. Chuck
Moffett
of
the
First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main streets.
The Scripture readings will be
Isaiah 4316-25 and I John 4:721. Special music will be
presented by the Youth Choir
singing D. H. Williams's "God
Of Our Fathers." An offertory
solo, MendeLssotes "0 God
Have Mercy", will be sung by
Carl Rogers, bass soloist.

"minuet) tram Page Ii

The public is invited to attend
guts If he misspells your name, Church School at 9.30 a.m and
younever forget it. If be doesn't the service workshop, at 10:45
Ban A nursery is provided.
peu didn't read that story "
You will always stay young if
you live honestly, eat slowly,
sleep sufficiently, work industriously, worship faithfully--and lie about your age.
He who is good at making
excuses • is seldom good at
anything else
Paul Buchanan's miniature
tools are on display out at
Storey's Food Giant
John warned his wife one
morning that she should beware
of a local speed trap. "A friend
of mine," he told her "got a
ticket yesterday for doing 30 in
a 25-mph zone."
Later that day, as his wife
was checking John's desk for a
letter he needed she found a
receipt for a traffic ticket. It
stated that the driver had paid a
fine for disobeying the speed
limit in a 25-mph zone. She put
the receipt in an envelope and
marked it; "For Future
Reference." Some weeks later
she had reason to remember the
receipt. Pouring her husband's
coffee she said sweetly, "John,
remember that friend of yours
who got a ticket for doing 30 on
Westlake Ave' Well, guess
what? Yesterday his wife got a
ticket for the same reason

Kenneth W. Roach
Presented Plaque
Kenneth W. Roach,owner and
operator of Chaparel Motors,
Tom Taylor Road, Route Four,
Murray, was presented with the
"Dealer of the Month For
January 1973" plaque by Frank
Nance's
Auto
Auction,
Paducah,
on
Tuesday.
Roach was presented the
award for selling the most cars
through the auction in January.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Olis Roach of Kirksey and is
married to the former Hayzel
June Chapman, daughter of
Mrs. Penny Legate of Mayfield.
They have three children,
DeW.ayne, Keith, and Karen,
students at Hazel School.

Rotary . . .
°teemed from Page I i
Each dead fly was counted
and transferred from match
boxes to big sacks with bamboo
tweezers. "I do not know how
the drive against the flies came
out,', he said "but the one
against the sparrows was most
successful.
"The strategy against these
was quite simple. It was to keep
them flying until they dropped
from exhaustion and could be
killed.
"They were killed," he went
on, "But soon the trees were
covered with whitish webs from
which billions of caterpillars
dropped into peoples' hair,
down their necks and into their
soup bowls.
"They admitted they had
made a mistake," he rioted.
"That admission may have
been the first mistake ever
admitted by a political regime,
but they still have four pests.
They merely substituted bed
bugs for the sparrows."
The retired professor of
political science, philosophy
and sociology at Murray State
went on to touch on China's
cultural revolution with its goal
of "the eradication of the influence of the dead hand of the
past over the present."
He also discussed the
educational systems of the
Communist nation, pointing out
that both students and faculty
must spend about one-third of
their time at manual labor and
both are paid full-time.
Medical care in Red China
also came into focus in his
remarks as he noted from
published reports that the
Chinese know how to deliver
prompt and effective medical
care to every citizen, whether
he is in city, suburban factory.
down on the farm or in some
remote villages.
Dr. Lowry was introduced by
'Henry Holton, the program
chairman for the day. Guests at
the meeting included: Henry
Mueller, Mayfield, and Parvin
Bishop, Paducah, both visiting
Rotarians.
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How Agriculture
•

Has Benefitted Me

they need workers. Sometimes
we are able to place students for
Just a day or two on a job when
an employer gets in a pinch for
help," Mrs. Waldrop added
Interested employers may
call Mrs. Waldrop at Murray
High School phone 753-5202 or
at home phone 753-7249).

a
•

POWs . . .
(Continued from Page 1
and shake hands with the generals.
A few men stepped to nearby
microphones for brief statements, but most walked briskly
down the red carpet to the
Travis terminal for refreshments. Most of the returnees
looked happy and healthy.
"I want you to know we
walked out of Hanoi as winners, and we're not coming
home with our tails between
our legs. We return with honor," Navy Cmdr. William Shanthe, eliammaa-S,T0.W4,
Thursday.
Of the first 60 returnees at
Travis, only Army Pvt. Ferdinand A. Rodriguezjil Brooklyn,
N.Y., did not takrpart in the
formal welcome.
A military spokesman said
Rodriguez, who faces charges
of being absent without leave
when the Viet Cong captured
him In 1968, was ill.
Five of the repatriated men
returning Wednesday and
Thursday were greeted by their
wives and children on the flight
line. All five were assigned to
the Travis base hospital for recuperation.
Reunions for the rest were
arranged at the military hospitals to which they have been
assigned for treatment

The
Sour(
In N
CaIlo

ceuntri ham tarts will he oil the menu at the Annual
Valentine's Dance to be held Saturday.
Fetroarrti,at the-entiown, 4 saaata-4,4aassai .LItia. _Here
Datice.Cumuuttec tuciattera.
Ann Philpot, Janet Hughes, and Marilyn Faulk !chairman 4 make
hors doeuvres, while L.D.
lends some supervision. The dance which is called -For Lovers
Only" will begin at 9 p.m. and music
will be furnished by The Entertainers

Guest Recital
Rescheduled
For Monday

Mayfield Police Return To
Work After 3 Day 'Sick-Out'

The guest recital by two
faculty members from the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, has been
rescheduled for
Monday,
February 19, at 8.30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University,

Funeral Saturday
At Local Church
For Mrs. Kenley

MAYFIELD, Ky. AP 1— call in sick and not report for
Patrolmen of the Mayfield work for two days without a
Police Department, faced with written excuse from a doctor,
possible court action by city but added that men not
officials after calling in sick for reporting for work after two
three days, returned to work on days would face disciplinary
the Thursday night shift and on action.
the morning shift today.
As the sick-out went into its
'The 23 patrolmen of the force third day Thursday the city
all called in sick Tuesday, council met in the afternoon and
Wednesday and Thursday after decided to seek a court inbeing told Monday night that junction against the patrolmen.
the city council was not
The mayor announced that
prepared to meet their requests City Atty.. Sam Boyd Neely
for higher pay and other would be instructed to file the
benefits.
action
Mayor E W Anderson Jr.
Anderson also said police
said patrolmen were entitled to were being asked to return to
work or turn in their uniforms.,
though he asserted that we're
not firing anyone."
With court proceedings apparently imminent, patrolmen
began reporting for duty as
usual on the 9 p.m. shift
Final rites for Mrs. Minnie E. Thursday
night and the 5 a.m.
Moody will be held today at two shift this
morning.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
The increased benefits the
Churchill Funeral Home with: 'patrolmen
had asked of the city
Rcri_Beasley, Jr., and Bro. council included
a pay raise of
Vernon Turner officiating.
$100 a month, a cost-of-livingFestus Moody, Orien Vaughn, allowan
ce of 5s per cent, and
Rupert Sanders, Everette full
payment by the city of
Oliver, Garvin Wilson, and hospita
lization insurance
Claude Steele will serve as premium
s. The city presently
pallbearers. Burial will be in pays half of
such premiums.
the Bethel Cemetery in Henry
"They've just asked for
County, Tenn., with the things
we can't meet their
arrangements by the Max demand
s on," the mayor said of
Churchill Funeral Home.
the requests.
Mrs. Moody expired Tuesday
While the patrolmen stayed
at 5:15 p.m at the Puryeir away from
their jobs. Police
Nursing Home
She was 80 Chief Cletus Sullivan and three
years of age and the daughter of shift captain
s manned the
the late Green and Martha department, with
help from the
Patterson French.
State Police
She is survived by her
Mayor Anderson said this had
hesband, R.B. Moody, 1708 caused
no major problems,
Ryan Avenue, Murray; one son, except that
the city was
Roy B. Moody, Jr., of Boston, depending on only a
handful of
Mass.; two granddaughters, officers
to enforce the law.
Pam and Karen Moody
of
Columbia, S.C.; one brother,
Thurman French of Buchanan.
Tenn.

Dr. Maurice Hinson, pianist,
and Dr. Jay Wilkey. baritone,
will present a grand song cycle
of "Wtnterreise" featuring
music by Franz Schubert and
poetry by Wilhelm Muller.
The recital was originally
The funeral for Mrs. Alice
Kenley of 202 Mulberry Street, scheduled on January 22, but
Murray, will be held Saturday had to be postponed due to
at two p.m. at the Seventh and Illness
Poplar Church of Christ, where
Hinson, whose book entitled
she was a member, with Bro. "Guide to the Pianist
's
Roy Beasley, Jr., officiating. Repertoire" will
be published in
Interment will be in the Murray March, has presente
d piano
Cemetery
with
the recitals in 22 states and three
arrangements by the Rutledge European . _countries.—Fran
ce,
Funeral Home.
Germany and Holland.
-- Tonight -from -seueia to s.
o'clock at the Wayman Chapel --A4ormer-i•euity-anesubarMethodist Church the wake will the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor, he served as
be held.
Mrs. Kenley, age at, died director of the Eruopean Tour
Tuesday at 11:50 p.m. at the of Music Festivals in the
Murray -Calloway County summers of 1966 and 1967. He
Hospital. She was born October has been associated with
numerous music camps and
20, 1888.
Survivors include four workships at several levels.
The Florida native earned the
daughters, Miss Sophie Kenley
B.
A. degree at the University of
of Paducah, Miss Novelle
Kenley and Mrs. Louise Guess, Florida and both the N. Mus.
both of Murray, and Mrs. snd D. M. A. degrees at the
of
Michigan.
Rosetta McCuiston of In- University
dianapolis, Ind.; four sons,
Wilkey, a Danforth Graduate
George Kenley, and Jesse Fellow and a Rockefe
ller
Kenley, both of Murray._ Brothers Fellow, sings and
Graves Kenley of Saginaw, occasionally serves as the
Mich., and Arthur Kenley of chorus/nester with the
KenDetroit, Mich:; twenty-three tucky Opera Association
in
grandchildren; thirty-six great Louisville. He has also
sung
grandchildren.
with the Santa Fe Opera
Company, Sants Fe, N. M.,
Casa Mane Musicoals, Fort
Worth, Texas, and the Indiana
State
Opera
Theatre,
Bloomington, Ind
A native of Irvington, he
has
served as music director of
several churches and has been
Funeral services for Mrs.
the conductor of music clines in
Myrtie H. Calhoon were held
several areas. His experience
this morning at eleven o'cick at
as a sloloist also ranges over a
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Fred L. Jackson, of Madison
wide area.
Funeral Home with Rev. R.J.
Heights, Mich., formerly of
Burpoe
Sponsored by the depratment Calloway County, died Tuesday
Pallbearers were Alvis of music at Murray
Valley, California. He
State, the in Sun
Calhoon, Lloyd Reynolds, Max recital is open to the
years
of age.
61
was
public at no
Sanders, Larry Sanders, and admission charge.
The deceased was a veteran
Jerry Sanders. Interment was
of World War U. He was the son
in the, Henslee Cemetery with
of the late Less Jackson and
the arrangements by the Max
Zula Magness Jackson.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Mrs Calhoon, age 75, died
Novice Jackson; one daughter,
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
Bomarito ofMrs. Bob
the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Glendale,
Arizona;
five
Thomas Overcast. Widow of
sisters, Mrs. Amos Earl and
Arvin
James
Dawson,
brother Mrs. David Briggs, both of
Thomas Jefferson Calhoon who
died June 30, 1967, she was a of Mrs. Martha Crider of California,
Kay
Miss.
member of the Bell City Baptist Murray, died Thursday at the Stonehouse, Mrs. Marvin Davis,
Milan
Hospital
,
Milan,
Tenn. and Mrs. Robert' Hack, all of
Church. She was born January
29, 1898, and was the daughter of He was 62 years of age and a Michigan; three brothers, Ed
the late Bud and Rilda Williams farmer.
Jackson of Benton Route One,
Hale.
Survivors are-his wife, Ti-s, Charlie Jackson of Cincinnati.
Survivors
are
Ohio, and John Jackson of
three Lillie Mae Dawson, daughte
r,
daughters, Mrs. Overcast of Mrs. Marfay
Hammon,and son, Detroit. Mich.; three grandMurray Route Six, Mrs. Annie Richard
Dawson, all of Brad- children.
Sanders of Bell City, and Mrs.
Funeral services will be held
ford, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Lona Manning of Warren
Crider of Murray and Mrs. Sunday at two p.m. at he
Mich.; one son, Lonnie Calhoor
Verna Lee Usery ofs Kennett, chapel of the I.inn Funeral
of Bell City; three brothers, Mo.
Home, Benton, with Bro. Willis
Lloyd Hale of Paducah, Robert
ea
Green officiating.
Funeral
services
Will be held _ Interment will be in the
Hale of Upsilanti, Mich., and
Claude Hale of Pennsylvania; today at 2.30 p.m. at the Hunt Haltom cemetery. Benton, with
twelve grandchildren; fifteen Funeral Home, Bradford, Tenn. the arrangements by the Linn
Burial will follow in the lesust
great grandchildren.
Funeral Home, Benton, where
Grove Cemetery near ther,
friends may call.

Services Are Today
For Mrs, Moody

Rites Held Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Calhoon

Fred Jackson
Dies At Age 61

Mrs. Crider's
Brother Dies

By GRAVES BURKEEN
President
Calloway County F.F.A.
In vocational agriculture we
study crops livestock, soile
land
use
and
farm
management. We also belong to
a rural youth organization
called the Future Farmers of
America.
In our freshmen year in
vocational agriculture we study
soils in relations to crops. We
learn the crops that grow best
on a specific type of soil. We
start a farming program that
fits into the home farm
operation and learn to keep
records of our cost and earnings. We are also introduced to
the school farm shop and begin
in indentifying the tools and how
to use them. As freshmen the
main purposes of the F.F.A. is
to promote patriotism, and
citizenship
and
develop
leadership ability.
In our second year of
•— vorstfonst agriruttnreave stud?
livestock. We learn the different breeds and their
characteristics
also
the
diseases that livestock have and
the symptons by which you may
detect the disease. We found out
that dairy, beef, and hogs in our
supervised farming program
provides a good market for our
crops. We continued working in
the shop using the woodworking
tools and repairing small
machinery. Also we become
more Involved in the F.F.A. and
its activities.
As Juniors our vocational

course relates to soil and the
best uses to to be made of it. We
expanded our supervised farming and extended our activities in the F.F.A. to district
and state levels. In the shop our
activities involved servicing
farm tractors, repairing and
servicing of farm machinery
and we also begin learning to
weld.
In our fourth year of
vocational agriculture we
began to get involved in farnung as an occupation and how
to farm and make a good living.
We begin to unprove our farms
and try to get the most benefits
from our Improvements. We
have expanded our supervised
farming program and in some
instances a few students are
forming partnerships with their
dads We begin to manage the
farming land, livestock and
crops that we grow. In the shop
we continued improving our
abilities in farm machinery
repute seta iet the
F - A we'became the officers and the
leaders of our club.
The training we have
received
in
vocational
agriculture and the leadership
we have gained from membership in the F.F A. has
helped prepare us for a career
in farming or a job related to
agriculture This training has
given me an opportunity to
become informed and has
made it possible for me to
choose the vocation I would like
to go into.

The objective of the Workshop
is to interpret and embody the
ordained ministry to persons
who may be interested in, or
who may have a potential for,
the parish ministry.
The United Campus Ministry,
co-sponsors of the Workshop,
will be assisting the Church in
making known its need for men
and women of all races willing
to serve other people in the
name and spirit of Christ.
Co-sponsors are the Office of
Vocations of the United

v.•

How Home Economics
Has Benefitted Me
By Theresa Rudolph
Calloway Co. F. H. A.
Preparation for a career in
homemaking begins when a
child has her make -belief
household. As she grows older,
she faces the problems and
responsibilities of reality as a
homemaker
Learnings in vocational home
economics help a student
develop into a worthwhile individual and homemaker. The
area of housing helps the individual develop abilities to
plan, select and maintain a
pleasant and attractive home
The management of the home LS
also a major part in a
homemaking career because it
helps her to identify and use all
possible resources to the best
advantage in her individual and
home life. In home economics
one learns how to be a better
consumer by judging quality as
well as quantity.
The future homemaker learns
about developmental needs of a
child from birth to adolescense
and how these can best be met.
Personal, family, and community relationships is one of
the areas of emphasis important in helping the child and
each family member in
achieving a
quality life.

In her home economics
training a student will learn
how to plan, buy, and care for
clothing as well as how to
construct clothing and home
furnishings for individuals and
family
members.
Home.
economics helps provide an
understanding of food and
nutrition and enables the individual to develop knowledge
and skills in the provision of
wholesome and attractive
family meals.
Home economics enables an
individual to prepare for a
career inhomemaking.alla wife
and mother These learning
emphasise the importance of
vocational home economics as
we salute National Vocational
Education Week.

Helicopter ...
1Continued from Page 1

Tin said a few technical problems remained to be worked
out. He reported that teams of
the International Commission
of Control and Supervision and
the Joint Military Commission
were flying to Hanoi Saturday
to observe the release, as required by the cease-fire agreement.
The South Vietnamese command charged the Communists
with 151 more cease-fire violations in the 24-hour period ending at 6 a.m. today. It said 222
North Vietnamese and Viet
Presbyterian Church, the Board Cong and 31 South Vietnamese
were killed and 182 South Vietof Ministry of the United
Methodist Church,and five area namese were wounded.
The government organized an
Seminaries: Gammon
Theological School in Atlanta. anti-Communist demonstration
Lexington
Theological by an estimated 7,500 persons
Seminary,
Louisville in Phu Cuong, a provincial capPresbyterian Seminary. School ital 12 miles north of Saigon.
of Theology of the University of They carried South Vietnamese
the South in Sewanee, Tenn., flags and anti-Communist banand the Methodist Theological ners and shouted slogans
charging the Communists with
School at Delaware, Ohio.
violating the cease-fire
Ht. Rev. David Reed, Bishop
Coadjutor of the Episcopal
Diocese of Kentucky, Professor
Loren Broadus of Lexington
Theological Seminary, Rev.
Herbert J. Simpson, minister of
First
Christian
Church,
Paducah, Rev. Manuel Easley
of the Paris Parish in Paris,
HOLLYWOOD(API — Wally
Tenn., Rev. Jerry Herber,
Campus Minister at the Cox, who caught the public fancy in the earliest era of AmeriUniversity of Tennessee at
can television as the mild, besMartin. Rev. - Robert Planck,
pectacled teacher "Mr. PeeChaplain
at
Eddyville pers," once
said his role has
Penitentiary, Rev. Tim Taylor
of Paducah, and Rev. Bill been lost to history.
Cox, who died of a heart atWilliams, Tr -District Ministry
of the Christian Church tack in his home Thursday, referred to the prevideotape age
IDisciples of Christ),
will be when no recordings were made
additional resource persons.
of the 110 episodes of the series
Rev. Stephen Davenport, that began in 1952
and has been
Rev, Martin Mattingly, Rev. off the screen
since 1955.
Fred Morten, and Rev. Bill
An autopsy showed the 48Porter will be directing. the year-old Cox
died of a coronary
Workshop.
occlusion.

Ministry Interpretation Workshop
Planned, United Campus Ministry
Hey.
Charles
Moffett,
minister of First Presbyterian
Church, Rev. John Jones,
minister of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church. and Don
Brock, Alcohol and Drug
Consultant for the Regional
Mental Health Center, are local
resource persons for the
Ministry Interpretation
Workship at the United Campus
Ministry this Friday at 6:00
through Saturday at 4:00 p.m.
Fifty undergraduate college
students and high school seniors
from Kentucky and Tennessee
are are expected to be in attendance. They will come from
the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ), Baptist, Episcopal,
Presbyterian, Roman Catholic
and United Methodist Churches.
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